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Abstract
Structural changes in transition metal oxides are often considered to be synonymous
with changes in the oxygen defect structure of a material. Understanding, and tuning,
structural and chemical changes in perovskite oxides is critical for the optimisation of
oxygen evolution and reduction reactions, and studying these processes in situ is essential
for improving the catalytic performance of perovskites.
La0.5Sr0.5Mn0.5Co0.5O3−δ (LSMC) has been studied as amodel system as it is one of the
few reported perovskite oxides that is stable with δ > 0.5, accommodating a fully oxidised
phase (δ = 0) and reduced phase (δ = 0.62) with a reversible, topotactic transition between
these two phases in bulk form. In this work, thin films of LSMC were deposited using
pulsed laser deposition on single crystal substrates resulting in compressive strain on
LaAlO3 (LAO), and tensile strain on (LaAlO3)0.3(Sr2AlTaO6)0.7 (LSAT) and SrTiO3 (STO).
Complementary X-ray diffraction (XRD), for determining structural changes, and X-ray
absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES), to determine oxygen stoichiometry, were
used to investigate the effects of mechanical strain. The LSMC unit cell volumewas found
to be linearly dependant on the strain, however the same relationshipwas not observed for
the oxygen stoichiometry. Both the compressively strained LSMC/LAOand LSMC/LSAT
were oxidised, while the LSMC/STO was more reduced due to a change in Mn valence.
In situ XRD, conducted at elevated temperatures (400 to 750 ◦C) with varying oxygen
partial pressures (pO2 = 1 × 101 to 2.2 × 105 ppm), demonstrate that the unit cell volume of
LSMC responds to changes in oxygen partial pressure. Films grown on LAO show a five
times greater cell parameter change between oxidising and reducing conditions compared
to those grown on STO, with changes of approximately 3 × 10−3Å and 6.5 × 10−4Å
at 700 ◦C, respectively. In situ XANES, at temperatures up to 500 ◦C under reducing
conditions (pO2 < 1 × 10−5 ppm), provided evidence for a greater change in the Mn
oxidation state. Further, the tensile strain of the LSMC/STO samples was shown to
stabilise a LSMC thin film with a lower oxidation stoichiometry, indicating that strain is
a successful method for tuning the defect structure under operating conditions.
Electrical characterisation was performed by applying bias through LSMC/Nb:STO
thin films to change the effective oxygen stoichiometry. These results showed promising
resistive switching behaviour and initial in situ measurements with isotopically labelled
oxygen provide evidence for an interface based switching mechanism.
These results deepen the understanding of methods to tune the defect structure
of perovskites and can be used to guide the optimisation of perovskite properties for
electrochemical devices including energy storage and memristors.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Ceramic ionic conductors have received extensive attention for their application
in energy and information storage devices. Material selection in these applications
requires consideration of the geometry, thermal history, operating conditions, stability
and transport properties. Research is therefore focused on both developing ceramic
oxides with new compositions and crystal structures as well as optimising the geometry
and microstructure of existing materials.
In this thesis, control of the oxygen stoichiometry of the perovskite
La0.5Sr0.5Mn0.5Co0.5O3−δ (LSMC) is investigated for a number of electrochemical
applications. This chapter provides a broad overview of the motivation for studying
ceramic oxides for both energy storage and information technologydevices by considering
the importance of these devices, key areas for improvement and the appeal of mixed ionic
electronic conductors (MIECs).
1.1 Developing Energy Storage Devices
Providing reliable, low-cost and environmentally friendly energy is one of the greatest
challenges faced this century. As energy demand is predicted to increase by over
40% in the next two decades, developing sustainable energy is a key requirement for
continued socio-economic improvement [1, 2]. Fossil fuel reserves, whose combustion
currently produces over 80% of worldwide energy consumption are, by nature, finite [3].
Consequently, current energy production and consumption patterns are unsustainable.
The use of non-renewable fuel sources has contributed to a substantial increase in the
atmospheric levels of CO2 and other greenhouse gases, significantly impacting the
environment and contributing to climate change [4]. In addition to the global threat,
geopolitical uncertainty is also a driving factor at the national level as countries strive for
energy security, reducing reliance on fuel supply or energy storage from other nations [5].
Significant research efforts are being dedicated to decreasing fossil fuel dependence
and promoting development of alternative, renewable energy sources such as solar,
wind and geothermal energy. However, energy supplied by these renewable sources
is unpredictable and their success is dependent on large-scale energy storage systems
which can efficiently and reliably provide for fluctuating demand. Developing storage
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systems to work in tandem with renewable sources allows for moderation of uneven
production, resulting in a sustainable and practical solution to the energy crisis [6]. The
majority of renewable technologies are unable to rival the lower monetary cost of fossil
fuels at present and often require government subsidies to access a market share [1].
Therefore, further research is critical for developing clean, accessible energy for future
generations.
Themost efficientmethod of electrical energy storage is in the formof chemical energy.
Electrochemical devices, for example batteries and fuel cells, are ideal as they typically
have a higher efficiency than current energy production methods, as their function is to
convert energy directly from chemical to electrical. For comparison, fossil fuels require
multiple steps to convert their stored energy into usable electric energy and at each step
energy is lost to the environment, making them inherently less energy efficient, see Figure
1.1. As a result, whilst petrol has an energy density of 13 000Whkg−1 the tank-to-wheel
efficiency is only 12 to 22%. In contrast, the battery-to-wheel efficiency of an electric
propulsion system is ∼ 90% [7, 8]. It is also important that future energy supplies meet
the end-user demands related to: energydensity, specific energy, energy capacity, physical
dimensions, cycling durability, cost and lifetime. These requirements differ depending
on the device, ranging from: national grids, to electric vehicles to portable electronics.
Figure 1.1: Illustration of energy losses in vehicle internal combustion engines, adapted
from Chu et al. [7].
Energy storage devices cover a wide variety of different technologies, from
pumped-storage of hydroelectricity to fuel cells. A brief overview of the selected energy
storage and conversion devices, namely solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) and metal-air
batteries, highlights some of the key challenges.
1.1.1 Metal-Air Batteries
In 1800, Alessandro Volta developed the first battery consisting of a voltaic pile [9].
Since then a variety of battery devices have reached the consumer market, including
lead-acid batteries, the first rechargeable battery system, and nickel-cadmium batteries,
the first battery with an alkaline electrolyte [10]. In current terminology, battery is used to
define one or more electrochemical cells comprising a negative and positive electrode
separated by an electrolyte. Currently lithium-ion batteries, based on intercalation
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chemistry, are themost energy dense and dominate the portable electronicmarket [11, 12].
While batteries are efficient electrochemical energy storage devices, current technology is
limited by low capacities and is not yet suitable for large scale storage with the ability to
compete with fossil fuels in terms of energy density.
Table 1.1 summarises several alternative battery storage systems that have thepotential
to exceed current intercalation-based technologies. The practical energy density of these
systems will be able to provide depends on the mass of the fully packaged battery,
calculated after discharge [13]. Metal-air, or more accurately metal-oxygen, battery
designs are highly desirable due to the natural abundance of oxygen in the atmosphere
[13–15]. In addition, while the battery configurations listed theoretically provide an
energy density greater than Li-ion batteries, Li-oxygen (Li-O2) batteries have a sufficiently
high potential energy density to allow for competition with fossil fuels. Li-O2 systems are
used as an example system below and the reader is directed to several recent papers for
comprehensive discussion of alternatives: zinc-oxygen [16, 17], lithium-sulphur [14, 18],
and lithium-carbon dioxide [19].
Table 1.1: Electrochemical reactions for several potential battery devices including their
theoretical energy storage capacity, adapted from Bruce et al. [13]
Battery Reaction Scheme CellVoltage (V)
Theoretical Specific
Energy (Whkg−1)
Li-ion C6Li + Li0.5CoO2 
 3C +LiCoO2
3.8 387
Zn-O2 Zn + O2
 ZnO 1.7 1086
Li-S 2Li + S
 Li2S 2.2 2567
Li-O2
(non-aq.) 2Li + O2
 Li2O2 3.0 3505
Li-O2 (aq.) 2Li + O2
 2LiOH 3.2 3582
The advantage of using lithium as a battery component was first demonstrated in
the early 1970s when a high capacity primary cell was developed [20]. Since then,
lithium-based electrodes have been dominant in both industry and research as lithium
is the most electropositive element (−3.04V versus the standard hydrogen electrode), the
lightest metal (ρ = 0.53 g cm−3) and has a high specific capacity (3860Ahkg−1) [16].
In the last 40 years, the progress of battery research has been slow, especially when
compared to progress that the computer industry has made since Moore published his
famous law in 1965 [21], accurately predicting that the number of transistors on an
integrated circuit will double every two years. Electronic devices are likely to consume in
excess of half the worldwide energy production within the next two decades and energy
storage solutions are needed to cope with this demand [22]. The discrepancy between
the progress in transistor size and battery capacity is highlighted by the fact that Li-ion
batteries on the market today have only twice the energy density by weight compared
with Li-ion batteries brought to the market in 1991, although current Li-ion batteries are
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ten times cheaper than the first commercial version [23].
Due to their predicted energy density and potential battery designs, Li-O2 systems
could be immensely advantageous in three commercial sectors. First, as demands on
portable electronics are increasing, smaller batteries with greater capacity that charge
more quickly are required [20]. Second, the automotive industry is responsible for a
significant portion of pollution as themajority of cars are based on petroleum combustion
engines. Replacing these with vehicles that are able to travel for comparable distances
on a single battery charge is an ideal method for reducing pollution, though it must
be noted that unless the electricity source used to recharge the batteries in the car is a
renewable source the environmental advantage is limited [8, 15]. Finally in the energy
industry, batteries can be applied to grid balancing as renewable sources become a more
prominent source of energy [24].
The maximum lithium content, and therefore the energy density, of Li-ion batteries is
limited by the capacity of the intercalation compounds used. For themost common Li-ion
battery arrangement, the maximum lithium content for the graphitic anode (terminology
refers to the configuration of the battery during discharge) is C6Li and for a common
cathode material is LiCoO2. In 1996, Abraham and Jiang [25] identified that a significant
increase in the energy density of batteries could be achieved by removing the intercalation
complexes and allowing lithiumand oxygen to directly react, resulting in the Li-O2 battery
concept [26].
In an ideal Li-O2 cell, see Figure 1.2, lithium metal replaces graphite at the anode
and the cathode intercalation compound is replaced by a porous and catalytically active
material. The electrolyte lies between the electrodes and research has investigated both
aqueous and organic based electrolytes with a recent move towards investigating solid
state materials as well [11, 27]. During discharge, lithiummetal is oxidised (Reaction 1.1),
producing lithium ions which pass through the electrolyte to react with oxygen which is
reduced at the air electrode (Reaction 1.2, for an aprotic electrolyte) [13, 24].
Li→ Li+ + e′ (1.1)
2Li+ +O2 + 2e′→ Li2O2 (1.2)
As Li-O2 batteries are a relatively new concept, there are design challenges associated
with all three components. In terms of safety, a prevalent challenge for lithium-based
batteries is the formation of lithium metal dendrites during cycling. Despite research
over the last 40 years, both electrodes in all commercially available rechargeable lithium
batteries are based on intercalation compounds to prevent dendritic formation, decreasing
the energy density. Further, a rechargeable battery with a lithium metal electrode that
can be safely and stably recharged is yet to be designed and, due to inefficiencies with
charging, excess lithium metal is required for the battery to be cycled. For aqueous
batteries, additional precautions are required to ensure the electrolyte and the lithium
do not come into contact as reactions between water and lithium metal are potentially
dangerous and cause severe degradation of the battery system [19, 24]. As a full discussion
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of a Li-O2 cell during discharge.
of electrolyte developments for Li-O2 batteries is beyond the scope of this work, the reader
is directed to a recent review from Balaish et al. [28]. For more discussion related to the
challenges in designing an air electrode, the reader is directed to selected literature [14,
15, 19].
As the reactions that drive Li-O2 batteries occur at the air electrode and have been
identified as the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) and the oxygen reduction reaction
(ORR), optimising a material capable of bi-functional catalysis is essential for the
development of next generation battery storage.
1.1.2 Fuel Cells
Fuel cells are a class of electrochemical device which generate electricity through the
conversion of chemical energy and were invented by Sir William Grove in 1839 [29, 30].
They were first demonstrated to be a practical source of energy in 1932 by Bacon [31] and,
in part, gainedmomentum through their involvement in generating reliable power for the
NASA Gemini Earth-orbiting mission in the 1960s [32]. Fuel cells comprise three main
components which are comparable to those of a battery, namely: an anode, an electrolyte
and a cathode. In contrast to batteries, however, fuel cells cannot be recharged and rely
on a supply of externally stored reactants [6].
Fuel cells process different fuels, and depending on the fuel choice can produce zero
(hydrogen) or very low (natural gas) emissions and do not create pollutants such as NOx,
SOx or particulates which have been linked to the premature death of nearly 7 million
people per year [33, 34]. When compared to internal combustion engines, fuel cells also
have several advantages. Fuel cells operate with conversion efficiency of up to 60%,
which increases to above 90% when configured for combined heat and power, and can
provide that power reliably through the existing power grid, or alternatively operate as
distributed generation without the need for a power grid [35]. Further, fuel cells are quiet
due to the lack of moving parts, with noise generated by pumps or fans, which means
they can be unobtrusively located in densely populated areas [36].
The advantages of fuel cell technology are numerous, with studies also considering
the feasibility of cleaner power for vehicles [37]. However, fuel cells are comparatively
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expensive, in part due to their smaller scale production, and have durability concernswith
degradation, often due to segregation of dopants and interdiffusion between components
[38]. For high temperature devices, there are also long start-up and shut-down times,
which increase running costs as temperature fluctuations must be kept to a minimum to
prevent damage to brittle structural components [39]. Achieving high efficiencies at lower
operating temperatures is an immense impetus for optimising materials for fuel cells [40].
Fuel cells are primarily classified by electrolyte type, as this determines the
electrochemical reactions which take place. Other key characteristics of fuel cells include:
fuel selection, catalyst type, mobile ion species and operation temperature. Table 1.2 lists
several common fuel cell types [41].
Table 1.2: Common types of fuel cells in order of increasing operating temperature.
Fuel Cell Electrolyte
Operating
Temp.
(◦C)
Mobile
Ion Efficiency Ref.
Alkaline
Aqueous
alkaline
solution
<100 OH− 60% [42]
Proton
Exchange
Membrane
Ionomer <120 H+ 60% [43]
Phosphoric acid Moltenphosphoric acid 150 – 200 H
+ 42% [44]
Molten
carbonate
Molten alkaline
carbonate 600 – 700 CO
2−
3 50% [45]
SOFC Ceramic oxide 500 – 1000 O2−
60% (up to
95% with
combined
heat and
power)
[46, 47]
The working principle of a SOFC is illustrated in Figure 1.3, where electricity is
produced through the direct oxidation of a fuel. The air side (cathode) and the fuel side
(anode) are separated by an oxygen conducting electrolyte. At the air side, molecular
oxygen from the gas phase is reduced and dissociated to O2– ions, following Reaction 1.3.
The oxide ions diffuse across the electrolyte-cathode interface and migrate through the
electrolyte to the anode. At the anode, the oxygen ions reactwith the fuel (hydrogen in this
schematic), producing water and delivering two electrons, following Reaction 1.4. The
electrons return to the cathode through the external circuit, generating usable electrical
energy [39].
The principles of SOFCs can also be applied in reverse to solid oxide electrolysis cells
(SOEC) with slightly different material requirements, where electrical input is externally
applied to reform steam to H2 gas at the cathode [48, 49]. For a detailed discussion of
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SOFC and SOEC technology, the reader is directed towards literature [39, 50].
Cathode reaction:
1
2O2(g) + 2e
′→ O2– (1.3)
Anode reaction:
H2 +O2–→ H2O(g) + 2e′ (1.4)
Figure 1.3: Schematic of a SOFC operating with hydrogen fuel.
Traditionally, the ORR reaction at the air side takes place at triple phase boundary
(TPB) zones where the gas, electrode and electrolyte meet, see Figure 1.4. As this reaction
requires electrons, the cathode material must be a good electronic conductor, generally
>100 S cm−1 [51]. To reduce the operating temperature of SOFCs, it is necessary for
cathode materials to have high catalytic activity for the ORR, as cathodic polarisation
resistance becomes the main contributor to the total cell resistance [51, 52]. Brandon et
al. [52] calculated that the cathode has to be sufficiently electrocatalytic to achieve an
effective area-specific resistance of ≥ 0.15W cm2 to be a viable candidate for fuel cells.
Figure 1.4: ORR at the TPB in a SOFC, adapted from Alder [53].
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To reduce the cathodic polarisation resistance, MIECs (see Chapter 1.3.2) can be used
as cathode materials so ORR can proceed without the need for a TPB. The addition of
good ionic conductivity extends the region where the multistep ORR can occur to a two
phase reaction between the MIEC and the air, leading to enhancements in performance
[51], see Figure 1.5.
(a) Incorporation of oxygen (b) Adsorption and partial
reduction of oxygen
(c) Transport of partial or
fully reduced oxygen at the
surface or through the bulk
(d) Electrochemical charge
transfer
Figure 1.5: Mechanisms important in determining the rate of the ORR in SOFC
cathodes, adapted from Alder [53], where blue is the cathode, grey is the electrolyte and
white is the gas phase.
As ionic conductivity in solid-state electrolytes is thermally activated, SOFCs operate
at high temperatures which imposes rigorous requirements on the materials, as these
must have matching thermal expansion coefficients and be thermally and chemically
stable under the reducing and oxidising conditions [51]. SOFC designs commonly use an
yttria-doped zirconium oxide electrolyte with a strontium-doped lanthanum manganate
(LSM, La1−xSrxMnO3) cathode. However these materials are unsuitable for operating
temperatures below 700 ◦C due to increases in ohmic resistance from the electrolyte and
polarisation resistance from the cathode [54]. Therefore, substantial research has been
dedicated towards reducing the operating temperature of SOFCs to an intermediate range
of 500 to 700 ◦C (IT-SOFC) to accommodate a wider range of materials, at a lower cost,
and with a longer operational lifetime [40, 55].
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The cathode material LSM is a good electronic conductor (∼ 250 S cm−1 at 900 ◦C),
but has poor ionic conductivity and its electrocatalytic activity is too low for IT-SOFC
ORR [56]. Alternative materials include the perovskite La1−xSrxCoO3 (LSC) which has
both good ionic conductivity and excellent electronic conductivity (1600 S cm−1 at 800 ◦C),
and can be used down to 500 ◦C due to high catalytic activity, however LSC suffers
from a mismatch of thermal expansion coefficients with common electrolytes [56, 57].
This illustrates the importance of material selection for optimising the characteristics for
cathodes. To optimise materials for SOFCs, it is necessary to improve catalysis of ORR
at the cathode as this reaction is the primary efficiency loss [58]. Therefore research is
required to further understand the control of conductivity in MIECs, through tuning the
oxygen defect structure.
1.2 Researching Memristors
In 1971 Chua [59] deduced, by symmetry arguments, that there should be a fourth
fundamental passive circuit element, which he named the memristor (a contraction of
memory-resistor), in addition to the resistor, the capacitor and the inductor. He proposed
that these four fundamental passive circuit elements link the four fundamental circuit
attributes: electric current (I), voltage (V), charge (q) and magnetic flux (φ), through six
mathematical relationships, as depicted in Figure 1.6 [59, 60].
Memristors are a switch, based on different resistive states of a material, which are
controlled by the history of the polarity and magnitude of the applied bias. Therefore,
a resistance state is maintained even if no more power is supplied, until an overriding
change is made through the application of a different bias [62]. Memristance only occurs
in non-linear circuits where it is a function of the charge, and is identical to a resistor
when treated as a linear element [60, 61]. Chua postulated that this new circuit element,
would have unique behaviour and properties which would lead to new applications that
are not possible with networks based solely on resistors, capacitors and inductors [59, 61,
62].
While the theory of memristors has existed since 1971, it was not until 2008 that
Strukov et al. [61], at Hewlett Packard, reported that memristance occurs naturally in
nanoscale systemswhenmovement of ions is linkedwith electronic charge transfer under
the application of external bias. They identified eighteen papers, published between
1962 to 2007, with current-voltage hysteresis in solid-state devices related to ionic and
electronic transport, as physical examples of memristive behaviour [61, 63]. Additional
simpler examples ofmemristive systems includedissipativedevices such as the thermistor
and discharge tubes [62–64]. Chua summarised in 2011 that "All 2-terminal non-volatile
memory devices based on resistance switching are memristors, regardless of the device material
and physical operating mechanisms. They all exhibit a distinctive "fingerprint" characterized by
a pinched hysteresis loop . . ." [65].
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1.2.1 Resistive Random Access Memory for Solid-State Memory Devices
The desire to store and share information is an important aspect of human progress,
from hieroglyphs to the boom of social media. Currently, computer memory is based on
the storage of charge in a capacitor or transistor gate [66] or through spin polarisation
of magnetic materials [67]. In biological systems, information is thought to be stored by
synapses forming between neurons through the excitation of chemicals by ionic potentials
[63–65]. The common thread is thatmemory is a dynamic process related to themovement
of ions and electrons [64]. The hysteresis ofmemristors is amanifestation of theirmemory
component which involves a non-instantaneous change of state of electrons and ions [64,
65].
Resistive random access memory (ReRAM) is a common example of a physical
memristive device [65, 68]. This application of ReRAM-based memristive behaviour has
recently attracted research attention for memory application in high density, non-volatile
memory (NVM) [69], logic devices [70], neural network/biological synapse modelling
when resistance changes are semi-continuous [62, 71] and for replacing transistors where
memristors can potentially reach a higher circuit density than conventional methods [72].
NVM is a type of computer storage that can retrieve stored information even if the
Figure 1.6: Relationship between the four fundamental passive circuit elements, the four
fundamental circuit attributes and the six mathematical relationships, adapted from
Wang [60] and Strukov et al. [61]. Memristance (M, measured in ohms) produces a
resistance which is proportional to the current history of the element. Inductance (L,
measured in henries) produces a magnetic flux proportional to the rate of change of
current through the element. Resistance (R, measured in ohms) produces a voltage
proportional to the current flowing through the element. Capacitance (C, measured in
farads) produces a current proportional to the rate of change of voltage across the
element.
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power has been switched off, and is widely used in USB memory sticks, hard disk drives
and Flash memory. Existing NVM materials and technology are reaching their technical
and physical limits and there is a need to improve memory access time, data storage
density, scalability, device lifetime and power consumption to keep pace with current
market demand for portable electronic devices and advance information technology [66,
69, 72]. Alternatives for future NVM include ferroelectric RAM [73], magnetoresistive
RAM [72, 74] and ReRAM [68, 69, 72].
Thin-films exhibiting electrical switching have garnered attention as a replacement for
metal-oxide-semiconductor systems in logic andmemory circuits, due to their scalability;
solid-state memristive systems have been successfully scaled down to high density of
∼1000 cm−2, the same order of magnitude as the density of synapses in a human brain [61,
64]. This is related to the fact that memristors have a simple device architecture which is
not based on the inherently limited crossbar configuration of standard transistors [68, 70].
Their simpler structure provides potential for highly scalable memory structures which
have already achieved switching speeds on the order of several nanoseconds [75]. Further,
sufficient cyclability has been reported to enable ReRAM to work as a Flash replacement
[68]. Coupled with high density components, switching at low bias and operating at or
near ambient conditions, it is proposed that next generation NVM based on ReRAM can
be achieved at lower cost [68, 72].
1.2.2 Resistive Switching Mechanisms
ReRAM devices can be broadly categorised by two switching modes: unipolar and
bipolar. In unipolar (or symmetric) switching depends on the magnitude of the applied
bias but not the polarity [68, 72, 74]. Figure 1.7 shows unipolar switching where the
material can be set from a high resistance state (HRS) to a low resistance state (LRS)
by applying either a positive or negative bias with a current compliance (CC). Resetting
requires application of a higher bias, again either positive or negative, to switch the device
from a LRS to a HRS.
More complex oxides, including semiconductingperovskites and chalcogenide oxides,
generally undergo bipolar (or antisymmetric) switching where the resistive switching
is directional, dependant on both the magnitude and polarity of the applied bias, see
Figure 1.8 [68, 72, 74]. This class of switching behaviour requires an asymmetrical device
structure.
Since the report of resistive switching of the manganite Pr1−xCaxMnO3 by Asamitsu
et al. [76] in 1997, complex transition metal oxides, including perovskites, have been
considered forReRAMdevices [77]. Determining the switchingmechanism is essential for
the development of ReRAM and there have been extensive experimental and theoretical
studies from which several models have been proposed. These are categorised based on
the conducting pathway and will be called filamentary, phase transition and interface
pathway [63, 72].
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Figure 1.7: Representation of the characteristics of a unipolar switching event in a
voltage sweep, adapted fromWaser and Aono [74] and Pan et al. [68]. The setting
voltage to go from a HRS to a LRS is higher than the voltage for reset. The reset current
is greater than the CC during the setting stage.
Figure 1.8: Representation of the characteristics of a bipolar switching event in a voltage
sweep, adapted fromWaser and Aono [74] and Pan et al. [68]. Setting and resetting
require application of opposite polarities.
Filamentary
Afilamentary device is based on the formation and separation of conductive filaments
in an insulating material, see Figure 1.9. This process requires an initiation step, during
which a conducting filament is formed. After this, the material can be switched between
the high and low resistance states by connecting and rupturing the conductive pathway.
This mechanism is generally followed by simple binary metal oxides which exhibit
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unipolar switching. In these materials, the filament forms through a thermally excited
redox reaction at the interface between the metal electrode and the oxide, potentially
involving grain boundaries and dislocations [78, 79]. This mechanism is characterised by
area-independent switching as the formation of a filament involves a local change in the
device which does not scale with increased electrode size [72].
Figure 1.9: Schematic of the formation, resetting and setting of a filamentary conduction
pathway, adapted from Sawa [72].
The first examples of this switching mechanism were based on the migration of silver
cations to form a conducting filament [74]. For example, Jo and Lu [80] imaged a ruptured
silver filament, see Figure 1.10. However, methods based on the diffusion of silver cations
are undesirable as this process can adversely affect neighbouring electronics. More recent
advances in the formation of filaments include silicon [81, 82] and titanium [83] based
devices.
The filamentary pathway has also been related to thermochemical switching since the
1960s, when unipolar switching through the formation of a filamentwas observed forNiO
[84]. The formation of filaments through heating is related to the thermal breakdown of
the oxide which results in the formation of a conductive pathway between the electrodes
[85]. While this effect has been widely reported, there is still debate related to whether
a single filament or multiple filaments are connected when these materials switch. The
reader is directed to the reviews by Waser and Aono [74] and Waser et al. [85] for further
discussion of the filamentary switching mechanism.
Figure 1.10: Cross-sectional SEM image of the formation of a conducting filament of
metallic Ag, and schematic representations of the set and reset ReRAM device. Adapted
with permission from Jo and Lu [80], copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.
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Phase Transition
For thephase transitionmechanism, thedistinct change in electrical resistivity between
twophases is used and this is usually related to a change fromahigh resistance amorphous
phase to a low resistance crystalline phase, see Figure 1.11. As this study focuses on
crystalline materials, the reader is referred to the review from Wuttig and Yamada [86]
for further details.
Figure 1.11: Representation of a current-voltage curve of a phase change material
initially in an amorphous state, adapted fromWuttig and Yamada [86].
Interface Pathway
The third switching model involves an interface conducting pathway based on either
electrochemical migration of oxygen ions or trapping of charge carriers, resulting in a
valence change [72, 74, 79]. This switching model is area dependent, as the resistive
switching takes place across the entire interface and therefore the resistance is inversely
proportional to the electrode size [72].
ReRAM following a bipolar switching mechanism often results in capacitor-like
hierarchies of an insulating or semi-conducting oxide layer between metal electrodes
where a Schottky barrier causes contact resistance [72]. Following the interface pathway
model, the contact resistance between the metal electrode and the perovskite is altered
when a bias is applied and the Schottky barrier plays a critical role in determining the
onset of resistive switching, as well as being related to the bipolar characteristics [72,
87–89].
Figure 1.12 is a schematic of the interface pathway showing the change in oxygen
vacancies at the interface between a metal contact and oxide material. For p-type
semiconductors, oxygen vacancies are considered to be acceptors, therefore reducing
the concentration of oxygen vacancies at the interface results in a decrease in the contact
resistance. For n-type semiconductors, oxygen vacancies are effective donors therefore
reducing the number of vacancies at the interface increases the contact resistance because
of a wider depletion layer.
More recently, strontium titanate (SrTiO3, abbreviated to STO), an n-type
semiconducting oxide, has been investigated for use as amemristivematerial. Depending
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Figure 1.12: Schematic for the interface pathway switching model showing changes in
the density of oxygen vacancies or charge carriers at the metal-oxide interface, adapted
from Sawa [72].
on the temperature, environment and doping, electrical transport in STO occurs via either
excess electrons (corresponding to Ti3+), electron holes (corresponding to O−) or oxygen
vacancies [90]. As a perovskite, the only feasible intrinsic disorder is Schottky defects (see
Chapter 1.3.1) where cation vacancies are negatively charged and act as acceptor centres
and positively charged oxygen vacancies which are donors. As the cationic mobility in
STO is poor at temperatures below 1100 ◦C, the system can be treated as having a fixed
acceptor concentration. The oxygen vacancies are mobile even at room temperature, and
the equilibrium concentration is dependant on the oxygen partial pressure (pO2) of the
ambient atmosphere [85].
In memristive materials based on complex oxides, investigating local reduction
and oxidation, which is assumed to occur at the interface, is critical for developing a
fundamental understanding of the interface pathway switching mechanism. As this
mechanism can be based on the movement of oxygen vacancies, investigating materials
with the capacity for a wide range of redox behaviour is expected to lead to new resistive
switching materials.
1.3 Solid State Oxygen-Ion Conductors
As a class of materials in which the conductivity can be based on the conduction
of oxygen ions, ceramic oxides have the potential to promote the redox behaviour
required to facilitate reactions that drive the energy and information storage applications
outlined in Chapters 1.1 and 1.2. As ionic conductivity depends on deviations from ideal
stoichiometric ratios, it is important to consider the defect chemistry of a material.
1.3.1 Defect Chemistry
The term “ceramic” refers to materials which are classified as inorganic crystalline
solids. Ceramics generally consist of defects which play a vital role in the determination
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of their properties. Defects are classified as: point defects (0-D) which are associated with
a single lattice or interstitial site, line defects (1-D) which extend in one direction only
for example a dislocation in a crystal lattice or surface or planar defects (2-D) such as
grain boundaries. In ceramic oxides, it is typically point defects which are of the greatest
importance, affecting the structural, magnetic and transport properties. Point defects are
the result of deviations from the perfect crystal structure and atomic stoichiometry, driven
by an increase in the entropy of the system [91].
One of the simplest forms of defects is a vacancy, which occurs when an atom is
absent from the site it usually occupies, see Figure 1.13a. Vacancies at oxygen sites play
an important role in determining thediffusion of oxygen through amaterial as oxygen ions
can migrate from a lattice site into an adjacent vacant site through “vacancy diffusion”.
Interstitial sites sit between the lattice sites and are not usually occupied. These can be
filled by either atoms from other lattice sites or impurities dissolved into the material
to create interstitial defects, see Figure 1.13b. Introducing substitutional or interstitial
species from an external source can be used to intentionally alter the properties of a
material through a process called doping, see Figure 1.13c.
(a) Vacancy (b) Interstitial (c) Substitution
Figure 1.13: Representation of three types of point defects where the atoms of the
ceramic are represented by dark blue spheres, dopant atoms are shown with light blue
and boxes represent vacancies.
Kröger-Vink notation is commonly used to represent atomic defects and associated
charges [92]. This notation takes the form of Xzy where X identifies the ionic species (e.g.
V vacancy, M metal, O oxygen), the subscript y is the lattice site occupied by ion X (for
interstitials this is denoted by i and s is a surface site) and the superscript z indicates the
effective charge of the defect ( excess of a single electron charge, ′ deficiency of a single
electron charge, x zero net change compared to the perfect crystal lattice) [93].
The main forms of intrinsic, ionic disorder, where a balanced defect is formed, are
Schottky, Frenkel and Anti-Frenkel [93, 94]. Schottky disorder involves the creation of
an oxygen and a metal vacancy on their respective sites in stoichiometric quantities (see
Figure 1.14a) resulting in a decrease in density. Frenkel disorder involves the creation of
a metal vacancy as a metal moves from ametal site to an interstitial site (see Figure 1.14b).
Anti-Frenkel disorder is related to Frenkel disorder involving the anion sublattice, for
example the movement of oxygen to an interstitial site creating an oxygen vacancy. The
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(a) Schottky disorder:
null V′′M + VO
(b) Frenkel disorder:
Mx
M
 V′′M +Mi
Anti-Frenkel disorder:
Ox
O
 O′′i + VO
Figure 1.14: Examples of balanced defects in an ionic crystal with defect equations in
Kröger-Vink notation in a binary oxide comprising oxygen (dark blue), and a metal (light
blue).
density of the system and the charge neutrality therefore remains the same for Frenkel
andAnti-Frenkel disorder. Electronic defects occurwhen the electronic structure deviates
from the ground state configuration causing a valence electron to be excited and resulting
in valence electrons and holes (null e′+ h ) [95].
The dominant form of disorder is determined by the process which achieves the
lowest energy. For example, in perovskites the structure is close packed and therefore the
formation of interstitials is not energetically favourable and Schottky disorder will be the
preferred form of disorder [96]. Defect formation is thermally activated and follows the
Arrhenius relationship [97]:
k  A exp
(−Ea
RT
)
(1.5)
where k is the rate constant, A is the pre-exponential factor, Ea is the activation
energy, R is the universal gas constant and T is the temperature. Defect formation is also
influenced by the pO2, and defect concentration increases at higher temperatures and
lower pO2.
1.3.2 Mixed Ionic Electronic Conductors
In non-stoichiometric oxides, defects influence electronic properties aswell as promote
oxygen transport. Therefore, charge migration involves the transport of both atomic and
electronic charge carriers, while maintaining the crystal structure [98]. Consequently,
non-stoichiometry oxide ceramics are classed asMIECs. MIECswith fast oxygen transport
and high electronic conductivity are ideal for creating efficient and cost-effective SOFCs
[99], metal-air batteries [16] and memristors [85].
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In a Li-O2 cell, the ideal discharge product is Li2O2, formed through the combination
of oxygen and lithium ions. The increased storage capacity due to the difference in mass
between the discharge products in Li-ion batteries and proposed Li-O2 largely accounts
for the major increase in the predicted energy density. In a non-aqueous Li-O2 battery
there are two main discharge products which can be formed, namely lithium peroxide
(Li2O2) and lithium oxide (Li2O). Although Li2O is formed by a reaction involving four
electrons and theoretically has the greater energy density, Li2O2 is the ideal product in
current Li-O2 research as it requires a lower charging voltage and is therefore the more
reversible product [8, 14].
In a memristive device based on a MIEC non-stoichiometric oxide, the basis of
conduction can be through the electrochemical migration of ions, whereby the reversible
exchange of oxygen controls the the equilibrium point defect concentration, according to
Reaction 1.6, in Kröger-Vink notation [74, 99].
O×O

1
2O2(g) + 2e
′
+ VO (1.6)
In SOFCs theORR is accompanied by a reaction at the anode, inwhich the oxygen ions
combine with the fuel. MIECs can promote ORR by reducing the polarisation resistance
at the cathode [53, 100]. Modifying the defect chemistry of cathode materials for fuel
cells is a well-establishedmethod for optimising the properties of MIECs. For example, to
increase ionic or electronic conductivity, extrinsic defects can be introduced. In perovskite
oxides, this is achieved by doping with ions of a lower oxidation state to create an excess
of negative charge which is compensated by the creation of oxygen vacancies or holes to
maintain charge neutrality. These vacancies or holes, depending on the oxide, facilitate
ion diffusion through the crystal lattice and improve ionic conductivity. For example, Sr2+
is widely used as a dopant to replace La3+ in LaCoO3 to influence the range of oxygen
stoichiometry that can be accommodated [56].
1.4 Summary
In this chapter, the importance of energy storage devices and non-volatile memory
based onmemristive switching has been introduced. The underlying link between energy
storage devices and computationalmemory is related to two key reactions: ORR andOER.
In all cases, understanding the redox processes taking place is critical for the optimisation
of materials for selective enhancement of ORR and OER to increase device efficiencies,
improve stability and decrease costs. The fundamentals of intrinsic and extrinsic defect
formation in crystalline oxides have been outlined and MIECs have been presented as a
class of materials with the necessary properties to promote these reactions.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
In this chapter, a brief overviewof thewide rangeofmaterialswhichhavebeenused for
oxygen reduction and oxygen evolution catalysis is presented and LSMC is introduced as
the main focus of this work. Literature relating to the importance of surfaces for catalysis
and surface segregation is discussed and thin films are established as a model system for
studying surfaces. Finally, three methods for controlling the oxygen stoichiometry are
considered.
2.1 Catalysis of Oxygen Reduction and Oxygen Evolution
Reactions
One of the main classes of materials traditionally known for OER and ORR catalysis
are preciousmetals, as these are normally stable under operating conditions. For example,
before 1965, platinum was the primary SOFC cathode material [53]. However, the mass
of precious metal catalysts can offset potential gains, particularly for metal-air batteries
where high energy density is a critical for portable energy storage.
Oxides are usually insulating materials, however transition-metal oxides generally
have a high electronic conductivity and have therefore been a traditional alternative for
preciousmetals for OER andORR catalysis [53]. In comparison to preciousmetals, simple
metal oxides benefit from lower costs and higher energy density, however they have lower
discharge potentials [101].
Figure 2.1 is a comparison of representative materials from three categories of catalyst
materials for Li-O2 battery applications: precious metals, titanium carbide and metal
oxides. Comparisons like those in Figure 2.1 give an initial indication of the performance
of various catalysts on discharge. However, it is important to be aware that during
comparison results there are three factors which mean results cannot be taken at face
value. First, interactions at the TPBs between the air electrode, electrolyte and oxygen
can influence the measured values, therefore comparisons require a common electrolyte.
Second, catalyst size and loading can play a key role in activity and these vary significantly
between studies as true surface-area-normalised data is usually not provided. Third,
decay of the electrolyte (and supports when used) has been shown to play a dominant
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role in current measurements and, especially for metal-air batteries, activities relating
solely to the catalyst are generally not clearly determined [102]. For example, McCloskey
et al. [103] demonstrated that both precious metals such as platinum and simple metal
oxide catalysts including MnO2 contribute to the electrolyte degradation process and
catalyse CO2 evolution during charging of Li-O2 batteries.
Figure 2.1: Comparison of discharge voltages reported in literature for various
air-electrode cathodes, data from Lu et al. [24] and Ottakam Thotiyl et al. [101]. While
data similar to this summary provides a rough overview of the performance of catalyst
materials, it should not be treated as a definitive comparison [15].
2.2 Perovskites
Perovskite oxides were first considered for promoting ORR as cathode materials in
SOFCs in 1966with the introduction of LSC as a cathodematerial [53]. In addition to being
studied as SOFC cathodematerials [104], perovskite oxides are now also being considered
as potential bifunctional catalysts for metal-air batteries [105] and switching materials for
memristors [61]. Perovskites can accommodate a wide range of compositions which be
selected for optimal characteristics.
2.2.1 Structure and Composition
Perovskites are a family of ceramic materials sharing the same crystal structure, based
on the mineral CaTiO3. Perovskites have the general formula ABX3, where A and B are
cations, with A having a larger ionic radius than B, and X being oxygen for perovskite
oxides. Figure 2.2 illustrates the model space group, Pm3m, of the archetype perovskite
CaTiO3 which has a close packed cubic structure. The ideal structure is composed of A
atoms having 12-fold coordination, through ionic bonding, to X atoms and the smaller
B cations forming corner sharing 6-coordination BX6 octahedra, through covalent bonds.
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However, the majority of materials classified as perovskites have defects which distort
the structure away from the perfect cubic form, resulting in a versatile group of ceramic
structures with a range of electronic and magnetic properties [106, 107].
Figure 2.2: Example of the archetypal cubic perovskite structure, CaTiO3 (calcium atoms
in white, titanium in light blue and oxygen in red). The black cube indicates the unit cell
edge and the dark blue octahedra indicate the coordination of the titanium metal
centres. Data used to construct this image is from Long et al. [108].
Perovskites are a flexible class of materials and Figure 2.3 provides an overview of
elements which have been incorporated into the perovskite structure. This broad range
of potential compounds makes perovskites an interesting family of materials to study.
Significant research effort is being dedicated towards design strategies to determine the
characteristics that produce effective materials for promotion of OER and ORR [109].
Due to the wide range of potential chemical compositions, the actual perovskite
structure adopted generally diverges from the ideal cubic structure due to size effects
of the ionic radii and the Jahn-Teller effect (JTE), see Figure 2.4. Defects can further distort
the structure through ordering or changes in the defect concentration [110]. The lattice
structure of a particular composition can be predicted using the Goldschmidt tolerance
factor, t, which relates the ionic radii, r, of the A-cation (A), B-cation (B) to the anion (X)
[111]:
t 
rA + rX√
2(rB + rX)
(2.1)
When t  1 the ideal perovskite structure will be adopted. As a guide for perovskites
with valences of A3+B3+O3, when t > 1 the perovskite will assume a hexagonal structure
and when t < 1 the structure will first be rhombohedral and ultimately orthorhombic
[110]. The structure also depends on the nature of the bonding between the atoms, and
the degree of ionic or covalent character affects the coordination [111].
In compounds with transition metals, most d-electrons are not actively involved
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Figure 2.3: Periodic table indicating the elements known to be stable in perovskites with
the position(s) they are known to occupy indicated: A (red), B (green) or X (blue),
adapted from Tejuca et al. [109].
in bond formation, but do affect the coordination of the metal and thereby influence
properties of the material including magnetism [93]. In octahedra environments, such as
aroundB-site cations in perovskites, the non-degenerate d-orbitals are occupied according
to Hund’s rules, and depend on whether high or low spin states, see Table 2.1, are more
energetically favourable [93].
JTE occurs when degenerate molecular orbitals are unequally occupied, resulting in
Table 2.1: d-electron configuration in metals with octahedral coordination, adapted from
West [93].
No. of d-electrons Low Spin High Spin
1 ↑ ↑
2 ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
3 ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
4 ↑↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
5 ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
6 ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
7 ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑ ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑ ↑ ↑
8 ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑ ↑ ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑ ↑
9 ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑ ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑
10 ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑↓ ↑↓
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reduced symmetry and free energy, causing a geometric distortion of the unit cell [112],
see Figure 2.4, with compression or elongation of the axial bonds [93]. The JTE plays a
role in the covalent bonds of the BO6 octahedra where a Jahn-Teller distortion causes a
change in the strength of the B-O bond and therefore a change in the bond length.
Figure 2.4: Jahn-Teller distortion through compression and elongation of the symmetric
octahedra structure.
Whilst perovskites can accommodate unusual oxidation states and can have stable
mixed oxidation states, the structures must obey electroneutrality, which states that the
sum of charges on A and B cations must be equivalent to the sum of the charge of the
(oxygen) anions. This is an important consideration during material selection. Cation
deficiencies lead to defects in the perovskite structure and result in corresponding oxygen
vacancies, in turn leading to improved catalytic activity for oxidation reactions [113, 114].
2.2.2 Perovskite Catalysts
To optimise the properties of perovskites for catalysis of OER and ORR there are a
number of factors that need to be considered. In addition to changing the structure, the
composition can also drastically affect the properties of perovskites and several examples
of this are considered to understand the wide range of factors that can influence the
activity for promoting ORR and OER. Research relating to the control of the oxygen
stoichiometry in these systems is essential for enabling the development of transition
metal oxides for applications including: catalysis [114], rechargeable batteries [105] and
memristors [77].
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Composition
The compositions of perovskites has a significant impact on their properties, resulting
in a wide range of applications from ceramic high-temperature superconductors to
semiconductors for high-efficiency photovoltaics. The properties of perovskites can be
tuned by selection of both constituents as well as the level of doping at the A- and B-sites.
The effects of composition have been extensively investigated for La1−xSrxCoO3−δ [53].
This material has garnered attention as a cathode due to its high electronic conductivity,
relatively high oxygen ionic conductivity and high catalytic activity for ORR over a wide
temperature range [104]. However, LSC-based cathodes have relatively low stability due
to high thermal expansion and can be unfavourable for SOFCproduction due to the higher
cost of cobalt [54]. Whilst LSM has a smaller thermal expansion coefficient than LSC, it
is a poor MIEC at ambient pO2 [54]. These disadvantages can be minimised by partial
substitution with other elements at the B-site such as iron to form strontium-doped
lanthanum cobalt ferrite (LSCF). Fu et al. [54] compared LSC-based materials with
different B-site compositions and demonstrates the influence the B-site cation can have,
see Table 2.2.
The role of theA-site of LSChas also been considered, primarilywith the incorporation
ofdivalent strontium into the trivalent lanthanumsites of theLSC lattice. By increasing the
strontium content in thematerial, the concentration of oxygen vacancies can be increased.
This is similar to the effects of decreasing the pO2 and increasing the temperature [115]. As
the oxygen non-stoichiometry increases with greater strontium content, charge neutrality
dictates that the concentration of strontium acceptor dopants in the crystallographic
positions of lanthanum is equal to the concentration of cobalt with an additional negative
charge [116]. Electrical conductivity in LSC depends on electron holes as the primary
defect, therefore introducing more strontium into the LSC composition increases the
number of electron holes which are located on positively charged cobalt and as a result,
both ionic and electronic conductivity increase [115].
Table 2.2: Properties of perovskite MIECs with different B-site cations, using data from
Fu et al. [54].
Composition
Polarisation
resistance at
650 ◦C
(W cm−2)
Chemical Bulk
Diffusion
Coefficient,
Dchem at 650 ◦C
(cm2 s−1)
Thermal
Expansion
Coefficient, 25 to
650 ◦C (ppm K−1)
La0.5Sr0.5CoO3−δ 0.17 2.33 × 10−5 21.37
La0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ 0.49 1.43 × 10−5 20.62
La0.5Sr0.5Mn0.2Co0.8O3−δ 0.68 1.33 × 10−5 17.72
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Phase
For the same compositions, phase can also play an important role in determining the
properties of a material, due to differences in the concentration of defects. For instance,
the material SrCoOx can either accommodate a perovskite (x = 3 - δ) or brownmillerite (x
= 2.5) phase, both of which have distinct physical and chemical properties [117]. In the
work fromLu et al. [118, 119], it was found that this transition is due to the intercalation of
oxygen anions, creating hybridised Co 3d - O 2p states which are unoccupied and thereby
lowering the Fermi level in the perovskite.
In addition to different electrical and magnetic properties, different phases of the
perovskite LSMC show different selectivity. In work from Aguadero et al. [120], the
hypostoichiometric LSMC phase (δ  0.62) was determined to be both a more efficient
and selective catalyst for the oxidation of alkyl aromatic compounds, compared to the
stoichiometric LSMC phase (δ  0). This material is discussed in greater detail in Chapter
2.2.3.
Electronic Orbitals
In attempting to predict the optimal material composition, experimental
measurements as well as modelling have been used to investigate the effects of different
strength, length andorientationofM-Obonds (whereM is a transitionmetal) inperovskite
structures. For example, Tokura and Nagaosa [121] studied theMn-O bond length in thin
films of LSM, through experiments and simulations and found significant distortion due
to the hybridisation of the Mn 3d eg and O 2p orbitals resulting in the stabilisation of thin
filmswith differentmagnetic phases, dependant on the tilting of the octahedral, following
JTE.
Historically, electrocatalysis has often been rationalised based onM-OH bond lengths
using plots of overpotential versus M-OH bond strength [122]. In the study by Bockris
and Otagawa [123], it was suggested that the strength of a M-OH bond depends on
the number of d-electrons, with a high occupancy of anti-bonding orbitals related to an
increase in catalytic activity.
A more recent molecular orbital approach for determining which perovskites will be
efficient ORR catalysts has been presented by Suntivich et al. [124, 125]. They report the
use of thin film rotating disk electrode measurements for investigating a range of fifteen
different perovskite oxides of the form AA’BB’O3 whose oxygen transport properties
have been well defined and conclude that their methodology can accurately provide the
intrinsic ORR activity in an aqueous system. Suntivich et al. proposed that B-site ion eg
orbitals are directed towards oxygen 2p orbitals and consequently have a stronger overlap
than the B ion t2g orbitals. As a result, a volcano shaped plot, reminiscent of Sabatier’s
principle, of intrinsicORRactivity as a function of the eg orbital filling shows that catalysts
with optimal eg orbital occupation of a single electron correspond to the highest OER
activity, see Figure 2.5. This study on the B-site cation in perovskites proposed that if the
occupancy of the eg orbital is less than one, the B-O2 bond is too strong and if it is greater
than one the interaction is too weak for effective catalysis [58, 105].
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Figure 2.5: Overpotentials at an OER current of 50µAcm−2 and the occupation of B-site
eg orbitals indicating the OER catalytic activity for perovskites with different B cations
(Cr: red, Mn: orange, Fe: brown, Co: green, Ni: blue and mixed: purple), reproduced
with permission from Suntivich et al. [125]. Dashed line of the volcano plot is to guide
the eye.
Figure 2.6: Thermogravimetric measurements of the reduction process of LSMC under
5% H2 95% N2, adapted from Aguadero et al. [120]. Structures either side show the
fully oxidised (left) with a rhombohedral R3c space group and the hypostoichiometric
reduced (right) phases with an orthorhombic Pbnm space group, where black is used to
indicate the unit cell, the lattice parameters are given and the dark blue octahedra
indicate the coordination of the B-site cations. La and Sr A-site cations are in grey, B-site
Co and Mn are in blue and O in red.
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2.2.3 Introduction to La0.5Sr0.5Mn0.5Co0.5O3−δ
Perovskites combining the constituent elements of two of the most common SOFC
cathode materials, LSC and LSM, have been researched for a range of applications
including: cathodes for SOFCs [54, 126–131], magnetic properties [132, 133] and oxidation
catalysts [134, 135]. Table 2.3 (located at the end of Chapter 2) demonstrates the extensive
range of properties and applications of La1−xSrxMn1−yCoyO3−δ perovskites.
The material used in this experimental study is La0.5Sr0.5Mn0.5Co0.5O3−δ (LSMC),
an oxygen-deficient perovskite first described by Aguadero et al. [120] as a catalyst
for the oxidation of hydrocarbons. LSMC can accommodate a wide range of oxygen
stoichiometries and Figure 2.6 indicates the reversible change from a fully oxidised phase
(δ = 0) to a reduced phase (δ = 0.62), making it one of only a few reported perovskite
oxides able to stably accommodate δ > 0.5.
Neutron diffraction measurements were used to characterise the structure of LSMC
and the structural results are summarised in Table 2.4. Aguadero et al. observed that
there was a random distribution of the cations at both the A-site and B-site, as well as a
random distribution of oxygen vacancies.
Table 2.4: Summary of key values of bulk LSMC powder, from Aguadero et al. [120].
Phase Oxidised Reduced
Oxygen per formula unit 2.98(2) 2.52(2)
ICSD Collection Code 422410 422411
Structure Rhombohedral Orthorhombic
Space Group R3cH Pbnm
(Mn, Co)-O interatomic
distance (Å)
1.9280(5) 1.948(1)
Lattice parameters (Å)
a = 5.4463(5)
b = 5.4463(5)
c = 13.2885(2)
a = 5.5071(4)
b = 5.4873(5)
c= 7.7898(6)
Cell Volume (Å3) 341.355(6) 235.40(3)
Density (g cm−3) 8.386 7.890
For the reaction addressed in the work by Aguadero et al. [120], it was observed that
the hypostoichiometric reduced LSMC was highly selective and had a higher oxidation
rate compared to standard homogeneous catalysts. The different catalytic activity and
selectivity of the oxidised and reduced phases was suggested to be related to the oxygen
content and transition metal oxidation states, suggesting that control of the oxygen
stoichiometry allows the catalytic behaviour of these phases to be tuned. This difference
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in behaviour, linked to the defect structure, makes LSMC a highly interesting material
for the study of controlling oxygen stoichiometry, with the potential for a wide range of
applications.
2.2.4 Defect Chemistry of LSMC
To understand the responses of LSMC to changes in partial pressure of oxygen (pO2),
it is necessary to describe the key defect chemistry relationships related to the intrinsic
disorder, the redox processes and the introduction of extrinsic defects through doping.
Intrinsic disorder in a crystal involves the balanced formation of defects, and for the
perovskite LSMC these intrinsic defects will be Schottky and electronic disorder. If the
pristine material is taken as La3+(Mn, Co)3+O3 and Sr2+ is treated as the dopant, the
Schottky disorder is described by:
null
 3VO + V′′′La + V′′′B (2.2)
where the B-site is treated as a single entity as both manganese and cobalt can
accommodate varying oxidation states (for an introduction to Kröger-Vink notation
see Chapter 1.3.1). De Souza and Kilner [129] discuss the differences in the oxygen
nonstoichiometry of lanthanum manganites and lanthanum cobaltites in high oxygen
partial pressures: while LSC is oxygen deficient, as expected for a perovskite oxide, LSM
has an oxygen hyperstoichiometry due to the formation of metal vacancies.
The intrinsic electronic disorder of the LSMC system is described by:
null
 h + e′ (2.3)
B×B 
 B′B + BB (2.4)
In understanding the neutrality condition of LSMC, the redox processes taking place
are of importance. During oxidation, molecular oxidation is converted to ionic oxygen
and the only source of negative charge for this process, in LSMC, is created through the
formation of cation vacancies:
1
2O2 
 6h + VLa
′′′
+ V′′′B +O×O (2.5)
1
2O2 + VO 
 2h +O
×
O (2.6)
Reduction proceeds through the release of molecular oxygen which releases electrons:
O−2 

1
2O2 + 2e
′
+ VO (2.7)
The extrinsic defects in LSMC are due to doping with strontium. When strontium
replaces lanthanum at the A-site it creates a positive charge, resulting in the formation of
either oxygen vacancies:
SrO
 2Sr′La + VO +O×O (2.8)
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or holes:
SrO
 Sr′La + h +O×O (2.9)
The neutrality condition of LSMC is therefore given by:
2[VO ] + p  3[VLa′′′] + 3V′′′B + n + [Sr′La] (2.10)
To describe defect-dependent properties, including oxygen nonstoichiometry, ionic
and electronic conductivity, the Brouwer approach can be followed [138]. A Brouwer
diagram is constructed by considering all the possible processes which result in the
formation of a point defect in a crystal structure, resulting in regimes with specific
neutrality conditions, used to define the dominant defects. One model proposed for
LSMC includes five regimes, see Figure 2.7 [129, 139].
Figure 2.7: Brouwer diagram showing the five regimes that describe the
defect-dependent properties of La1−xSrxBO3−δ perovskites, reproduced with permission
from De Souza and Kilner [129].
2.3 Surfaces
The composition of the surface of a material usually differs from the bulk, as surface
atoms are unable to satisfy all bonding requirements [113]. As a result of unfilled bonding,
surfaces are often more reactive and this can affect optical, chemical and electronic
characteristics of a material [113, 140]. As the surface of a catalyst comes directly into
contact with, and provides the active sites for, the reaction it is promoting, understanding
the composition is critical for improving catalytically active materials.
Elements occupying B-site positions are usually considered to be the dominant
determinant for catalysis, with models of perovskites showing B-sites to be stable with
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adsorbed oxygen and termination with A-site to be catalytically inactive due to the high
energy associated with the formation of oxygen vacancies and strong A-O adsorption
[141]. However, recent research using low energy ion scattering (LEIS) to investigate the
outermost surface of LSCF suggests that A-site elements dominate, in direct contradiction
to the models [142]. The lack of B-site transition metals on the surface of these materials
has consequences when interpreting the electrode surface reactions.
2.3.1 Surface Segregation
In addition to the importanceofunderstanding the activity of pristine surfaces, it is also
critical to consider how the surfaces develop under operating conditions. Investigating
changes to surface termination, and understanding the driving forces behind surface
segregation, is important for understanding the reaction mechanisms for ORR and OER
catalysis and optimising the properties of materials. Druce et al. [142, 143] used LEIS to
show that high-temperature treatment resulted inA-site segregation of popularMIECs for
SOFC applications with B-site transition metal cations only observable in the sub-surface.
The details of themechanismdriving segregation are notwell understood, and a range
of explanations exist [144]. Jung and Tuller [145] as well as Szot and Speier [146] report
strontium segregation over distances of > 10 nm. Both groups suggest that a gradient
can be formed due to a variety of reasons including thermal, electrical, mechanical and
chemical causing kinetic demixing due to differences in cation mobility.
Dulli et al. [147] observe segregation in thin films of the perovskite La0.65B0.35MnO3
where B = Sr, Ca, Pb. The authors suggest that the broken bonds which occur at surfaces
create a different free energy and a space-charge layer which drives segregation. Maurice
et al. [148] explain their observance of segregation in epitaxial thin films as a method
for chemical relaxation of strained thin films. Alternatively, the segregation has been
explainedas anacid-base reactionwhere the electropositiveA-site cationwhich segregates
is considered as a base and the oxygen and transition metals are treated as acids [144].
Lee et al. [149, 150] suggested reasons for surface segregation effects based
on thermodynamic and kinetic reasoning. Their work has demonstrated, both
experimentally with thin films and computationally using density functional theory
(DFT) methods, that both elastic and electrostatic effects are important in A-site cation
segregation in acceptor-doped (La, A2+)MnO3. Strontium may segregate to the surface,
through electrostatic attraction to positively-charged oxygen vacancies, when it is an
acceptor dopant in the oxide lattice which has a relatively negative charge. Their
experimental and computational results suggest that segregation occurs due to elastic
minimisation caused by cation size and charge mismatches between the dopant and host
cations resulting in the dopant being driven towards the surface and interfaces through
elastic and electrostatic interactions.
2.3.2 Strontium Segregation in Perovskites
The segregation of alkaline-earth dopants to the surface of perovskite oxides is a
common occurrence and is usually considered a degradation mechanism as surface
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A-cation enrichment can de-activate ORR and OER surface sites and increase resistance
[144]. In perovskites containing strontium, an insulating phase generally forms on the
surface [145, 151]. The composition of this phase has been investigated by Jung and
Tuller [145] who report a majority decomposition product of strontium oxide, SrO, as
well as hydroxyl, Sr(OH)2 and carbonate, SrCO3 species. Strontium segregation in
perovskite oxides has been widely reported [57, 152, 153]. While the observance of
strontium segregation is a well-established occurrence, reports on themechanism and the
relationship between physical parameters and the degree of strontium segregation are
conflicting.
Changes in manganese valence of LSM has been reported to be related to strontium
segregation [148, 154] and several papers have noted a link between the pO2 and changes
in the stoichiometry [152]. In situ experiments (temperature: 25 to 900 ◦C, pO2 ≈ 2 × 10−4
to 2 × 10−1 atm on epitaxial LSM thin films (1.8% tensile and 0.5% compressive strain)
were conducted by Fister et al. [153] who observed a greater segregation of strontium
at lower pO2 and higher temperatures. Their paper proposes two driving forces that
are responsible for the segregation: favourable interactions of strontium with oxygen
vacancies at the surface which is pO2 and temperature dependent, and an independent
force which reduces the polarity of surface planes of (La,Sr)-O. While the arguments
discussed previously from Lee et al. [149, 150] are related to a segregation mechanism
with interactions in the bulk “pushing” strontium to the surface, the interactions proposed
by Fister et al. [153] are related to strontium being “pulled” towards the surface by
favourable interactions.
Fister et al. [153] reported insignificant changes in the strontium segregation, both
when varying the thickness of their epitaxial LSM thin films, and due to different strains.
During experiments to improve the rate of ORR, Cai et al. [155] found an enrichment of
strontium on the surface of the samples with tensile strain, providing evidence that strain
can drive surface segregation [150]. More recently, Yu et al. [156] also demonstrated
experimentally, and confirmed with computational modelling, that compressive strain
reduced strontium surface segregation for LSCF. They also showed that strontium surface
segregation increases monotonically with increasing strain and strontium segregation is
promoted by tensile strain. The differences may be system specific, or related to the
experimental conditions asmany studies are conducted under vacuum conditions and/or
at room temperature, while the study by Fister et al. [153] was conducted under in situ
conditions. This brings to the fore, the necessity of testing materials under the proposed
operating conditions to accurately understand the surface evolution [145].
Rupp et al. [57] report a high strontium mobility in LSC (x  0.4), with thin films
showing an 80% strontium surface coverage is the equilibrium position of the thin film
at 550 ◦C. The formation of this layer is unfavourable, as their results report higher
oxygen exchange when the surface has a greater B-site cobalt termination. Chen et
al. [157] also considered the effects of strontium segregation on the ORR mechanism.
Strontium segregation was found to depress the ORR kinetics in SrTi1−xFexO3 thin films
and the authors reported the reason to be a combination of two mechanisms. First,
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inhibition of electron transfer from the bulk material to adsorbed oxygen on the surface,
and second, a reduced oxygen vacancy concentration which increases the barrier for
incorporating oxygen into the perovskite lattice. Therefore strategies for suppressing
strontium segregation are being investigated including the use of strain, etching thin
films and preparing strontium deficient compositions [144].
2.3.3 Thin Films
Thin films are an ideal method for studying processes that occur at surfaces, including
OER and ORR catalysis, as bulk effects can be neglected [158]. The benefits of thin films
have been recognised by a variety of industries, with applications including optical and
anti-corrosion coatings, thin-film drug delivery, gas sensors and SOFC membranes [140].
Their application usually benefits from properties which are unique to the thin film due
to dimensional constraints, for instance quantum confinement can occur when thin layers
of different materials are stacked.
Lattice strain can be used to influence the properties of surface systems as strain can
affect the band gap energy of a material, resulting in different optical and electronic
properties [140]. Lattice strain occurs when there is a mismatch between the lattice of
a film and the substrate, and depends on the strain and interfacial energy. When two
different phases form an interface that is free of defects and dislocations, the lattice
mismatch, f, can be calculated as [159, 160]:
f1,2 
a2 − a1
a1

as − ap
as
(2.11)
where as and ap are the lattice parameters of the substrate and the thin film respectively.
If the relevant lattice parameter of phase 1 (the deposited film) is larger than the lattice
parameter of phase 2 (the substrate) then phase 1 is said to have compressive strain
(f1,2 < 0, Figure 2.8a) and phase 2 to have tensile strain (f1,2 > 0, Figure 2.8b). By
(a) Compressive strain with a smaller
substrate lattice parameter
(b) Tensile strain with a larger
substrate lattice parameter
Figure 2.8: Schematic of a film lattice (dark blue) grown on a substrate (light blue),
where d is the lattice spacing and ε is the induced strain, adapted from Birkholz [159].
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convention, in-plane contraction is labelled as compressive strain and this is accompanied
by out-of-plane elongation, and vice versa for tensile strain, in an effect accounted for by
the Poisson ratio [159–161]. Epitaxial growth is generally observed for relativemismatches
of less than 14% [159]. There are a range of methods for the deposition of thin films,
and both the deposition technique and deposition variables such as temperature and
pO2, can affect the characteristics of thin films. Deposition conditions and depositions
mechanisms for pulsed laser deposition (PLD) are discussed further in Chapter 3.1.2 and
ex situmeasurements from strained thin films of LSMC are presented in Chapter 4.
2.4 Controlling Oxygen Stoichiometry
The oxygen vacancy concentration of functional oxides plays a fundamental role in
determining physical and chemical properties including electrical conductivity, magnetic
properties, oxygen transport and electrocatalytic reactivity [119]. Therefore, the ability to
reversibly tune the oxygen stoichiometry is an exciting method for optimising properties
for energy and information applications.
Three strategies for controlling the defect structure are considered here. First,
mechanical control of the defect concentration, where introducing stress in epitaxial
thin films can promote growth of strained phases by matching of the active layer to
the substrate. Second, literature related to promoting oxidation and reduction through
controlling the atmosphere will be reviewed. Finally, the efficacy of applying bias to
create an effective change in the pO2 will be reviewed.
The focus will be on in situ studies as these can be used to follow oxidation and
reduction reactions under (near) operating conditions to investigate the mechanisms
of ORR and OER. In situ studies have been conducted to identify changes occurring
to both structure and local chemistry using a range of techniques including X-ray
diffraction (XRD) [119, 162–164], XAS [165–169], Raman [170, 171] andX-rayphotoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) [118, 169]. More recently, computationalmodelling is beingdeveloped
to understand changes relating to chemical expansion [172, 173]. Studying these processes
in situ is crucial for improving catalytic performance of perovskites and in proving the
potential of strain-induced oxygen non-stoichiometry systems for practical applications.
2.4.1 Mechanical
In addition to investigating surface specific characteristics (see Chapter 2.3.3 for the
introduction to thin films), depositing thin films of perovskites has been investigated
as a method to control material properties through strain engineering. It is a generally
accepted phenomenon that strain and defects are closely connected, and changing the
lattice parameter can promote a change in the defect concentration, including oxygen
non-stoichiometry, an expressionof ionic defects in the lattice. Lattice strain effects onboth
cationic [149, 153, 156] and anionic [174] species has been investigated for influencing the
thermodynamics and kinetics of electronic conductivity, segregation, charge transfer and
ionic transport [99, 175, 176]. Several key results relating to strained films are summarised
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below to illustrate the extent to which thin films can be used to enhance electrocatalytic
properties.
Petrie et al. [174, 176] used epitaxial strain to control the oxygen vacancy concentration
of thin film SrCoOx perovskites. Their research showed that the application of 2%
tensile strain in the thin film resulted in a decrease of the oxygen activation energy
barrier by almost a third, and caused large differences in the magnetic behaviour. Similar
results have also been reported by Mayeshiba and Morgan [177] for LaBO3 (B = first row
transition metal) where a 2% tensile strain was found to increase the diffusion coefficient
by approximately three orders of magnitude at 300K. The impact of strain has also
been considered in perovskites, including LSC, where the oxygen content was linked
to the presence of both thermal and physical strain [178]. More recently, work on the
LSC perovskite by Kubicek et al. [175] and Kushima et. al. [179] have theoretically
and experimentally demonstrated that enhanced catalytic activities can be achieved with
tensile straining of thin films. Tensile strain was also found to enhance surface exchange
and diffusion in the study by Kubicek et al. [175] using oxygen isotope depth profiling
with secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) of epitaxial LSC (x  0.2 and x  0.4) on
LaAlO3 (LAO) and SrTiO3 (STO) substrates. The study found that filmswith tensile strain
on STO (1.0 to 1.4% strain, depending on temperature) promoted faster reaction kinetics
compared to compressively strained films on LAO (−1.5 to −1.9%).
The impact of strain on the catalytic activity of metal surfaces was reported to be
related to a change in energy related to the metal d-states by Mavrikakis et al. [180].
Changes in surface electronic structure and reactivity due to lattice strain in transition
metal electrocatalysts have been related to both the centre of the metal d-band and the
change in hybridisation between the transition metal d-band and the adsorbed oxygen 2p
orbital. In perovskite oxides, the structures involved are more complex as they are related
to two cation and one anion sublattices. In a DFT study of LaCoO3 by Kushima et al.
[179], the mechanisms for strain-driven formation of oxygen-vacancies were investigated.
It was found that for transition metal perovskites, the competing processes are: elastic
stretching of M-O bonds reducing the overlap of the transition metal d orbital and the
oxygen 2p orbitals, anisotropic relaxation causing the breaking and reforming of M-O
bonds and phase transitions in spin states.
Cai et al. [155] attempted to improve the rate of ORR for high temperature SOFCs by
studying the effects of electronic structure, cation concentration and oxygen stoichiometry
on oxygen exchange kinetics using thin films of LSC on LAO and STO substrates. Using in
situ scanning tunnelling microscopy and spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) and DFT calculations, it was reported that surfaces with tensile strain had a more
active surface for electron transfer processes due to an enhanced density of states near
the Fermi level caused by oxygen vacancies facilitated by the strain effects. However,
Stoerzinger et al. [181] note that the increased activity with tensile strain is accompanied
by a decrease in electronic conductivity. Therefore material optimisation must balance
these properties to maximise catalytic activity.
Oxidation and reduction reactions occurring at surfaces and interfaces, as well as the
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diffusion of oxygen through an oxide, determine their performance for energy storage
devices and memristor applications. Mechanical strain has been shown to be an effective
method for influencing the oxygen defect chemistry [182].
2.4.2 Chemical
As compositional changes can lead to significant volumetric changes, a key concern
for energy-relatedmaterials is to limit chemical expansion to prevent device failure due to
mechanical stresses. Analogous to thermal expansion, a chemical expansion coefficient,
αC, is used to define the relationship between chemically induced strain, εC, and the
defect concentration, [i] [183]:
εC  αC[i] (2.12)
Chemically induced expansion, usually referred to simply as chemical expansion,
is defined as the volumetric lattice change due to changes in a material’s chemical
composition [183]. Understanding the fundamental causes of chemical expansion
is critical for optimising materials for reliable electrochemical devices including fast
transport and high mechanical stability.
Bishop et al. [184, 185] demonstrated, through combined simulation and experimental
techniques, that thermo-chemical expansion is the sum of the independent contributions
of thermal and chemical expansion:
εTC  εT + εC (2.13)
where the chemical expansion was determined to be related to defect formation:
εC  αC∆δ (2.14)
Understanding the processes involved in the chemical expansion of perovskites is
complex. A recent DFT study by Cazorla [137] investigated the formation of vacancies
in bulk LSMC. This study is based on a ground state adopting the Pbmn structure, as
measured by Aguadero et al. [120]. This first principle study indicates that chemical
expansion is favourable, with an equatorial vacancy more easily formed compared to
apical vacancies. While this is important for understanding the bulk material, epitaxial
thin films of LSMC will likely be pseudo-cubic, therefore having equivalent oxygen sites.
Further, this study confirms that the energy of vacancy formation is smallest when LSMC
is under tensile strain. However, this study does not enter into discussion of lattice
relaxation mechanisms due to chemical expansion.
Empirical modelling of chemical expansion has mainly focused on investigating cubic
fluorite structures [186, 187] as fluorites are cubicwith only one lattice parameter tomodel,
which makes them computationally easier to describe than perovskites. The expansion
in fluorites has a clear correlation with the dopant used, and is intrinsically larger, whilst
in perovskites a plethora of effects must be considered, including small changes in crystal
structure, spin states of transition metals, (de)localisation of charge, temperature and
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stoichiometry [183]. For comparison, fluorites have coefficients of chemical expansion in
the range of αC ≈ 0.05 – 0.15, measured at temperatures ranging from 650 to 900 ◦C [183].
For many perovskites, with a cubic or pseudocubic structure, the chemical expansion
coefficient will be within αC ≈ 0.02 – 0.05, measured at temperatures ranging from 600 to
1000 ◦C [183].
Studies byMarrocchelli et al. [172, 188, 189], involving molecular dynamics (MD) and
DFT simulations, identify two key mechanisms for chemical expansion, see Figure 2.9.
Creating oxygen vacancies results in a loss of repulsion screening between the cations
which relax away from the vacancy and oxygen anions are attracted towards the positive
charge, giving the oxygen vacancy an effective radius. When a cation is substituted for
a different species, the principal lattice distortion is due to steric effects caused by the
change in the cationic radius [189]. When a material is reduced, these two mechanisms
compete to shrink the lattice via the contraction of neighbouring oxygen ions and expand
the lattice due to the larger cation radii and the additional repulsion due to the oxygen
vacancy. As these computational studies showed that the effective volume of a vacancy
is smaller than that of an oxide ion in ceria, the chemical expansion in fluorite materials
is solely related to the change in volume of the cation. These models are based on the
Shannon ionic radii assumption that electrons are localised [190].
These same mechanisms can be considered when discussing chemical expansion of
perovskites. However, perovskites are a more complex system as they can crystallize in
different structures and undergo phase changes when the dopant concentration and/or
temperature is changed. For example, isothermal measurements and modelling from
Zuev et al. [191] studying the pO2 dependent expansion of LaCoO3−δ have attributed
the change in ionic radius of the cobalt cation as the singular cause of the chemical
expansion, which is known to be an oversimplification as chemical expansion can be
caused by relaxation around oxygen vacancies in addition to changes of the cation radii
due to reduction [183].
Further, for perovskites with metal-like conductivity, electrons can be delocalised,
resulting in a deviation from the assumptions made for the fluorite structure [183].
(a) Oxygen vacancy (b) Cation substitution
Figure 2.9: Schematic of sources of chemical expansion due to lattice relaxation, adapted
from Marrocchelli et al. [189].
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The lattice parameter of perovskites is also affected by other factors including charge
localisation and spin states. The importance of spin states has been investigated
experimentally by Bishop et al. [185], who found that perovskites with different B-site
transition metals, which were expected to have different coefficients due to changes in the
ionic radii, instead had similar chemical expansion coefficients which could be related to
intermediate spin states.
Experimental determination of the chemical expansion coefficient requires
measurement of isothermal uniaxial strain and isothermal changes in stoichiometry.
Bishop et al. [183] summarise different experimental techniques for determining chemical
expansion and discuss their limitations. Moreno et al. [161–163] have developed a
novel technique for in situ structural measurements of epitaxial thin films for studying
oxygen surface exchange kinetics. As the overall mechanism for OER and ORR involves
oxygen adsorption and dissociation steps, surface oxygen defects are important and
XRD can be used to determine subtle changes in lattice parameters associated with
these processes to help determine the reaction kinetics. By monitoring changes in the
active layer cell parameter, while changing pO2 at elevated temperatures, OER and ORR
kinetics can be investigated without interference from the presence of an additional
electrode and electrolyte. The authors used this method to determine the oxygen
surface exchange kinetics of thin films of the perovskites LSC (x  0.4), LSM (x  0.3),
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ, LaNiO3−δ as well as the double perovskite GaBaCo2O5.5+δ and
the Ruddlesden–Popper structure La2NiO4+δ. These results confirm the validity of this
experiment as the results are comparable to more conventional measurement methods
including electric conductivity relaxation and isotopic exchange depth profiling (IEDP).
Understanding the thermo-chemical expansion of perovskites due to changes in
temperature and pO2 is critical for developing materials for practical applications at
elevated temperatures and is a key area of study for SOFCs. As expansion is related to a
change in the oxygen vacancy concentration, stresses can build up within a material and
ultimately result in mechanical failure [185]. A balance is needed to optimise electronic
and ionic transport as well as thermal and chemical expansions. Therefore, further
research is needed to understand the interplay of factors that determine the chemical
expansion coefficient of perovskite.
2.4.3 Electrical
In addition to using chemical stimuli to alter the concentration of oxygen vacancies,
electrical stimuli can also be used to alter the effective pO2 without changing the
environment atmosphere, following the Nernst equation [119]:
η  −RT4F ln
(
pO2
pOeff2
)
(2.15)
where η is the applied potential, pO2 the actual pO2 of the environment, pOeff2 is the
effective pO2 level due to the applied bias, R is the ideal gas constant, T is the temperature
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and F is the Faraday constant.
In the simple metal oxide α-MnO2, the application of bias has been used to investigate
the mechanism of lithium intercalation during discharge reactions [166]. During cycling
in oxygen, the in situ measurements revealed a self-switching mechanism where both
lithium ions and lithiumoxidewere inserted, corresponding to a change in themanganese
valence which could be reset to its original state by applying a bias to recharge the
cell. The experiments also revealed that the insertion (removal) of lithium and the
formation (decomposition) of lithium peroxide occurred simultaneously. These results
are fundamental in developing optimised materials for energy storage and information
technology.
Mierwaldt et al. [169] have studied the OER reaction on Pr1−xCaxMnO3 for
electrocatalytic water splitting which occurs with applied bias > 1.6V. This in situ study
has shown that manganese has a mixed valence of Mn(3+x)+, instead of being a mixture
of Mn3+/4+, in which the bonds have a greater covalent character and therefore promote
electron transfer during OER. During OER, the manganese is reversibly reduced to a
valence of 2+ which occurs due to the increase in vacancy concentration at the surface.
The authors propose the oxygen vacancies formed also promote OER by being active sites
where water molecules and reaction intermediates are localised.
In studies of a ceramic oxide, Lu et al. [118, 119] have successfully used the
application of bias to drive a transition between the perovskite (x  3) and brownmillerite
(x  2.5) phases of SrCoOx. These complementary experiments, using both structural
XRD characterisation as well as X-ray spectroscopy for chemical characterisation provide
insights into the bias-driven OER mechanism. The authors considered the kinetics of
both the phase transition and the incorporation of oxygen, and observed that it was the
former which is the rate limiting step.
2.5 Summary
The ability to reversibly control the nonstoichiomtry of perovskites is essential for
optimising their properties for energy and information applications. This chapter has
considered the wide range of literature related to the control of oxygen content through
methods including: doping to change composition, mechanically straining materials
through the deposition of thin films, altering the chemical environment to adjust the
pO2 and inducing an effective pO2 by applying a bias. LSMC has been introduced
as a perovskite oxide which can accommodate a wide oxygen stoichiometry, and has
previously demonstrated catalytic selectivity and activity, attributed to changes in the
concentration of oxygen vacancies.
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2.6 Research Aims and Objectives
Defect engineering in perovskite oxides is a key area of research for designing new
materials with functionality tailored to promoting OER and ORR, as point defects
play a fundamental role in determining both structural properties, related to chemical
expansion, and transport properties. The aim of this work is to investigate the control of
redox properties of the perovskite LSMC by mechanical, chemical and electrical means
under in situ conditions.
In order to achieve this aim, three objectives for this work have been identified:
1. Probe effects of strain on the defect and interface chemistry of LSMC thin films.
2. Analyse the chemical expansion of LSMC during reduction and oxidation to
determine the role of strain in tuning the redox behaviour.
3. Develop an understanding of the electrical properties of LSMC thin films and
investigate the mechanism of resistive switching.
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Chapter 3
Experimental & Characterisation
Techniques
There are numerous factors involved in the characterisation of materials including
the determination of phase, composition, crystal structure, surface termination and
microstructure. For thin film analysis, there are a range of available techniques which can
be categorised as either top-down or cross-sectional methods.
Top-down methods are the focus of this work and include atomic force microscopy
(AFM, Chapter 3.4.1) and white light interferometry (WLI, Chapter 3.4.2) for measuring
roughness and surfacemorphology and lowenergy ion scattering (LEIS, Chapter 3.4.3) for
measuring surface composition. Top-down analysis can be extended beyond the surface
layer through sputtering or etching to provide information relating to film thickness
and composition, for example secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS, Chapter 3.4.4).
Non-destructive top-down techniques often use X-rays of different wavelengths to probe
both structure and composition, including X-ray diffraction (XRD, Chapter 3.2)and X-ray
absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES, Chapter 3.3). Cross-sectional analysis can
be used to determine sample thickness, grain size and crystallinity, for example using
electron microscopy techniques.
The approximate depth of penetration of several techniques is indicated in Figure
3.1, though this greatly depends on the samples and measurement set-up. Functional
characterisation requires consideration of factors including electrical conductivity and
oxygen exchange properties.
Many characterisation techniques are specifically ex situ, where the samples are
measured under conditions that bear no resemblance to the conditions required for an
operational device, following an assumption that materials do not significantly change
between experimental and operational conditions. This assumption, however, can lead
to errors in analysis and ideally materials should be studied operando, under the precise
operating conditions. Where this is not easily feasible, in situ methods, with conditions
controlled to mimic some or all the operating conditions, can be a balance between
controlled laboratory experiments while still investigating changes that occur under
potential working conditions. Techniques for in situ study are therefore becoming more
prevalent for understanding functional materials [170].
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the approximate depth from which information can be obtained
using selected characterisation thin film analysis techniques.
This chapter includes details of the techniques and instrumentation used in the
experimental investigation of LSMC, including the preparation of samples and their
analysis. Theprocess for synthesisingLSMC inbulk form to create a target and subsequent
method for depositing thin films is outlined first. This is followed by two sections on
X-ray techniques which form the basis of the ex situ characterisation, as well as the in
situ studies which are reported in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Next, the methods used to
characterise the surface morphology and chemical composition are discussed. The final
section provides details of the electrical measurements which are used to investigate the
memristive switching behaviour of LSMC in Chapter 7.
3.1 Synthesis Techniques
A modified Pechini citrate-nitrate route was used to prepare LSMC in bulk powder
form from simple metal oxide precursors. A dense pellet was pressed from this bulk
powder for use as a target for deposition of thin film LSMC by pulsed laser deposition
(PLD).
3.1.1 Solution-gel Synthesis
First synthesised by Aguadero et al. [120], LSMCwas prepared by a modified Pechini
citrate-nitrate synthesis. The Pechini synthesis method, commonly known as the sol-gel
method, can be used to prepare a wide range of inorganic materials by homogeneously
incorporating dopants in a solid, even in small quantities. As illustrated in Figure 3.2 with
pictures of the process in Figure 3.3, the Pechini method involves dissolving precursors
(generally oxides, acetates or nitrates), in known stoichiometric quantities, in an organic
acid to create a suspension of monomers [192]. The solution is condensed to a gel through
evaporation of excess solvent before being combusted to fully remove the organic solvent.
The remaining solid is calcined to increase density and achieve a single phase [193, 194].
The powder can then be pressed under high pressure and sintered to create a pellet.
For successful ablation during PLD, the target pellet must be: highly dense, composed
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the processes occurring during a Pechini sol-gel synthesis, from
R. Woolley [195].
of the same cation stoichiometry as the desired film (assuming stoichiometric transfer),
and have a high optical absorption coefficient at the wavelength of the laser. Dense PLD
targets are desired to prevent large droplets of material being directly transferred to the
substrate which can interfere with a fully stoichiometric transfer and can increase the rate
of target degradation.
Bulk LSMC powder was synthesised for the PLD target. LSMC was prepared from
stoichiometric masses of precursors, summarised in Table 3.1. Citric acid (10mass%,
∼200 cm3, Sigma Aldrich) and a small amount of nitric acid (68mass%, 2 to 3 cm3, VWR
Chemicals) were added to aid in dissolving the solids. The mixture was dehydrated by
stirring on a hotplate until the consistency started to form a pink gel. Once the dark pink
gel was bubbling continuously, it was combusted in a decomposition oven (600 ◦C, 12 h,
(a)Molecular precursors in citric acid (b) After combustion (credit: A. Aguadero)
(c) After calcination (d) Pellet after pressing and sintering
Figure 3.3: Citrate-nitrate route synthesis stages
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ramp rate: 2 ◦Cmin−1, cooling rate: 5 ◦Cmin−1). Once cooled to room temperature, the
dark grey solid was milled by hand into a fine powder and calcined (800 ◦C, 2 h, ramp
rate: 5 ◦Cmin−1, cooling rate: 10 ◦Cmin−1). The subsequent powder was again milled
before being pressed into a pellet using a uniaxial press (2 t) followed by isostatic pressing
(300MPa). The pellet was sintered in air to densify (1150 ◦C, 12 h, ramp rate: 5 ◦Cmin−1,
cooling rate: 10 ◦Cmin−1). The heat treatment steps are summarised in Figure 3.4. The
target used for all samples grown during this research had a density of 93%, measured
with an Archimedes balance (see Chapter 3.1.5) and compared to the literature density
published on the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD collection codes 422410 and
422411 for the oxidised and reduced phase respectively).
Table 3.1: Precursor materials used in the sol-gel synthesis of bulk LSMC powder
Precursor Chemical Formula Supplier Purity
Cobalt (II) nitrate hexahydrate Co(NO3)2·6H2O Sigma Aldrich ≥ 98%
Strontium (II) nitrate Sr(NO3)2 Sigma Aldrich ≥ 99%
Lanthanum (III) nitrate hexahydrate La(NO3)3·6H2O Alfa Aesar 99.9%
Manganese (II) acetate tetrahydrate Mn(CH3COO)2·4H2O Alfa Aesar ≥ 99%
Figure 3.4: Heat treatment steps in the synthesis of the PLD target of LSMC; (I, blue)
combustion of the sol-gel, (II, red) calcination of the milled powder and (III, green)
sintering of the pellet.
Reduced LSMCwas prepared by heating the bulk LSMC powder in a tubular furnace
(520 ◦C, 8 h, rate: 5 ◦Cmin−1) while flowing 5% H2 (BOC, 5% H2 / N2). After reduction,
the powder was stored in a glovebox.
3.1.2 Pulsed Laser Deposition
Thin films are an ideal system for fundamentally studying catalysis as bulk effects
become negligible and surface effects can be measured [140]. Thin films differ from
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the bulk in that they have a large surface to volume ratio and their microstructure is a
consequence of the growth process and does not necessarily conform to the structure
found in the bulk. The LSMC thin films investigated in this work were deposited by PLD.
PLD is a physical vapour deposition (PVD) technique, whereby a pulsed laser is used
as a directed energy source for growing films through evaporative growth. Though the
technique of laser ablation was first reported shortly after the discovery of lasers in the
1960s [196], it was not until the late 1980s that it became the technique now known as
PLD after successful deposition of superconducting films [197]. More recently PLD is
being developed for electrochemical applications [198] as heterostructures and film alloys
can be grown by the deposition of multiple layers with segmented targets or multi-target
carousels [199].
PLD is a versatile deposition method for producing high quality films and has
widespread use for the deposition of materials ranging from insulators, semiconductors,
superconductors and metals to polymers and biological samples [200]. The advantages
of PLD are the ability to transfer complicated materials without damaging the molecular
structure, and flexible growth conditions. These factors can also contribute to the
disadvantages of PLD, namely that contaminants in a target are also transferred during
deposition, and it is possible for large particles to be ablated resulting in inhomogeneous
films. These issues can be avoided by optimising growth conditions, which can be a
time-consuming process. Additionally, only relatively small samples can be produced
using PLD, as sample size is limited by the circumference of the plume at the point of
contact with the substrate [200].
Figure 3.5: Schematic of a PLD system, adapted from Cook [201], Wu [202] and
Harrington [203]. Picture inset shows a representative plume observed during
deposition of a LSMC thin film at 800 ◦C with a chamber pressure of 30mTorr.
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The typical equipment configuration for a PLD system is shown in Figure 3.5. The
primary components are: a vacuum chamber, a heated substrate stage, a target holder
and a high energy pulsed laser [204, 205]. The chamber is held either under high vacuum
(typically ≤ 1 × 10−6 Torr) or at a low, controlled gas pressure of an inert gas (e.g. argon)
or a reactive gas (e.g. oxygen). The output energy of the pulsed high-power laser beam,
usually an ultraviolet excimer laser, is focused onto a rotating target of the material to
be deposited. The laser is pulsed with sufficient energy on a small volume of the target
to vaporise the target material so that a plume is ejected. The plume is a hot plasma
containing atoms, electrons, molecules, ions and clusters which expands and travels away
from the target, due to the formation of a pressure gradient, and is re-condensed on the
heated substrate. The high energies and electronically excited species produced in PLD
promote surface mobility and allow for the deposition of high quality films [206].
Film quality and growth dynamics are influenced by the conditions used during
deposition. These conditions include substratematerial, substrate temperature, pulse rate,
pulse duration, fluency of the laser beam and atmosphere within the deposition chamber
[199]. Films are often deposited on heated substrates to achieve crystalline growth by
providing deposited atoms with sufficient kinetic energy to be mobile on the surface. The
use of single crystal substrates can greatly influence film properties and epitaxial growth
is encouraged by deposition on single crystals cut to expose a particular crystal plane
[207]. The excitation wavelength, pulse rate and background gas are important as they
determine the relative kinetic energies as well as arrival rates of the ablated material and
hence the composition of the plume [204, 208]. The background pressure influences the
energy of the plume as well as changing the oxygen stoichiometry.
Where growth occurs for thermodynamically stable systems, there are three growth
models, see Figure 3.6 [200, 209]. The two-dimensional, Frank-van der Merwe growth
model describes layer-by-layer growth, promoted by strong bonding between the
substrate and thin film, and leading to films of uniform unit cell thickness as each film
is completed before the next starts to grow. The Volmer-Weber is a three-dimensional
model describing the formation of islands. The film and surface energy are minimised by
reducing the wetting of the substrate by the deposited material, resulting in a greater
crystallographic disorder. The Stranski-Krastanov is an intermediate growth model
where the thin film initially deposits as layers, followed by the growth of islands.
However, most vapour-phase deposition techniques, including PLD, usually also require
the consideration of kinetic effects as growth does not occur under thermodynamic
equilibrium. The independent kinetic process that play an important role are nucleation
and island growth. PLD has a higher supersaturation than other depositions techniques,
including molecular beam epitaxy and sputtering. As a result,layer-by-layer deposition
is more favourable due to a higher nucleation density, resulting in smoother films with a
higher uniformity. The growth mode can also be influenced by the surface morphology
of the substrate, and the lattice mismatch between film and substrate plays a key role.
High-pressure reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) can be used to follow
the growth of complex oxides and determine the kinetic parameters. For more details,
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of thin film growth mechanisms, adapted from Rĳnders and Blank
[200] and Oura et al. [209].
the reader is directed to further discussion of growth kinetics by Rĳnders and Blank [200].
3.1.3 Deposition Procedure
All films in this study were grown using a KrF (λ 248 nm, Lambda Physik COMPex
201) excimer laser with a target-to-substrate distance of 128mm in a modified Neocera
combinatorial PLD chamber. Before introducing the substrates into the chamber, a
position check was carried out to determine the optimal position for the substrates on the
heating stage. A LSMC target was mounted on the rotating carousel and the substrates
were mounted on the heating stage using conductive silver paint. The spot size of the
beam was approximately 0.135 cm2 (measured August 2016). Once vacuum conditions
reached ≤ 5 × 105 Torr, the substrate stage was heated to 800 ◦C at 30 ◦Cmin−1. Upon
reaching the deposition temperature, the chamber was filled with oxygen to a pressure
of 600 Torr to burn off any remaining contaminants. The pressure was then adjusted to
the deposition pressure of 3 × 10−2 Torr and the target prepared by removing any surface
contaminants with 300 pulses of pre-ablation, while a shutter covered the substrate and
stage. The shutter was subsequently removed and a film deposited using a laser with
a shot frequency of 5Hz and 400 to 6000 pulses with an energy between nominally 248
to 450mJ (see Appendix A.2 for a summary of the thin films grown in this work). After
deposition, the chamber was again filled with oxygen to a pressure of 600 Torr and the
deposited films were cooled at 10 ◦Cmin−1. Once the sample stage temperature was
between 20 to 100 ◦C, the samples were removed from the chamber.
Several thin films were cycled through the oxidised and reduced phases by heating in
a tube furnace at various temperature under oxidising (dwell: 2 h, rate: 5 ◦Cmin−1, BOC
synair) or reducing (dwell: 2 h, rate: 5 ◦Cmin−1, BOC 5% H2/N2) conditions. After each
step in the cycle the films were measured immediately.
As the thin films were grown over a 3-year period, the changes in energy were in
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(a) After multiple PLD
depositions with rotating
but without toggling
(b) After grinding the
surface of the target with
silicon carbide
(c) After a batch of PLD
deposition using both
rotation and toggling
Figure 3.7: Images of the LSMC PLD target surface, see Figure 3.8 for the corresponding
XRD.
Figure 3.8: Pellet XRD of the LSMC target corresponding to Figure 3.7a in red and
Figure 3.7b in blue showing there is no change to the composition of the target material
despite the surface pitting.
response to differences in laser alignment and replacement of the chamber window.
Before May 2015 the target was rotated, however after this date the target was also
toggled to ablate material more uniformly from the target surface. This had an impact on
the surface morphology of the target, as seen in Figure 3.7, however had negligible effect
on the composition of the material as measured with XRD, see Figure 3.8. The target was
ground to a fresh surface after a batch of PLD depositions.
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3.1.4 Single Crystal Substrates
The thin films of LSMC were deposited on a range of single crystal substrates
summarised in Table 3.2. The substrates were obtained from a variety of supplies:
CrysTec Kristalltechnologie GmbH, MaTeck Material Technologie & Kristalle GmbH and
CRYSTAL GmbH. The crystals were purchased with one side epi-polished with surface
roughness of Ra < 0.5 nm [210, 211]. The substrates were prepared by ultrasonication in
acetone, isopropanol and deionised water for at least two minutes each prior to loading
in the PLD chamber.
Table 3.2: Summary of the single crystal substrate orientations and lattice constants.
Substrate Abbreviation ChemicalFormula
Orientation a (Å)
Lanthanum aluminate LAO LaAlO3 (100) 3.793
Lanthanum aluminate
- strontium aluminium
tantalate
LSAT (LaAlO3)0.3 -
(Sr2AlTaO6)0.7
(100) 3.868
Strontium titanate STO SrTiO3 (100) 3.905
Niobium doped
strontium titanate
Nb:STO SrTiO3 with
0.5wt% Nb
(100) 3.905
After the introduction of the PANalytical Empyrean X-ray diffraction instrument
(March 2016), substrateswere screened before deposition to check quality using reciprocal
space maps (RSM, method explained in Chapter 3.2.5). This selection processes showed
the poor quality of some "single crystal" substrates from commercial suppliers, and these
were rejected during the screening process (see Appendix A.4 for selected RSM of poor
quality substrates).
3.1.5 Archimedes Balance
Thedensity of a target canbe important forPLD, andalsowhen identifyingpermeation
pathways in solids as pores can create pathways which short circuit diffusion through
a material. It has been shown that samples with a density greater than 95% of the
theoretical density have unconnected porosity [212]. Sample density was determined
using the Archimedes’ Principle which states that a solid in a liquid is exposed to the
force of buoyancy which is related to the weight of the liquid displaced by the volume of
the solid, defined by the equation [213]:
ρA 
ma × ρfl
I(ma −mfl) (3.1)
where ρA is the measured density, determined by Archimedes’ Principle, ρfl is the
density of the fluid (i.e. distilled water),ma is the drymass of the sample,mfl is the mass
of the sample when immersed in the fluid and I is the correction factor associated with
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the displacement of the fluid by the weighing assembly and changes in temperature.
Before measuring the mass of the sample in the fluid, the sample was placed in
boiling water for approximately 10 minutes, until no more bubbles were visible leaving
the sample, to ensure that the internal voids were completely filled with water. The
relative density of a sample can be determined by comparing the density measured using
this method with the theoretical density.
3.2 X-ray Diffraction
XRD formed a key part of this work and several different XRD techniques were
employed throughout the course of this study. To identify the structure of LSMC, powder
XRD (Chapter 3.2.2) was used for the bulk material and a combination of RSM (Chapter
3.2.5), XRR (Chapter 3.2.8) and XRD for the thin films (Chapter 3.2.4). Static 2θ scans were
used during the in situ investigation of LSMC chemical expansion (Chapter 3.2.7).
3.2.1 Introduction to X-ray Diffraction
XRD is a characterisation technique for determining the internal crystallographic
structure of amaterial using X-rayswithwavelengths of 0.5 to 2.5Å, which are sufficiently
energetic to penetrate solids and on the same order of magnitude as the lattice spacing of
the material being studied.
In XRD, X-rays are produced within an X-ray tube by accelerating electrons at a high
velocity towards a copper target. Electrons from the copper target are ionised from the K
1s orbital, creating a vacancy which is filled by an electron from a 2p or 3p orbital. The
resultant X-rays have characteristic wavelengths equal to the energy difference between
the shells: Kα, λ = 1.541 84Å, and Kβ, λ = 1.392 22Å [214, 215]. Kβ is easily removed
from the X-ray beam using an absorption filter composed of nickel (see Figure 3.9). The
Kα wavelength contains both Kα1, λ = 1.540 56Å, and Kα2, λ = 1.544 39Å, as the 2p
orbital is split into two energy levels of 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 by spin-orbit coupling. Due to the
occupancy of the energy levels, Kα1 is twice as intense as Kα2. Filtering the X-ray source
to obtain a monochromatic wavelength of Kα1 is possible using a curved single crystal
monochromator, however this selectivity results in a reduction of the X-ray intensity and
therefore requires longer measuring times.
A crystal can be defined as a material with atoms arranged in three-dimensional,
periodic lattices. XRD is based on elastic scattering of monochromatic X-rays interacting
with the electrons of each atom. As X-ray wavelengths are on the order of magnitude of
interatomic distances in the crystal structure, when the X-rays interact with crystals and
the scattered waves interfere constructively, a diffraction pattern can be recorded. This
characteristic pattern is determined by the atomic structure and orientation of crystal
domains. Analysing the constructive and destructive interference between the X-rays
scattered from the planes within the lattice allows the lattice spacing to be determined
using Bragg’s law [216]:
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Figure 3.9: Spectra of copper radiation (a) without and (b) with a nickel filter. The dotted
line indicates the mass absorption coefficient of nickel, reproduced from Cullity [214].
nλ  2dhkl sin θ (3.2)
where n is a positive integer denoting the order of reflection, λ is the wavelength of
incident X-rays, dhkl is the lattice spacing between Miller planes passing through the
crystal structure, hkl are defined by the Miller indices and θ is the incidence angle with
respect to the scattering planes.
The diffraction condition outlined by Bragg’s law is illustrated in Figure 3.10 where
the scattered rays will be completely in phase if their path difference is equal to a whole
number of wavelengths. In most directions, the scattered rays do not satisfy Bragg’s
law and therefore cancel each other out. There are a limited number of scattered rays
which satisfy Bragg’s law, therefore a crystal structurewill have a characteristic diffraction
pattern. As X-rays are non-destructive, XRD can be employed before, during and after
experiments without changing the material.
In practice, a diffraction pattern can be obtained bymeasuring across a range of angles
where the variation between the diffracted and incident beams are measured to obtain
a spectrum of diffracted beam intensity, as a function of the angle of diffraction. As the
wavelength is determined by the X-ray source and the intensity of the diffracted beam is
obtained from a scan over a range of 2θ, the interplanar spacing, d, can be determined
from the position of the peaks.
3.2.2 Bulk X-ray Diffraction Procedure
Diffraction patterns of bulk material were obtained using a Bruker D2 Phaser
diffractometerwith a nickel filtered copperKα radiation source (λavg = 1.5418Å). Powder
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Figure 3.10: Diffraction of X-rays by atoms in a crystal lattice, schematically
demonstrating the components of diffraction and Bragg’s law.
andpellet sampleswere placed so aflat surfacewas aligned to the top of the sample holder.
The holder was made from a single crystal of silicon cleaved along a specific Miller plane
of high order and designed so diffraction peaks from the silicon occur outside the scan
region. The scans were measured between 2θ = 10° to 90°with a step size of ∼0.034° and
a counting time of 0.6 s/step.
The phase of the bulk targetmaterialwas identified byRietveld refinement, an analysis
method developed in the 1960s for powder diffraction patterns [217]. This method works
by calculating a diffraction pattern for a postulated structure and then comparing the
calculated pattern to the observed data. The model is refined to improve the similarity of
the two patterns. In this work the initial model was based on data published in the ICSD
database of the rhombohedral and orthorhombic for the oxidised and reduced phases of
LSMC respectively. The refinements in this thesis were carried about using the FullProf
suite 2.05, WinPlotr software [218, 219].
3.2.3 Thin Film X-ray Diffraction
Thin films were measured in a Bragg-Brentano θ − 2θ configuration. This involves
a stationary X-ray source, the sample moving by an angle of θ and the detector moving
through 2θ. Symmetric θ− 2θ scans were used to investigate the out-of-plane orientation
of the thin films, confirm epitaxial growth and determine the out-of-plane lattice strain
of the material. The substrates used in this work have cubic cell parameters and, when
deposited on the substrates, the thin film layers were treated as pseudo-cubic with the
in-plane cell parameters fixed to the substrate [162, 163]. For a cubic structure, the
interplanar spacing is related to the lattice constant, a, by the Miller indices; h, k and l
[214]:
dhkl 
a√
h2 + k2 + l2
(3.3)
Using Bragg’s Law, this can be converted to calculate the cell parameter from the 2θ
peak positions:
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a 
λ
√
h2 + k2 + l2
2 sin θ (3.4)
When there is no strain, the peak position is related to the relaxed interplanar spacing,
d0. With uniform strain, the peak positionwill be shifted as the change in θ is proportional
to the change in d. For non-uniform strain, there will be broadening of the peak, and
for the same quantity of material, a corresponding decrease in the intensity (as the area
under the curve remains constant), see Figure 3.11.
Figure 3.11: Illustration of variations in the XRD 2θ position and peak shape changes
depending on strain.
Thin film analysis requires the resolution of peaks that can be as close as 0.001°,
therefore to get high precision, it is necessary to have crystal monochromators and
analysers in the beam path to select the X-rays that are reflected from a single crystal.
High resolution θ − 2θ can also yield interference fringes for films of high quality and
these can be used to determine film thickness, as depicted in Figure 3.12.
Figure 3.12: Illustration of scattering from a single thin film layer on a substrate showing
the fringes which are caused by a limited thickness of the thin film layer, adapted from
Fewster [220].
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3.2.4 Thin Film Theta-2Theta Procedure
A zero-shift measurement was carried out before all thin film measurements on the
PANalytical instruments to ensure that no instrumental offsets were present. This was
done by setting all instrument positions, including the 2θ andω angles, to zero and then
measuring a scan to correct the zero-position of the diffractometer. Precise alignment
of the thin films was ensured by alignment of Y, Z omega, phi (φ) and psi (ψ) scans as
defined in Figure 3.13 (see Chapter 3.2.9 for further details).
Thin films were mounted onto glass slides which were attached to the aluminium
sample stage with further glass slides on either side to prevent interference of aluminium
in the spectra for all reported measurements.
Until March 2016, an X’Pert MPD was used to collect θ-2θ diffraction patterns using a
PANalyticalX’Pert ProMRDdiffractometerwithparallel beamoptics, copperKα radiation
(λ = 1.5418Å), a 1/16° slit, an X’Celerator detector and a 4-angle goniometer with a crystal
monochromator operated at 40 kV and 40mA. A nickel β filtered was used to remove the
copper Kβ signal.
FromMarch 2016, a PANalytical Empyreanwasused to collectθ-2θ scans. The incident
beam passed through a hybrid monochromator (2xGe220) with a 4 mm fixed mask and a
1/32° divergence slit. The PIXcel3D detector was mounted in the diffracted beam path.
θ-2θ scans were collected between 10 to 100° with a step size of ∼0.013° and a dwell time
of ∼ 120 s.
The lattice parameters of the LSMC thin films were calculated by determining a linear
offset in 2θ based on the difference between the theoretical and measured angles for
the most intense (200) substrate peak. The (200) peak of the LSMC thin film was then
extracted to calculate the out-of-plane cell parameter.
Figure 3.13: Diagram of the axes and angles which can be adjusted using the
PANalytical 4-angle gonio stages to align a thin film sample for XRD.
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3.2.5 Reciprocal Space Mapping
The reciprocal lattice is an alternative method for describing a crystal structure and
RSM is a method for visualisation of the three-dimensional diffraction pattern of thin
films and single crystals, see Figure 3.14. RSM can be used to identify both the in-plane
and out-of-plane lattice parameters of thin films. These can be used to determine the
relationship between thin film layers and a substrate, and hence the strain of films. This
is useful for understanding distortions of the film with respect to the substrate. Building
up a RSM involves successiveω-2θ scans.
Figure 3.14: Plane of momentum transfer in coplanar diffraction geometry, adapted
from Birkholz [159]. The shaded areas indicate regions accessible by a normal XRD
set-up, Qy and Qx are the reciprocal space vectors and the pluses are indicative of
different hkl lattice planes in reciprocal space.
The relationship between the reciprocal space vectors,Qy andQx in reciprocal lattice
units (r.l.u.), can be defined in terms of 2θ andω values in the following equations which
can be obtained by inspection of Figure 3.15 and using the Laue equations [159]:
Qx  sin θ sin(θ −ω) (3.5)
Qy  sin θ cos(θ −ω) (3.6)
where θ is half the angle of the detector position where reflection of the hkl reciprocal
lattice point is observed and ω is the angle between the incident X-ray beam and the
sample surface.
The reciprocal lattice vectors can be related to the in-plane and out-of-plane lattice
parameters, using Bragg’s law:
a (or b)  λh2Qx ; c 
λl
2Qy
(3.7)
where λ is the wavelength of incident X-rays and h and l are the Miller indices of the
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Figure 3.15: Schematic illustration of the geometric relationship betweenω and θ and
the reciprocal lattice vector, ®Q, adapted from Birkholz [159].
plane from which reflection is observed.
When recording maps in reciprocal space it is common to have streaking effects in
addition to the point measurement expected from the 3-dimensional lattice, depending
on the optics used. Common sources of streaking are summarised in Figure 3.16.
Figure 3.16: Schematic diagram indicating how the three types of streaking can
contribute to a RSM, adapted from Birkholz [159].
3.2.6 Thin Film Reciprocal Space Mapping Procedure
The angular position of an asymmetric reflection of a substrate single crystal was
determined using the simulation software in X’Pert Data Collector from PANalytical and
the substrate structure from the ICSD. The pseudo-cubic cell parameters of bulk oxidised
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and reduced LSMC were also simulated to determine the approximate scan size. Figure
3.17 shows the reciprocal space simulation of LAO and STO, indicating the reflection
measured during this work.
(a) LSMC/LAO
(b) LSMC/STO
Figure 3.17: Reciprocal space representations of the substrate (red), pseudo-cubic
oxidised LSMC (green) and pseudo-cubic reduced LSMC (blue). The orange circles
indicate the 103 reflections. Images are from the simulation software from PANalytical.
Most RSMs used in this work were collected with a PANalytical Empyrean at Imperial
College London. The incident beam optics consisted of a hybrid monochromator
(2xGe220) with a 4mm fixed mask and a 1/32° divergence slit. The PIXcel3D detector
was mounted in the diffracted beam path. Ultra-fast reciprocal space maps (URSM) were
collected with a range of 1° to 15° and a time per step of 1 to 240 s for a total scan time of
30 s to 5min, depending on the intensity of the peaks. Traditional RSMs were collected
with a 2θ range of 2°, a step size of ∼0.013° and a time per step of ∼5 s and an omega range
of 2° with a step size of ∼0.012°. The total scan times were ∼45min. The 103 reflection
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was generally measured to determine the lattice strain. While this method results in a
lower intensity reflection than the corresponding (103) reflection, peak positions on the
negative side of the reciprocal space can be determined with greater precision.
A small number of RSMs were collected in collaboration with Dr José Santiso and Dr
PabloGarcía atCatalan Institute ofNanoscience andNanotechnology (ICN2) inBarcelona,
Spain. High resolution space maps were measured using a PANalytical X’Pert MRD
diffractometer. A hybridmonochromator (2 x Ge (220)-type channel-cut monochromator)
was mounted with a nickel filter (0.020mm), a fixed mask (2mm), a divergence slit (1/2°)
and a soller slit (0.4 rad) on the incident beampath. In the diffractedpath, a PIXcel detector
was used as a 1D linear detector with an anti-scatter slit (7.5mm). The measurements
were collected in scanning mode with 254 channels (2.1508° active length) and a step size
of ∼0.02°.
During in situ measurements (outlined in Chapter 3.2.7), selected reciprocal space
scans (presented in Chapter 5) were collected using alternative optics. These optics
were optimised for the in situ measurements, where collecting sufficient intensity for
short scans was prioritised. As the in situ measurement chamber prevents a zero-shift
alignment, due to the addition of the Anton Paar dome, the optics could not be changed
during the measurement to collect the high resolution RSM scans. Therefore, the Kα
wavelength was not filtered and all peaks have two components, relating to Kα1 and Kα2.
3.2.7 In situ X-ray Diffraction
Analysis of subtle changes in the cell parameter of an epitaxial thin film enables the
oxygen surface exchange kinetics to be determined and facilitates the investigate of the
structural component of chemical expansion. Changes in the cell parameter of LSMC
induced by changes in the composition of the gas composition are discussed in Chapter
5. The changes measured are approximately three orders of magnitude greater than the
precision of standard cell parameters determined by XRD [161].
Below a critical thickness, in epitaxial thin films with coherent growth, the in-plane
parameter of the thin film will match that of the substrate. Any changes to the thin
film cell volume are therefore expected to be due to variations in the out-of-plane lattice
parameter, corresponding to a change in the Qy direction in reciprocal space [161–163].
While polycrystalline thin films have relatively weak reflection intensities, due to their
random orientation of crystallites, epitaxial thin films can be measured using lab-based
X-ray sources as reflections aremore intense resulting from their highly-ordered structure.
As shown in Figure 3.18, for a symmetric measurement, the oxidised and reduced phases
of the film do not lie on the same detector range as the films are stationary in Qx and
expand and contract in Qy [162]. Therefore to measure a 2θ scan of the oxidation and
reduction processes, it is necessary to followan asymmetric reflection (ω, 0). This change
along theQy axis can only bemeasured by following an asymmetrical reflection. In Figure
3.18 the red line corresponds to a linear scan and the curved blue line corresponds to a
portion of a Laue circle for the hkl reflection. It is necessary to measure along the Laue
circle as this indicates where the Bragg condition is satisfied.
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Figure 3.18: Reciprocal space projection showing the scan region (in red) along the Laue
circle for asymmetric and symmetric scans, where ( ®K0) and ®K is the incident and
diffracted beams respectively, the black crosses related to the reduced phase and the
grey crosses relate to the oxidised phase with a smaller unit cell, adapted from Moreno
et al. [162].
To study the asymmetric reflection, it is necessary to find a reflection with sufficient
intensity and with a distinct reflection for the substrate for internal reference. Only a pair
of reflections, for the substrate and thin film, where ∆2θ < 2.5° will successfully allow
peaks of both substrate and thin film to be captured in the static 2θ line scan. During the in
situ XRD study of LSMC thin films, a 103 reflection of LSMC thin films was continuously
measured with a fast PIXcel detector in a static position while exposing the sample to
sudden changes in the oxygen content of the atmosphere at elevated temperatures.
A PANalytical X’Pert PRO MRD diffractometer was used for the in situ XRD study to
collect 2θ scans with an acquisition time interval of ∼10 s over a range of 2.51° in static
mode, see Figure 3.19. ThinfilmLSMCsamples onLAO(samplenumberCvdB0085A) and
STO (CvdB0086A)were individuallymounted inside anAnton PaarDHS-1100C chamber.
This chamber can be used for temperatures of 25 to 1100 ◦C and with an internal volume
of 52 cm3 and 19 cm3 gas tubing. Gas flushing time of < 3 s can be achieved at gas flows of
approximately 400 cm3min−1 [221]. The incident beampath consisted of a parabolicMRD
monochromator (W/Si) with a fixedmask (2mm), a divergence slit (1/2°) and a soller slit
(0.4 rad). In the diffracted path, a PIXcel detector was used as a 1D linear detector with an
anti-scatter slit (7.5mm). The measurements were collected in static mode with an active
length of 2.1508° (255 channels, 0.01° 2θ resolution) and a step size of ∼0.01°.
Measurements were collected at temperatures between 450 to 750 ◦C with films
exposed to either a mixture of 20% oxygen (Alphagaz, 99.995%, ≤ 3 ppmH2O, ≤ 0.5 ppm
CnHm) and 80% nitrogen or 100% nitrogen, selected using gas flow control meters
controlled by a LabVIEW script. Appendix A.6 includes details of themeasurement times
for each temperature. The recorded XRD spectra were fitted with pseudo-Voigt curves
for each of the two peaks, thin film and substrate, trace to calculate the out-of-plane
cell parameter. The thin film peak position was corrected by fixing the position of the
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Figure 3.19: Schematic representation of the in situ XRD set-up at ICN2.
substrate (to account for slight variations in the temperature) and the c-axis, out-of-plane,
parameter was calculated using the equation:
cparameter 
λl
2 sin θ cos(θ −ω) (3.8)
where θ is the peak angle, ω is the incident angle, λ is the wavelength of incident X-rays
and l is the Miller index of the chosen reflection (103). See Appendix A.5 for the Matlab
script developed, in collaboration with Dr Santiso’s group, for this analysis.
3.2.8 X-ray Reflectivity
Reflectometry is the study of specularly reflected X-rays on a surface and the method
used todeterminefilm thickness in thiswork. X-ray reflectivity (XRR) is anX-ray scattering
technique which also provides information on density, chemical composition and surface
roughness. XRR differs from diffraction measurements as it is used for both crystalline
and amorphous samples. An XRR spectra records the change in intensity of reflected
X-rays due to changes in the average electron density across an interface. This contrasts
with XRD which is determined by periodic changes in the electron density due to the
crystal structure. Table 3.3 summarises the differences between XRD and XRR.
In an XRR measurement, a monochromatic, parallel X-ray beam (beam divergence <
0.05°) is directed at a sample, see Figure 3.20. This method uses a grazing incidence angle
geometry to measure specular reflections at very low 2θ and ω symmetric angles where
ω = 2θ/2. The data collected is a response of the material during specular reflections,
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Table 3.3: Comparison of XRD and XRR
X-ray Diffraction X-ray Reflectivity
Diffraction technique Scattering technique
Only crystalline samples Crystalline and amorphous samples
Common measurement range:
5° ≤ 2θ ≤ 100°
Usually:
0° ≤ 2θ ≤ 5°
Measuring periodic nature of electron
density due to crystal structure
Measuring changes in average electron
density across an interface
usually below 2θ = 5°, and is generally presented as a plot of intensity of the reflected
X-rays on a logarithmic scale versus the diffraction angle, θ, or scattering angle, 2θ.
An XRR profile contains two sections, separated by the critical angle, shown in Figure
3.21. The critical angle, θc (usually < 0.3°) is the maximum of the XRR intensity plot. This
angle depends on the electron density of the material’s surface and is defined as the point
at which total external reflection occurs. The precision in determining the critical angle is
significantly impacted by the length of a sample, with a shorter sample resulting in lower
precision. Before the critical angle, there is external reflection and the X-rays have little
penetration. At angles above the critical angle, more X-rays penetrate and the penetration
depth increases rapidly with angle leading to greater absorption and a decrease in the
measured intensity. The signal decay is also related to the roughness of a sample, as
intensity is reduced due to scattering in non-specular directions.
Thin films thickness is determined by the spacing of Kiessig fringes, oscillations in
the intensity of the X-rays which are proportional to the thickness of the thin film layer.
These fringes arise due to X-ray scattering from different interfaces within a sample. The
maximum of these fringes is due to constructive interference of internally reflected X-rays
and the minimum due to destructive interference as described by [159, 222]:
nλ  ∆ ≈ 2d
√
θ2n − θ2c (3.9)
Figure 3.20: Refracted and reflected beams and their phase difference, ∆, adapted from
Birkholz [159].
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Figure 3.21: Representative XRR scan (of LSMC/STO, CvdB0057B) on a semi-log scale
indicating the three main regions of the scan and the important features used to
determine film thickness, density and roughness.
where n is a positive integer denoting the interference order magnitude, nλ is the path
difference, d is the film thickness, θc is the angle of the critical thickness and θn is the
angle of the fringe of order n.
In this work, XRR data was collected with a PANalytical Empyrean diffractometer
using an incident beam pathway consisting of a hybridmonochromator (2 x Ge (220)-type
channel-cut monochromator). In the diffracted path, a PreFIX triple-axis analyser crystal
andproportional detectorweremounted aswell as an automatic attenuator (Ni 0.125mm),
set to activate at 500k counts per second (cps). This combination allows collection of high
quality reflectivity data, though at the expense of intensity. Thin films were aligned
by rocking the surface about the zero axis to obtain maximum reflectivity at a fixed 2θ
detector position. After alignment, the thin films were scanned from ∼0.1 to 2.0° with a
step size of ∼0.005°. PANalytical Reflectivity software was used to fit a one-dimensional
model to the data for the purposes of extracting the thin film thickness. Figure 3.22
includes an example of XRR data and the simulated fit, where the fitting parameters are
the thicknesses, the electron densities and the roughnesses of the sample layers. The
simulation uses the Parratt reflectivity formalism [222], and the reader is directed to
Fewster for details of this method [220, 223].
3.2.9 PANalytical Empyrean Measurements Procedure
A comprehensive Empyrean user guide was written by the author to train users
and standardise epitaxial thin film measurement procedures across the Department of
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Figure 3.22: Fitting (black line) of an XRR scan (red circles) of LSMC/STO (CvdB0142B)
using PANalytical Reflectivity software. This fitting would suggest the LSMC layer has a
thickness of 15.34 nm, a roughness of 0.82 nm and a density of 5.83 g cm−3 and has a
simulation fit value of 7.2.
Materials, Imperial College London. The latest version of this guide has been included
in Appendix A.3 and contains additional information on the step-by-step alignment and
thin film measurement processes for θ − 2θ, RSM and XRR measurements using the
PANalytical Empyrean.
3.3 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy
X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) studies how X-rays are absorbed by an atom
at energies near and above the core-level binding energy of the atom. This allows for
investigation of the oxidation state, coordination chemistry and the distances, species
and coordination numbers of neighbouring atoms [224]. The energy-dependant material
absorption coefficient, µ, can be defined following the Beer-Lambert law [225]:
It  I0 exp(−µ(E)d) (3.10)
where I0 is the intensity of the incident X-rays, It is the intensity transmitted through
a material of thickness, d and with energy-dependant absorption coefficient, µ(E) (see
Figure 3.23).
For the majority of X-ray energies, the absorption coefficient is a function of energy
which can be approximated [225]:
µ(E) ≈ ρZ
4
AE3
(3.11)
where ρ is the density of the sample, Z is the atomic number, A is the mass number and
E is the energy of the X-rays. Following this inverse relationship, µ(E) will decrease with
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Figure 3.23: Schematic for the definition of It, I0 and d in the Beer-Lambert law, adapted
from Schnohr et al. [225].
increasing X-ray energy. However, when the energy of incident X-rays equals or exceeds
the binding energy of a core-level electron, there is a deviation from this approximation
and X-rays are absorbed as a photoelectron and core-hole are formed. The X-ray energy
region in which this occurs is known as the absorption edge and results in a dramatic
increase in the absorption coefficient.
The binding energy of an electron is related to the electrostatic attraction to the
nucleus and is therefore characteristic and depends on the number of protons in the
atom. Depending on the energy of the X-rays, the electron can be promoted to either
an unoccupied bound state of the absorbing atom or to the continuum state. The latter
occurs with higher X-ray energies and photoelectron waves are created, see Figure 3.24.
The propagation of these waves result in an interference pattern as they are scattered
from neighbouring atoms. The interaction of these photoelectron waves depends on
the geometry of the absorbing environment and the photoelectron wavelength. As
constructive (destructive) interference will increase (decrease) the absorption probability,
an energy-dependant fine structure of the absorption coefficient can be measured. At
energies above the absorption edge, µ(E) is again inversely proportional to the X-ray
energy as the excess energy of the X-rays, beyond the binding energy, are converted into
kinetic energy. The core-hole formed during this process will be filled by an electron from
Figure 3.24: Schematic illustration of the absorbing atom (yellow), with outgoing
photoelectron waves (orange), and the nearest neighbouring atoms (blue), with reflected
photoelectron waves (dashed blue lines), reproduced with permission from Schnohr et
al. [225].
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a higher energy state resulting in fluorescence X-ray or Auger electron emission [225].
A typical XAS spectrumof LSMC is shown in Figure 3.25 containing twomain regions.
The XANES region is the absorption edge caused by the transition of the promoted
electron to unoccupied bound states. This region is associatedwith chemical bonding and
therefore the formal oxidation state as well as the 3-dimensional coordination geometry
(octahedral, tetrahedral, etc.). The extended X-ray absorption fine-structure spectroscopy
(EXAFS), generally defined as ∼ 30 eV above the edge, is related to the promotion of
a photoelectron to the continuum state and the interference pattern created by the
photoelectron wave. EXAFS provides information pertaining to interatomic distances,
coordination number, structural and thermal disorder around the absorbing species.
The strength of XANES lies in its ability to identify the oxidation state of a material, by
comparison to standards, for samples of different structures (crystallinity is not required).
In theory, spectra can be measured for every element by this non-destructive technique,
however the scattering pathways will only converge for deep core electrons in high Z
elements which have short core-hole lifetimes [226]. It is necessary to have samples
with both sufficient intensity to be measured as well as a distinct signal compared to
the incident intensity. Sample concentration is therefore an important consideration and
powder samples can be diluted to a useful concentration by mixing with an inert and
lightly-absorbing compound (e.g. boron nitride).
Figure 3.25: Example of typical K-shell XAS data with the pre-edge feature and XANES
and EXAFS regions indicated. The pre-edge feature contains information related to the
covalence and electronic structure. The XANES region can be used to determine the
oxidation state and site symmetry of materials. The EXAFS region facilitates the
identification of ligand types, distances and coordination number. The data presented is
a normalised spectrum of oxidised LSMC bulk powder Co K-edge, measured April 2016
(merge of 3 scans, scan numbers 250294-250596).
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XANES can be measured as either transmission, where the intensity of incident and
transmitted beams are directly probed, or by indirect means including fluorescence
where the decay products are recorded, see Figure 3.26. To obtain a useful intensity
in fluorescence measurements, the detector can be moved in relation to the sample. Thus,
the fluorescence geometry is more flexible than transmission. However, detecting voltage
or current changes with ion chambers is innately simpler than detecting single photons
using solid state detectors. Additionally, incident and transmitted measurements using
the same detector type will have a common energy dependence which results in simpler
data analysis. However, the dilution of samples for transmission results in a change in the
intensity which is greater than the variation due to counting statistics. As this dilution
often requires samples to be ground with a binder material, fluorescence is a useful
alternative for non-powder and highly dilute samples. To improve the signal-to-noise
ratio for solid-state detectors, several independent detectors are joined in an array to form
a multiple-element detector [225].
Figure 3.26: Schematic of XANES measurement geometry consisting of ion chambers
used to measure the incident intensity (I0), transmission intensity (It) and the reference
intensity (Iref) as well as a solid-state detector used to measure the fluorescence intensity
(If), adapted from Schnohr et al. [225].
3.3.1 X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure Measurement Conditions
Obtaining XAS data requires an intense, tunable source of soft X-rays, therefore
measurements are performed at synchrotrons. XAS measurements were obtained with
the assistance of Dr Giannantonio Cibin on beamline B18 at Diamond Light Source,
Harwell Science and Innovation Campus, Oxfordshire.
The absorption edges investigatedwereMn andCoK-edges, measured in the ranges of
6400 to 7200 eV and 7600 to 8300 eV respectively. The incident beamoptics are summarised
in Figure 3.27 and were aligned for a beam spot size of ∼0.5mm2. Ionisation chambers
were used for transmissionmodedetection of bulk powder samples. Table 3.4 summarises
the cobalt ormanganese containingmaterials thatwere used as standards in powder form.
These bulk samples were diluted by combination with boron nitride, using ∼5mg of the
sample and ∼120mg of boron nitride. Thin films were measured in fluorescence with a
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Figure 3.27: Schematic of the optics on beamline B18, adapted from Diamond Light
Source [227]. The collimated Si mirror is water cooled, placed at 20m from the source
and covers the energy range from 2 to 35 keV. The Si(111) fixed exit double
monochromator is also water cooled and can be used for fast scanning or swapped for a
Si(311) under vacuum. The double toroidal mirror is located 25m from the source and
focuses the two beam branches onto the sample. Both the collimating Si mirror and the
toroidal mirror are coated with Cr and Pt. The smaller plane mirrors are used for
harmonics rejection for experiments at low energy (< 11 keV).
nine-element germanium detector.
Static transmission and fluorescence measurements were performed under ambient
conditions and in situ fluorescence measurements were conducted inside a furnace
between room temperature and 600 ◦C. Figure 3.28 is an image of the furnace used
for the in situ measurements, in place on the beamline. The atmosphere in the furnace
was switched from oxidising, composed of synthetic air (Air Products, Zero Air 5.0,
99.999%, O2 20.69 to 21.11 ppm, NOx < 0.1 ppm, CO+CO2 < 1 ppm, H2O < 3 ppm), to
reducing, consisting of hydrogen (Air Products, H2 4.018mol%, N2 95.981mol%) diluted
in nitrogen (Air Products, N2 BIP, O2 < 10 ppb, H2O < 20 ppb, CO+CO2 < 0.5 ppm, CH4
< 100 ppb, H2 < 1 ppm) to 3%. The furnace had a large interior volume and a porous
lining, therefore prior to the start ofmeasuring the chamberwas evacuated and filledwith
nitrogen and the thin film loaded in an inert atmosphere inside a glovebox. The furnace
was transferred to the beamline in a sealed system and over-pressurised throughout the
experiment. The pO2 in the furnace was monitored using a mass spectrometer and a
Systech Instruments ZR893 oxygen analyser. A summary of the access time and brief
description of the measurements conducted at Diamond are summarised in Appendix
A.8.
Datawas analysed usingAthenaGUI from theDemeter Strawberry Perl software suite
developed by Bruce Ravel [228]. Transmissionmeasurementswere calibrated and aligned
using reference foil measurements. µ(E)was normalised for all scans by fitting a pre-edge
line and a post edge polynomial to the data and normalising the data, as illustrated in
Figure 3.29, so that the edge occurs from 0 to 1 in arbitrary units (a.u.). The thin film data
is significantly noisier than the bulk powder measurements, see Figure 3.30, requiring
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Table 3.4: Details of the materials used as standards for the XANES measurements.
Description ChemicalFormula
Supplier CAS Absorption
edge
Cobalt (II,III) oxide,
powder, < 10 micron Co3O4
Aldrich 1308-06-1 Co
Cobalt (II) oxide, 99.99+% CoO Aldrich 1307-96-6 Co
Cobalt powder, -100 mesh,
99.9+% Co
Sigma Aldrich 7440-48-4 Co
Manganese (IV) oxide,
Puratronics, 99.999%
(metals basis)
MnO2 Alfa Aesar 215-202-6 Mn
Manganese (III) oxide, -325
mesh, 99% Mn2O3
Aldrich 1317-34-6 Mn
Manganese (II,III) oxide,
< 325 mesh Mn3O4
Alfa Aesar 1317-35-7 Mn
Manganese (II) oxide,
-60+170 mesh, 99% MnO
Aldrich 1344-43-0 Mn
Boron nitride powder,
∼1 µm, 98% BN Aldrich none
LSMC bulk oxidised Prep. described in Chapter 3.1.1 Co &
Mn
LSMC bulk reduced Prep. described in Chapter 3.1.1 Co &
Mn
the removal of glitches and truncation. See Appendix A.9 for further details on the data
processing with Athena.
3.3.2 Calibration Curves
To calibrate the cobalt and manganese K-edge positions to the oxidation state,
standards were selected for common oxidation states of cobalt and manganese. The
standards and their oxidation states are summarised in Table 3.5 and selected standards
spectra are shown in Figure 3.31.
In literature, there is discussion regarding the best method used to extract the edge
value (E0) from XANES data [168, 229, 230]. During the construction of the calibration
curves, the edge position (E0) has been extracted following four methods which are
identified in Figure 3.32. A Python script was written to consistently select the data
points corresponding to the four methods (see Appendix A.10).
Method A involves taking the maximum of the XANES signal, and the calibration
curves are shown in Figure 3.33. This method resulted in oxidation states below +1 for
cobalt and above +7 for manganese. As these values are not within the accepted oxidation
states for cobalt and manganese, and the reduced phase of LSMC should have lower
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Figure 3.28: Diamond Light Source beamline B18 in situ set-up for measuring thin films
at elevated temperatures under different atmospheres.
Figure 3.29: Raw XANES data from a single scan (250894) of the oxidised LSMC powder
showing the background, pre-edge and post-edge lines used to normalise the data in
Athena.
oxidation states than the oxidised phase, Method A results in a poor calibration curve.
Method B (calibration curves shown in Figure 3.34) uses the pre-edge inflection, which
is equal to the maximum of first derivative before the edge position. To determine the
pre-edge inflection point it was necessary to smooth the data, an extra data processing
step that is best avoidedwhere possible (formore details on smoothing seeAppendixA.9).
This method, particularly for Mn, is expected to provide the most accurate determination
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(a) Thin films
(b) References
Figure 3.30: ex situMn K-edge XANES data showing the signal from various LSMC thin
films and the related reference measurements.
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(a)Manganese
(b) Cobalt
Figure 3.31: Spectra showing the XANES measurements of metal oxide standards
K-edges.
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Table 3.5: Simple metal oxides with known oxidisation states used as standards for
XANES measurements of Mn and Co K-edges.
Oxidation State Mn Co
0 Mn foil Co foil & powder
+2 MnO CoO
+2.67 Mn3O4 Co3O4
+3 Mn3O3 -
+4 MnO2 -
(a)Maximum of the XANES signal (b) First (local) maximum of the derivative
of the XANES signal
(c) Overall maximum of the derivative (d) 0.5 of the normalised XANES signal
edge
Figure 3.32: Four methods of selecting the edge position of the XANES jump.
of the oxidation states [229]. However, the data used to construct the calibration curve
shows that three samples for manganese with oxidation states of (II), (II, III) and (III)
results in a very similar edge value which contradicts the theory of a linear relationship
between the oxidation state and the edge energy. This could indicate that the powders
used for the standards were not of a high enough purity, or that the powders were not
ground finely enough. For cobalt there is insufficient data to construct a satisfactory
curve as there is no pre-edge feature for Co(0) and there is an overestimation of the cobalt
oxidation state. As it was necessary to smooth the data, a poor calibration curve was
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(a)Manganese (b) Cobalt
Figure 3.33: XANES calibration curves based on the maximum of the XANES signal,
Method A.
obtained for manganese and there was insufficient data for the cobalt calibration curve, it
was determined that this was a poor method to use for determining the oxidation states
in this work.
Method C (calibration curves shown in Figure 3.35) involves taking the maximum of
the first derivative of the data, which has been used in literature for the extraction of cobalt
edges by Piovano et al. [230]. This point corresponds to the inflection point of the main
XANESedge. Thismethodwouldappear tounderestimateboth the cobalt andmanganese
oxidation states but has the smallest standard deviation between measurements.
(a)Manganese (b) Cobalt
Figure 3.34: XANES calibration curves based on the first inflection of the XANES signal,
Method B.
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(a)Manganese (b) Cobalt
Figure 3.35: XANES calibration curves based on the maximum of the derivative of the
XANES signal, Method C.
Method D constructs calibration curves based on the value of the normalised XANES
edge at µ(E)  0.5, indicated in Figure 3.32d. This method has been used in literature for
determining the oxidation of cobalt by Itoh et al. [168]. This method provides calibration
curves with the best R-squared values, shown in Figure 3.36. Though there would appear
to be an overestimation of the oxidation states for both cobalt and manganese as in
perovskites the oxidation states of cobalt and manganese would not usually exceed 3+
and 4+, respectively, resulting in a hyperstoichiometric oxygen content which cannot be
accommodated by the perovskite structure [129].
While exceeding a 3+ oxidation state for cobalt is unusual for a perovskite, Maignan
et al. [231] investigated La0.8Sr0.2Co1−xMnxO3 and considered the contribution of Co4+
species to the ferromagnetic metallic state of this material. Co4+ has also been reported
by Hao et al. [232] who report an expansion of thin films of the perovskite-type cobalt
oxide SrCoOx unit cell when oxygen vacancies are introduced, due to the larger radius of
Co3+ in comparison with Co4+. In 1953, Jonker and van Santen [233] also reported Co4+
species in LSC with a concentration approximately equal to the strontium content, up to
x = 0.3. In LSC, the oxidation state of cobalt ions can vary between 2+ and 4+ as they are
the only species with a variable oxidation state as the valences of La3+, Sr2+ and O2− are
fixed [115].
Table 3.6 (located at the end of this chapter) summarises the oxidation states calculated
based on the four methods of calibration curve construction. Method D, using the value
at 0.5 of the normalised absorption edge, was selected as the best method for constructing
a calibration curve for the data collected on LSMC. The expected oxidation states of LSMC
were determinedusing the information of the total oxidation state frompublishedneutron
diffraction [120] as well as the rules of charge neutrality (based on La3+ and Sr2+), have
also been included in the table.
It should be noted that none of the calibration curves pass through the literature
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(a)Manganese (b) Cobalt
Figure 3.36: XANES calibration curves based on the normalised XANES signal at 0.5,
Method D. The session in July 2015 was joint with Dr. Alan Chadwick and his group
recorded and processed the cobalt standards without calibration to reference
measurements of cobalt foil. Therefore, the measurements from that session (orange) do
not correspond to the data measured at the other sessions. All cobalt data from the 2015
session was processed separately.
oxidation state points of 7709 eVand 6539 eV for Co(0) and Mn(0), respectively. This is
one of the reasons determining the absolute oxidation states from XANES is generally
considered to have large error, however relative changes in the oxidation state are smaller
as they depend only on the slope of the calibration curves and the alignment of the
spectrum [234]. Therefore, as the calibration curves have been constructed only from
scans with references, and the data was treated with the same method of calibration,
alignment and normalisation it can be concluded that while the absolute oxidation states
may not be the precise values, the trends are reliable.
3.3.3 In situ X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure Data Analysis
The reliability of the trend, and further evidence for the selection ofMethod D, is clear
from a comparison of the Co K-edge of the LSMC/LAO thin film used in the in situ study
shown in Figure 3.37, also selected using the Python script (see Appendix A.10). As there
was not sufficient data to calibrate and align this data all measurements from this are
relative changes and determining the exact oxidation state of cobalt andmanganese is not
possible. From this comparison, the E0 value from Method D shows the clearest trend.
The maximum energy (which was determined to be the worst method for constructing a
calibration curve) is the second clearest trend. For the trends of the in situ data, method
B using the pre-edge inflection shows the greatest spread of data, due to the noise and
the selection of the threshold limit. For consistent treatment of the data, all the thin film
measurements were smoothed and for each set of data the same normalisation range and
pre-edge range was used as detailed in Table 3.7 .
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Table 3.7: Normalisation parameters for in situ XANESmeasurements of thin film LSMC.
Sample Edge Pre-edge Range Normalisation Range
Co K-edge
CvdB0052B Co -120 to -30 175 to 460
CvdB0052B Co only -110 to -35 210 to 1055
CvdB0057B Co -125 to -35 200 to 450
Mn K-edge
CvdB0052B Mn -65 to -14 50 to 240
CvdB0057B Mn -180 to -30 160 to 240
Figure 3.37: Change in the cobalt edge position using the four different methods for
determining E0 of the Co K-edge for the in situ data of LSMC/LAO (CvdB0052B) sample.
As the XANES signal of the reference cobalt and manganese foils were not recorded
during the in situ measurements, normalised but unaligned data for the standards was
used from the same session (2016-09) to construct a calibration curve using Method D.
This is a valid method for determining the relative oxidation states as the edge energy
is assumed to be stable during the 48 h measuring period, however it cannot be used to
extract the absolute oxidation state. The calibration and alignment is used to determine
absolute oxidation states to compare data from different measurement sessions. Figure
3.38a is the Mn K-edge calibration curve and Figure 3.38b is the Co K-edge calibration
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curve used for determining the relative oxidation states of the thin LSMC films.
(a)Manganese (b) Cobalt
Figure 3.38: Calibration of normalised but uncalibrated data from the 2019-06 session
using the value at E0=0.5, Method D, constructed to extract the oxidation states of the
LSMC thin films
3.4 Surface Characterisation
In addition to XANES measurements, both the elemental and isotopic composition
were investigated using oxygen isotopic labelling and in situ focused ion beam secondary
ion mass spectrometry (FIB-SIMS). The surface composition was also probed with LEIS.
AFMandWLIwere used to investigate the surface topology and composition of the LSMC
thin films.
3.4.1 Atomic Force Microscopy
AFMis anon-destructive, versatilemicroscopy techniquewhereby surface topography
is determined using a sharp probe to scan across a sample. The measurement which
characterises the surface is based on changes in force between the probe tip and a
sample surface, on the order of nN, and is sufficiently sensitive to measure van der Waals
interactions. AFM is routinely used to obtain three dimensional images of surface features
under ambient conditions without complex sample preparation [113, 215]. AFM has
two main modes: contact and tapping, which provide similar information, but measure
surface topography in slightly different ways. The theory behind tapping mode AFM
is discussed below. For further discussion on contact mode, the reader is suggested to
consult either Attard et al. [208] or Niemantsverdriet [215].
An AFM set-up contains a laser and a photo detector so that changes in the position of
the cantilever can bemonitored optically. Figure 3.39 depicts a schematicAFM instrument
configuration showing a laser beam reflected off the cantilever and small changes in
position of the tip detected via a segmented photodiode. In tapping mode AFM, the tip
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is held between 2 to 30 nm from the sample and forced to vibrate close to its resonance
frequency. Forces between the sample and the tip cause the resonance amplitude to
decrease as the tip gets closer to the surface of the sample and these changes aremonitored
to determine the height of a sample surface. The sensitivity of AFM as a technique comes
from the use of feedback control to retain the same distance between the sample and the
tip by having a set-point force that is maintained [208, 215, 235].
Figure 3.39: Schematic representation of a typical AFM experimental set-up used to
detect changes in probe position due to changes in the electrostatic force between the
sample and the tip, adapted from Attard et al. [208] and Eaton et al. [235]
AFM is routinely employed todetermine the roughness of sample surfaces. Roughness
is a measure of surface texture and is used to quantify the deviations of a surface from its
ideal form. There are a range of terms used to describe roughness, including RA (average
roughness) and RSK (data skew). The term most often quoted in literature, and used in
this report, is the root mean square roughness (RMS roughness, Equation 3.12). While
this value is seen repeatedly throughout literature due to its ease of use, it is important to
consider whether it is a good parameter to use as squaring values places greater emphasis
on outliers.
RRMS 
√
1
n
n∑
i1
y2
i
(3.12)
Initial AFM investigations involved cleaning LSMC thin films by ultrasonication,
however this was found to affect the surface structure of the films. Figure 3.40 shows
AFM images of a LSMC/STO thin film before and after sonication in acetone. Before
sonication there are surface features with diameters of ∼450 nm. The phase images show
that these surface features are of a different composition to the main LSMC thin film.
After sonication, these surface features are no longer present. It is suggested that these
surface features are related to the segregation of strontium which has been reported in
literature for similar materials, see Chapter 2.3.2.
Step edges were also measured using AFM data where line profiles can be used
to determine the approximate height change, though the thicker the film the more
challenging the measurement becomes due to different requirements for the gain settings
between peaks and valleys, see Figure 3.41 and Figure 3.42.
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Figure 3.40: AFM images of the surface topography and the phase of a LSMC/STO thin
film before and after sonication in acetone. Before sonication there are large deposits of
∼450 nm, having a different phase to the main LSMC thin film. These surface features
are no longer present after sonication.
Figure 3.41: AFM image and corresponding line profiles of a LSMC/Si (CvdB0026) thin
film of 11.3 ± 1.0 nm.
AFM measurements were carried out on two instruments: a Bruker di Innova with
Bruker NCHV-A probes and an Asylum Research MFP 3D with PPP-NCHR tips from
Windsor Scientific. Tapping mode has been used to prevent damage to the sample
surface and AFM tips during initial surface characterisation. The tips both have very
similar resonant frequencies (∼330 kHz) and stiffness (∼42Nm−1), however the tip radius
of the PPP-NCHR (< 7nm) tips is smaller than the NCHV-A (∼8 nm). Data analysis,
including parabolic background removal, was performed using WSxM 5.0 Developer 6.5
from Horcas et al. [236].
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Figure 3.42: AFM image and corresponding line profiles of a LSMC/MgO (CvdB0017)
thin film of approximately 300 nm.
3.4.2 White Light Interferometry
WLI is a technique which characterises the topography of surfaces. The origin of WLI
finds root in wave interference where coherent waves will interfere resulting in either
a greater or lower amplitude depending on their phase. In WLI this phenomenon is
observed as dark and light fringes. White light is the preferred source of light as it has a
short coherence length which helps to avoid ambiguity between fringes [237].
In a general WLI set-up, see Figure 3.43, light passes through a beam splitter and
is directed towards an objective lens. A second beam splitter separates the light into
two beams. One beam is directed towards the sample and another strikes an internal
reference mirror. The two beams are then reflected by the sample and the mirror before
being combined and detected by the image sensor. Differences in intensity between
the sample and reference beams form a topographic image of the surface from which
roughness measurements and height profiles can be determined [237].
WLI measurements for data presented in this report were collected using a Zygo
NewView 200 Profilometer with data analysed using MetroPro 9.1.1. Using the WLI
Zygo software it is possible to measure changes in height by creating masks of the regions
of interest, as illustrated in Figure 3.44.
3.4.3 Low Energy Ion Spectroscopy
Low-energy ion scattering (LEIS), alternatively known as ion scattering spectroscopy,
is an analytical technique which uses the interaction of ions with a surface to obtain
detailed information on the atomic composition of surfaces. It is a non-destructive
technique which can be applied to a large variety of materials ranging from single
crystals to ionic liquids to amorphous materials, at a wide range of temperatures,
though measurement conditions require an ultra-high vacuum (UHV, on the order of
1 × 10−9mbar). The strength of LEIS analysis is rooted in the fact that it is truly surface
sensitive and can be used to analyse only the outer monolayer of a material [215, 238, 239].
During a LEIS measurement, inert gas ions of known mass (usually He+, Ne+ or Ar+)
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Figure 3.43: Schematic of a standard WLI with dark orange lines indicating the path of
the beams resulting from the second beam splitter, adapted from Leach et al. [237].
Figure 3.44: Data from Zygo interface during height measurements of the step edge of a
LSMC/MgO thin film (CvdB0017) giving the film thickness as 284.85 nm. Can be
compared to the results from AFM for the same sample in Figure 3.42.
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and known energy (in the range of 0.10 to 10 keV) are directed at a sample surface at an
angle of less than 60° with respect to the surface normal. On contact with the surface,
some of these ionised particles are backscattered and analysed at scattering angles of
120° to 150°. With this configuration, the backscattered particles are almost all related to
binary collision events where kinetic energy is transferred between the incident ion and
the surface atoms. Therefore, it becomes possible to treat the collision as a free binary
collision where the scattered ions have an energy, Ef, which can be calculated from classic
equations for the conservation of momentum (Equation 3.13, Figure 3.45). The initial
mass, m1, and energy, E0, of the ion are known, the scattering angle, θ, is fixed and the
final energy, Ef, is measured, allowing the unknown mass of the surface atom,m2, to be
determined [238, 240, 241]:
Ef  E0
©­­­­«
cos θ ±
√(
m2
m1
)2 − sin2 θ
1 +
(
m1
m2
) ª®®®®¬
2
(3.13)
Figure 3.45: Representation of an ion scattering process. The scattering angle, θ, is fixed
by the configuration of the instrument with θ ≥ 90°, adapted from ter Veen et al. [242].
The surface sensitivity of LEIS is based on neutralisation probabilities and the fact that
an electrostatic analyser is used so that only backscattered ions, and not backscattered
neutrals, are detected. While ions with keV energy will penetrate a solid, the noble gas
ions used have a high neutralisation probability (fraction of He+ ions not neutralised
after a single collision is only 10−4 to 10−2), and as a result the probability of ions
penetrating the surface and scattering from subsurface atoms is negligible. There is
however a finite probability that a backscattered neutral atom is re-ionised on leaving
the sample. This phenomenon beneficially adds to LEIS analysis as the re-ionised ions
have lost considerably more energy than the ions backscattering off the surface, therefore
they appear as a tail on the surface peaks and can be useful in identifying the character
of near-surface atoms. For further analysis of in-depth signals it is possible to combine
LEIS with sputter depth profiling, although this has drawbacks such as potential sample
damage and preferential sputtering effects which need to be considered [215, 238, 240].
An advantage of LEIS analysis is that matrix effects are negligible, therefore the
presence of other species on the surface does not affect the signal. To quantify results,
the data obtained must be compared to the intensity of peaks collected from "standards"
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Figure 3.46: Schematic illustration of a standard LEIS configuration, reproduced with
permission from Brongersma et al. [238].
which should be high purity single reference materials (for example simple oxides of
the elements being studied) with similar density and roughness to the sample being
measured [238]. Currently pseudo-quantification is measured by comparing the surface
signal to a depth measurement after sputtering. The quantification can be improved
through further work to identify the exact stoichiometry of the deposited LSMC films.
Additionally, preferential scattering effects need to be considered to determine whether
the depth signal is truly representative. For further details regarding LEIS, readers are
directed to the extensive review by Brongersma et al. [238] and other relevant literature
[243–248].
LEIS data for this report was obtained using an ION-TOF GmbH Qtac100 instrument
(see Figure 3.46). Incident ions are produced by a heated filament in a helium and neon
ion mixed gas atmosphere, accelerated through a potential to achieve energies of 3 keV
and 5 keV, for He+ and Ne+ respectively, to provide a low energy ion beam at normal
incidence. An argon ion beam of 0.5 keV is used for low-energy sputtering. Scattered ions
are detected at 145° by a double toroidal analyser. Additionally, as the bombardment of
insulating samples with charged ions can cause an accumulation of charge on the sample,
an unfocused electron shower is used for compensation. As formost ion beam techniques,
all measurements were carried out under UHV (1.1 × 10−8 to 1.8 × 10−8mbar).
3.4.4 Focused Ion Beam Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry
FIB can be applied to both the processing and analysis of materials. The processing
capabilities of FIB include nanofabrication of transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
samples, lithography and microelectronic circuit design [249]. Additionally, if the ion
beam is aligned with a gaseous molecular beam of a target material (e.g. platinum), FIB
can be used to deposit onto the surface of a sample. During milling, the ion beam will
interact with a sample surface and produce electrons, ions and photons which can be
analysed depending on the detector used. FIB-SIMS is the term used for analysis by mass
spectrometry of secondary ions generated during FIB milling [249].
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Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) is a highly sensitive analytical technique
which can measure a wide range of elements, from H to U, as well as molecular species
and can distinguish between isotopes [250]. During a SIMS measurement, the surface of
a solid sample is bombarded with a high-energy beam of primary ions (250 eV to 25 keV),
resulting in a transfer of kinetic energy from the ion to the lattice. When a primary ion
penetrates the sample surface it creates a collision cascade resulting in the ejection of
secondary ions (positive and negative), neutral ions, electrons and photons. The ionised
secondary ions can be collected, either by a simple detector for imaging or are analysed by
their charge tomass ratio to determine compositional information about the sample [249].
Static SIMS is used to analyse a surface by generating mass spectra and chemical maps.
Approximately 95% of the secondary species will originate from the top two layers of the
solid being analysed [251]. Depth profiles are generated by using an alternating higher
intensity beam and measurement beam to investigate the concentration of elements as a
function of depth to create 3-dimensional chemical maps.
The key components of a SIMS instrument comprise an ultra high vacuum (UHV)
chamber, an ion source and a mass analyser. Achieving a sufficient level of vacuum is
necessary to reduce interference at the masses of interest, therefore samples are loaded
and the instrument pumped down to vacuum overnight whenever possible. The primary
ion gun generates, focusses and directs the beam of charged ion species onto the samples
surface and can be rastered over a selected area by adjusting the voltage applied to the
scan coils. There are three main types of secondary ion detectors which use different
methods for separating collected ions based on their mass-to-charge ration: time-of-flight
(TOF-SIMS)depends on the travel time from the sample to thedetector, amagnetic selector
separates ions based on their trajectory through a curved magnetic or electrostatic field
and a quadrupole uses an oscillating electromagnetic field.
Measurements during this work were collected with assistance from Dr Richard
Chater, using an FEI FIB200 SIMS workstation, see Figure 3.47. The instrument uses
a liquid metal ion source to produce a stable Ga+ primary ion beam with a lateral focus
of 5 nm under optimal conditions [252]. There are two SIMS detectors used for elemental
depth profiles: a FEI quadrupole charged particle detector and a Hiden Analytical EQS.
The Hiden detector can detect ionic and neutral emissions from samples and has an
ionizing filament for residual gas analysis (RGA). There is a channeltron for detecting
charged particles which is also used for electron imaging.
To minimise undesirable ion beam milling during locating of a particular region, the
lowest ion beam current of 30 pA and short imaging times were used to scan the surface
with detection of secondary ions or secondary electrons forming the mapped image.
In situ electrical measurements were conducted using a Keithley 6430 Sub-Femtoamp
Remote SourceMaster controlled with a Matlab script. Measurements were conducted by
applying an increasing voltage across the range of 1 to 25V with a current compliance
(CC, i.e. maximum current) of 1mA, followed by a read voltage (0.8V), below the applied
voltage. The sample was contacted using Kleindiek micromanipulators with tungsten
probe tips (Picoprobe PT-14-6705-B). For further details of the FIB-SIMS technique and
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Figure 3.47: Image of the FIB-SIMS chamber used for the in situ electrical measurements,
annotated to indicate the multiple analysis tools available. Photo credit: Dr Richard
Chater.
this instrument, the reader is directed to work by Chater et al. [249, 253–255].
To establish a background of oxygen and organic contaminants, the RGA in the
FIB-SIMS chamber was left running overnight, see Figure 3.48. There is an initial increase
in counts as the RGA filament heats up. The decrease in counts is related to a reduction in
overall pressure in the chamber. There are also single-value spikes in the data which are
associated with unwanted charging/discharging phenomena occurring within the RGA.
Therefore, any change in the RGA that includes multiple data points is due to changes in
the composition of the atmosphere in FIB-SIMS chamber and can be related to a release
of oxygen by the sample.
In this work, isotopic labelling was performed to investigate the movement of oxygen
atomswhen bias is applied to thin films to aid in determining themechanismof switching.
This work was done in collaboration with Dr Richard Chater at Imperial College London
andProfessorAnthonyKenyonandLucaMontesi atUniversityCollegeLondon [256–258].
Isotopic labelling is advantageous as the labelled oxygen is chemically identical and of
a similar mass [129], and was used in this research to investigate the movement of oxygen
during the application of bias. Oxygen has isotopes ranging from mass number 14 to
20, however only 16 to 18 are stable (see Table 3.8). Due to the low natural abundances
of 17O and 18O, it is assumed that all oxygen anions in an unexchanged sample will
be the 16O isotope. 18O is used as a tracer isotope due to its natural abundance and
lower cost compared to 17O, and as the 16O1H hydroxyl, a potential residual gas, has the
same nominal mass of 17O (17 amu) which cannot be resolved by the quadrupole mass
spectrometer [259]. Using SIMS, it is possible to distinguish the oxygen masses and 18O
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Figure 3.48: Baseline RGA measurement from the FIB-SIMS chamber, following oxygen
and organic contaminants. The initial increase in counts is due to heating of the ionising
filament. The subsequent decrease in count is due to reducing pressure. All visible
spikes are single data points. Credit: Luca Montesi and Dr Richard Chater.
isotopic labelling is often used to determine oxide ion conductivity through IEDP [241].
Table 3.8: Atomic masses and natural abundance of stable oxygen isotopes. Abundance
data from Meĳa et al. [260]
Isotope Atomic Mass (u) Abundance (%)
16O 15.995 99.762
17O 16.999 0.038
18O 17.999 0.200
To enrich the LSMC thin film samples with 18O, a gas-solid exchange was performed
by annealing the samples in a gas atmosphere enriched with 18O. The exchange rig
used for this process, illustrated in Figure 3.49, is composed of the sample tube and
a turbomolecular pumping system, used to reach evacuated pressures of less than
1 × 10−5mbar.
The LSMC/Nb:STO samples were exchanged at 400 to 500 ◦C for 4000 to 5200 s to
achieve a fully exchanged sample. Even though the samples were deposited by PLD
at a nominal temperature of 800 ◦C, after exchange at temperatures at or above 600 ◦C
an insulating layer developed which was attributed to an enrichment of strontium. As
discussed in 2.3.2, strontium segregation in these materials is an expected phenomenon
[145, 149]. This exchange technique can be combined with subsequent SIMS analysis
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Figure 3.49: Schematic illustration of the 18O isotope exchange furnace rig.
to determine oxygen tracer diffusion coefficients and surface exchange coefficients, as
described by Kilner et al. [241].
3.5 Electrical Characterisation
The conductivity of LSMC thin films on insulating STO and LAO substrates were
determined using van der Pauw measurements. Ex situ current compliant voltage
sweeps were used to determine if memristive switching behaviour exists for thin film
LSMC. In combination with the FIB-SIMS instrument (see Chapter 3.4.4 ), initial in situ
measurements were performed.
3.5.1 Van der Pauw
The van der Pauw method is a four-point measurement used to calculate lateral
electrical conductivity of flat samples [261, 262]. During a measurement, two electrodes
supply a current and the resultant voltage is measured between the other two electrodes.
The van der Pauw method assumes samples are approximately two dimensional (i.e.
much thinner than the sample is wide), homogeneous and isotropic with point-sized
contacts on the sample perimeter.
In practise, there are deviation from the ideal conditions as samples are not fully
homogeneous, 100% dense and contacts have a finite size which contribute to an increase
in the measurement uncertainty. Circular samples have the greatest uncertainty, with
square and cloverleaf samples being the closest approximation to the van der Pauw.
Triangular contacts, which are as small as possible, at the corners of a square sample have
been shown to be the best approximation to van der Pauw’s infinitesimal contacts byKoon
et al. [263]. Figure 3.50 shows the contacts and configuration used for the measurements
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(a) Linkam chamber (b) Thin film with silver
corners inside the chamber
(c) Schematic of the four
probes
Figure 3.50: Configuration of the van der Pauw measurement.
of LSMC thin films.
Sheet conductivity can be determined by takingmultiplemeasurementswith different
geometries to negate the effects of contact resistance contributions which are usually
present in two electrode methods. For square samples, resistances between four points
are determined through eight measurements obtained by interchanging the contacts and
polarity. By symmetry the relationships are:
Rvertical 
VAB
ICD

VBA
ICD

VCD
IAB

VDC
IAB
(3.14)
Rhorizontal 
VAD
IBC

VDA
IBC

VBC
IDA

VCB
IDA
(3.15)
where IAB is the current supplied between electrodes A and B and VAB is the voltage
measured between electrodes A and B, etc.
The van der Pauw relationship is [261]:
exp
(−pid
ρ
Rvertical
)
+ exp
(−pid
ρ
Rhorizontal
)
 1 (3.16)
where d is the film thickness and ρ the resistivity.
For a square sample, the ratio of Rvertical to Rhorizontal should be unity, however,
due to inhomogeneity of the sample, this is not the case. Therefore, a dimensionless
correction factor, f, is introducedwhich depends on the ratio of the vertical and horizontal
components [264]. The values of this correction factor have been empirically determined
for 1 (perfect square array) to 200 [265]. Using this factor, the average resistivity of the
thin film plane can be calculated:
ρ 
pid
ln 2
(
Rhorizontal + Rvertical
2
)
f
(
Rhorizontal
Rvertical
)
(3.17)
The conductivity of the sample, σ, is the inverse of the resistivity:
σ 
1
ρ
(3.18)
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For measurements of the resistance of LSMC thin films, electrodes were painted on
the corners of the sample in approximately triangular shapes using silver paste and
cured in air, in a tube furnace at 500 ◦C for 15min, cooling and heating at 5 ◦Cmin−1. A
Linkam THMS600/720 four-point probe station was used to connect to the contacts. A
Keithely 220 Programmable Source Meter was used to apply current, in the range of ±
1 × 10−9 to 1 × 10−2A, and an Agilent 34401A 6.5 Digit Multimeter was used to measure
the voltage which was maintained at approximately ± 5.5mV throughout the experiment
to reduce resistive heating effects. Samples were measured every 50 ◦C in the range
of 50 to 500 ◦C, with additional measurements at ∼25 ◦C and ∼530 ◦C (the maximum
working temperature of the Linkam). The sample was heating and cooling at 5 ◦Cmin−1
and allowed to stabilise at each temperature for 20min before measuring, following the
measurement program shown in Figure 3.51. Measurements were conducted under air
as well as under reducing conditions using N2/H2 (BOC, 5%H2 /N2). After flushing the
sample chamber with the reducing gas for 2 hours at the highest temperature, the flow
rate usedwas reduced to 20mlmin−1 duringmeasurements to prevent cooling effects due
to the flow of gas. The samples used for this experiment were LSMC/LAO (CvdB0143B)
and LSMC/STO (CvdB0142B), thin films grown during the same PLD deposition and are
therefore considered to be directly comparable.
Figure 3.51: Schematic of measurement conditions for van der Pauw measurements to
include measurements on heating and cooling in both air and reducing conditions.
3.5.2 Current Compliant Voltage Sweeps
Resistive switching depends on the formation of a conducting path through the
material, resulting in a stable change in the resistance of a material of several orders of
magnitude. There are twomainmodels used to classify the resistive switchingmechanism
of crystalline materials: the formation of a filamentary conducting path or a change in the
charge carrier concentration (see Chapter 1.2.2). A detailed discussion of the classification
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of resistive switching has been written by Sawa [72]. To investigate the resistive switching
mechanism, the initial measurement is characterisation through a voltage sweep where
the voltage starts from 0V and is swept through to a certain positive value then to a
negative value and finally back to 0V, during which the current is recorded. When
forming, setting or resetting, a change of at least an order of magnitude of the current
represents an abrupt change in the resistance which is related to a switching event. CC
is used during these sweeps to limit the voltage such that a particular current is not
exceeded. This is often used for the testing of devices where a filament is expected to
form to prevent an excess of current flowing through a device once filament formation
has occurred to limit the injected energy and prevent thermal meltdown.
LSMC thin filmdevices (see Figure 3.52) were tested under ambient conditions using a
Keithley 4200-SCS (Semiconductor Characterization System) in voltage ranges of 0 ± 20V
with a CC of 1mA connected to a Signatone 1160 probe station. The samplewas contacted
by tungsten needles (Signatone SE-10T) held in place by vacuum (Signatone SP-150). The
needles were cleaned by ultrasonication in acetone, isopropanol and deionised water for
at least two minutes each prior to use.
Figure 3.52: Schematic of LSMC devices for electrical measurements.
Further ex situ electrical measurements are ongoing in collaboration with Dr Andrea
Cavallaro at Imperial College London and Dr Diego Rubí at INQUIMAE, Facultad de
Ciencias Exactas y Naturales in Buenos Aires, Argentina. For these measurements, the
sample geometry consists of a platinum top contact of ∼40 nm, sputtered and patterned
into 200µm2 isolated electrodes to form an ohmic interface at the surface, due to the high
work function of platinum. The samples are grounded through the Nb:STO substrate
and electrical stimuli are applied to the top electrode. Electrical characterisation has been
performed with a Keithley 2612 source-meter and a commercial probe station.
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3.6 Summary
This chapter described details of the experimental work undertaken in this work.
Specific details about the experimental set-ups are provided at the end of each section.
Extra attention has been paid to the non-standard in situ XRD and XANESmeasurements
to provide a useful account of both the measurement and analysis which can be built
upon with future measurements.
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Chapter 4
Characterisation of Epitaxial Strained
La0.5Sr0.5Mn0.5Co0.5O3−δ Thin Films
The rearrangement of oxygen vacancies due to strain in thin films has been widely
recognised as contributing to improved transport properties, and reports on the impact of
strain in perovskites have been considered in Chapter 2.4.1. The structural investigation
of LSC by Klenov et al. [178] suggested the oxygen content of this system is related to
the presence of both thermal and physical strain. More recently, Kubicek et al. [175]
and Kushima et al. [179] theoretically and experimentally demonstrated that enhanced
catalytic activities of the LSC perovskite can be achieved with tensile straining of thin
films. However, while these investigations suggest a link between their observations
and a change in the oxygen stoichiometry, there is a lack of direct measurements to
determine these changes. A fundamental understanding of the effect of strain on the
oxygen stoichiometry and surface characteristics of these systems is crucial to prove the
potential of strain-induced oxygen non-stoichiometry systems for practical applications
[155].
To explore this behaviour, epitaxial thin films of LSMC were grown on single crystal
substrates with strain induced by selected lattice mismatch. The crystal structures of the
LSMC films were studied using X-ray techniques to confirm that strained epitaxial thin
films were obtained and to calculate the volume of the unit cell. This structural data has
been complimented by chemical analysis of the oxidation states of the transition metals,
determined by XANES, to investigate the related changes in the oxygen stoichiometry.
AFM and LEIS were used to understand the microstructural and chemical characteristics
of the thin film surfaces to help determine how comparable the films are and investigate
surface segregation.
4.1 Lattice Mismatch
The synthesis method used to produce LSMC is outlined in Chapter 3.1.1. The LSMC
powder diffraction datawere fitted using aRietveld refinement for both the rhombohedral
R3c and the cubic Pm3m space groups, see Table 4.1. The cubic refinement was a slightly
better fit for all measures of the goodness of fit and, as a general rule of thumb, the
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simplest structure should be used. However, in this analysis, the R3c structure was used
in the refinement, see Figure4.1, as published neutron diffraction data has shown that
the structure of the oxidised, as-prepared phase of LSMC is rhombohedral (R3c) and the
reduced phase is orthorhombic (Pbnm) [120].
Table 4.1: Unit cell parameters, volume and the reduced χ2 values from the Rietveld
refinement of LSMC powder in ambient conditions.
Space
Group
Lattice Parameter (Å)
Volume (Å3) Density(g cm−3)
Reduced χ2
a b c
R3cH 5.444(7) 5.444(7) 13.33(3) 342(1) 6.351 1.19
Pm3m a = b = c = 3.8498(2) 57.059(5) 6.350 1.18
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Figure 4.1: Rietveld refinement of XRD data at ambient conditions showing the
observed (red circles) and calculated (black line) powder pattern with residuals (blue)
and Bragg positions (green).
Lattice strain results from a lattice mismatch between a substrate and the thin film
deposited on it, with the thin film generally observed adopting the in-plane lattice
parameter of the substrate (see Chapter 2.3.3). The energy of this strain, coupled with
the energy of interfacial bonding, determines the growth orientation as the thin films
look to achieve the lowest energy configuration. Using the lattice parameters from the
refinement, the lattice mismatch between the crystal structure of the substrate and the
pseudo-cubic LSMC was calculated. Table 4.2 summarises the mismatch between the
single crystal substrates and the pseudo-cubic lattice parameter of LSMC, calculated from
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the experimental data of the LSMC bulk powder used as the target material. Published
data [120], fromneutrondiffraction, is also included for comparisonwith the fully oxidised
and reduced forms of LSMC. Pseudo-cubic lattice parameters have been calculated using
Equation 4.1 where a and b are the real lattice parameters and ap is the pseudo-cubic
lattice parameter.
ap 
√
a2 + b2
2 (4.1)
Table 4.2: Summary of crystal structure of LSMC and the calculated lattice mismatch
with (100) single crystal substrates LAO (a = 3.793Å), LSAT (a = 3.868Å) and STO (a =
3.905Å) using experimental and literature data [120].
Phase Structure
Lattice Parameters Lattice Mismatch (%)
a b c Pseudo
Cubic
LAO LSAT STO
LSMCO3−δ
(experim.) R3cH
5.444(7) 5.444(7) 13.33(3) 3.849(10) -1.49 0.48 1.42
LSMCO2.97 R3cH 5.4463(5) 5.4463(5) 13.2885(2) 3.8511(7) -1.53 0.44 1.38
LSMCO2.52 Pbnm 5.5071(4) 5.4873(5) 7.789(6) 3.8871(6) -2.48 -0.49 0.46
Due to the relatively small lattice mismatch for similar perovskites, these substrates
have previously been used in the study of strained films. For example, LSC films were
deposited on STO and LAO by Kubicek et al. [175] for the study of strain effects on
oxygen surface exchange and diffusion. Stoerzinger et al. [181] grew films on LAO, LSAT
and STO single crystal substrates to investigate the role of strain on the electrocatalytic
properties of LaCoO3.
Based on the lattice mismatches, following the theory of strain detailed in Chapter
2.3.3, it was expected that films with tensile strain would be deposited on STO substrates
and films with compressive strain deposited on LAO. As there is a smaller mismatch
between the STO substrate and the reduced LSMC lattice parameters (0.46%), it was
predicted to be energetically more favourable for the reduced phase of LSMC to grow
on these substrates. For LAO, the mismatch is minimised when the fully oxidised LSMC
phase (−1.49%) is deposited. For LSAT, the thin film could adopt either compressive
(−0.49%) or tensile (+0.48%) strain, as the mismatch is of approximately the same
magnitude depending onwhether the mismatch is calculated with respect to the reduced
or oxidised phase, respectively.
4.2 Structural Characterisation
A combination of out-of-plane XRD and RSMmeasurements were used to determine
the structure of the thin films and calculate the volume of the unit cell. Representative
data is included below to illustrate the key features that were analysed during the
characterisation of the thin film structure.
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(a) LSMC/STO (CvdB0057C)
(b) LSMC/LSAT (CvdB0054)
(c) LSMC/LAO (CvdB0052C)
Figure 4.2: XRD θ − 2θ scans at room temperature of LSMC thin films as deposited on
different single crystal substrates.
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From the out-of-plane XRD measurements, single (h00) peaks were obtained for
LSMC/STO samples, as seen in Figure 4.2a. For LSMC/LSAT samples the (h00) reflections
could not be resolved from the substrate peak due to the small mismatch which resulted
in the thin film peak being obscured by the substrate signal, as seen in Figure 4.2b. For
LSMC/LAO samples, the (h00) peakwas split into two peaks for some samples, see Figure
4.2c and Figure 4.3. The source of this splitting is attributed to twinning of the substrate,
with the LSMC thin film layer aligning to either one or both of the twins [266].
For all three substrates, diffraction peaks relating solely to the (h00) reflections were
observed, see Figure 4.2, confirming single-phase, epitaxial growth of LSMC with (h00)
planes of the films parallel to the substrate surfaces. Broadening of the XRD peaks, for
all substrates, is related to the thickness of the films and is likely due to the relaxation of
strain away from the interface, as has been previously observed by Kubicek et al. [175] in
similar thin film systems.
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Figure 4.3: Section of XRD θ − 2θ scans showing the (100) peak of three LSMC/LAO
samples. The black line (6000 pulses, batch 2, CvdB0015) shows two peaks while the red
line (1500 pulses, batch 2, CvdB0012) and the blue line (6000 pulses, batch 1, CvdB0003)
have just one each of the two peaks.
RSM were measured for the LSMC thin films deposited on LAO, LSAT and STO,
see Figure 4.4 for the (103) Bragg reflections. The high degree of matching between
the in-plane component of the reciprocal lattice vectors of the films and the substrates,
indicated by alignment in Qx, shows that the LSMC thin films were strained. This also
confirms the source of the peak splitting observed in the XRD pattern for LSMC/LAO
samples as there are two signals for the thin filmwhich correspond to the two peaks of the
LAO substrate. The oscillations observed for the LSMC reflections are indicative of a high
structural coherence of the films and are related to the Kiessig fringes used to determine
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film thickness.
The cell parameters calculated from the maps are summarised in Table 4.3. For
LSMC/LSAT samples, it is more challenging to determine the lattice parameters due to
the smaller mismatch which results in a lack of definition. Therefore a combination of the
out-of-plane measurements and the RSM have been used to calculate the cell parameter
and, as a result, a greater uncertainty is reported.
Table 4.3: Summary of the cell parameters and unit cell volume calculated based on the
RSM data presented in Figure 4.4, and for the LSMC/LSAT sample also using data from
the 2θ − θmeasurement shown in Figure 4.2.
Substrate In-plane latticeparameter (Å)
Out-of-plane lattice
parameter (Å)
Unit cell
volume (Å3)
LAO 3.792(2) 3.946(2) 56.75(9)
LSAT 3.860(30) 3.850(30) 57.50(20)
STO 3.906(2) 3.839(2) 58.57(9)
For LAO, the commercially available substrates did not always have clearly
distinguishable twins. Figure 4.4d shows a RSM of a sample deposited on an LAO
substrate which lacked a clearly defined substrate peak, corresponding to a single broader
signal from both the substrate and LSMC thin film. Themore diffuse LSMCfilm reflection
in this example is related to the presence of a defect structure in the substrate, small
crystallite sizewith different orientations and lattice imperfections as also observed byCai
et al. [155] for their La0.8Sr0.2CoO3 thin films also deposited on LAO. Further discussion
of the quality of commercial substrates is provided in Chapter 3.1.4.
The calculated unit cell volume of the thin films, as a function of the mismatch with
oxidisedLSMC, is compared to the bulk pseudo-cubic cell volume andpresented in Figure
4.5. From this figure it can be seen that thin films grown on LAO have an average unit
cell volume (56.75 ± 0.09Å3) similar to the bulk oxidised LSMC (57.12 ± 0.01Å3). Films
grown on STO have a larger cell volume (58.57 ± 0.09Å3) and this is similar to the reduced
phase of bulk LSMC (58.73 ± 0.01Å3). The unit cell volume of LSMC films deposited on
LSAT (57.5 ± 0.2Å3) more closely resembles the oxidised LSMC phase than the reduced
phase. As seen in Figure 4.5, there is a roughly linear relationship between the strain and
the volume of the unit cell. The effect of the strain on the structure of these materials is
considered further with an in situ XRD study of the two strain extremes (LSMC/LAO and
LSMC/STO) in Chapter 5.
4.3 Thin Film Thickness Determination
Several methods were used to determine the thickness of the LSMC thin films after
deposition. The thickest films were measured by masking a corner of the substrate
during deposition of sacrificial samples using titanium dioxide paint to create a step
edge. A film deposited by 6000 pulses was measured using both WLI (see Figure 4.6)
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(a) LSMC/STO 103 (CvdB0057B) (b) LSMC/LAO 103 (CvdB0052B)
(c) LSMC/LSAT 103 (CvdB0073) (d) LSMC/LAO 103 (CvdB0141A)
Figure 4.4: RSM at room temperature for LSMC thin films on different single crystal
substrates.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of unit cell volumes of LSMC thin films on different single
crystal substrates. For reference, the pseudo-cubic bulk LSMC is shown with grey
dashed lines, corresponding to the bulk oxidised and bulk reduced phase. The black
dotted line is to guide the eye.
and AFM (see Figure 3.42 in Chapter 3.4.1) and it was found that the results were
approximately in agreement with measurements of 285 nm and ∼300 nm, respectively.
The difference between the results can be explained due to the difference in the field of
view (780µm × 470µm versus 50µm2 for WLI and AFM, respectively) in combination
with a slight curvature of the samples which results in the measurements at the edge of
a film having a greater value than those measured further from the edge of the film (see
Chapter 3.4 for measurement and data analysis details). Based on the measurements of
the film grownwith 6000 pulses, it was extrapolated that the rate of film thickness growth
is approximately 0.05 nm per pulse for a linear dependence of the film thickness to the
number of pulses.
Due to the limitations of WLI, it is not possible to measure the thickness of the
thinnest films. Consequently, AFM was employed to determine the thickness of a LSMC
film deposited by 250 pulses, see Figure 4.7, which was predicted to have a thickness of
12.5 nm by linear extrapolation. Using AFM, the thickness of this film was measured to
be 11.3 ± 1.0 nm, slightly thinner than the prediction.
To obtain more precise thickness measurements across the full sample, and to avoid
the use of sacrificial films, XRR was used to determine film thickness for the majority of
the samples after the introduction of the PANalytical Empyrean, see Figure 4.8. Where
possible, film thicknesses were determined from the films deposited on STO substrates as
the fringes were more clearly resolved, resulting in better accuracy for fitting, see Figure
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Figure 4.6: WLI 3D image of a LSMC film step edge deposited with 6000 pulses
(CvdB0017).
Figure 4.7: AFM 3D image of a LSMC film step edge deposited with 250 pulses
(CvdB0026).
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Figure 4.8: XRR measurements of LSMC thin films deposited with 380mJ at 5Hz on
STO with a varying number of pulses. The number of fringes is related to the film
thickness which was determined by fitting the data using the PANalytical Reflectivity
software package (see Chapter 3.2.8 for further details).
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Figure 4.9: XRR and XRD patterns of LSMC thin films deposited during the same
deposition and therefore with the same conditions (550 pulses, 248mJ, 5Hz) on STO
(CvdB0140B) and LAO (CvdB0141A) substrates. The thickness of the films grown during
this deposition was determined to be ∼15 nm. The XRD data confirms that a LSMC film
was deposited on both substrates despite only observing fringes for LSMC/STO.
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4.9. For samples with LAO substrates, the twinning increases the interfacial roughness
and therefore the amplitude of fringes is reduced.
It was found that the relationship between the number of pulses and film thickness
is best described by a logarithmic equation, though an approximation of 0.04 nm per
pulse can be used to roughly estimate the thickness in the range of interest (15 to
40 nm), see Figure 4.10. The difference between the predicted growth estimated by the
WLI measurements (0.05 nm per pulse) and the XRR measurements is likely due to the
relationship being more accurately described by a logarithmic, compared to a linear,
relationship. However, during the course of the three years of thin film depositions,
there was also a realignment of the PLD laser which changed the nominal growth energy
from 444 to 380mJ to account for greater energy hitting the target after realignment and
replacement of the chamber window.
Figure 4.10: Relationship between the number of pulses used during PLD and the LSMC
thin film thickness for six films deposited at 380mJ at 5Hz, after realignment of the PLD
laser. The black dotted line indicates a logarithmic function and the orange dotted line is
a linear approximation.
4.4 Compositional Characterisation
It is often assumed that changes in the volume of the unit cell, measured in Chapter
4.2, are related to change in the oxygen stoichiometry [164, 172, 267]. However, this
is infrequently determined through direct measurements [155, 175, 178], though more
recent publications have started to address this issue [174, 176]. To determine whether
a change in the oxygen stoichiometry is responsible for the changes in volume observed
for different lattice mismatches, the oxidation states of the transition metals were probed
with XANES measurements at STP with the technical assistance of Dr. Giannantonio
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Cibin at Diamond Light Source. A further in situ XANES study was also carried out and
is the subject of Chapter 6.
Following the theory of chemical expansion (see Chapter 2.4.2), LSMC/STO, having
the largest volume, is expected to be the most reduced and LSMC/LAO, with the
smallest volume measured, is expected to accommodate the highest manganese and
cobalt valencies. Table 4.4 summarises the oxidation states, calculated from the XANES
measurements of the Co and Mn K-edges. This data shows that the LSMC/STO system
has the smallest oxygen content and is therefore the most reduced, in fitting with theory.
LSMC/LAO is relatively more oxidised than the LSMC/STO sample, also fitting with
theory. LSMC/LSAT is calculated to have the highest oxygen content, though within the
uncertainty it is approximately the same as the LSMC/LAO oxidation stoichiometry.
Table 4.4: Summary of oxygen stoichiometry for LSMC thin films calculated based
on the relative oxidation states of cobalt and manganese determined by XANES and
taking the oxidation states of La and Sr to be 3+ and 2+ respectively. The oxygen
stoichiometry has been calculated from averaging multiple samples and the uncertainty
is the standard deviation of the measurements. LSMC/LAO: CvdB0052B, CvdB0052C,
CvdB0083B, CvdB0113*, LSMC/STO: CvdB0057B, CvdB0057C, CvdB0084A, CvdB0114*,
LSMC/LSAT: CvdB0073, CvdB0115*, CvdB0120* (* marks the measurements in January
2017 used for the cobalt edge only).
Substrate Strain (%) Relative Oxygen
Stoichiometry, δ
LSMC Film
Thicknesses (nm)
LAO -1.49 2.85 ± 0.08 20 – 40
LSAT +0.48 2.87 ± 0.19 10 – 65
STO +1.42 2.74 ± 0.13 17.5 – 35
When considering the data, it is important to take experimental factors, which affected
the calibration curves, into account. The Mn K-edge had glitches in both the pre-edge
and the normalisation region (see Figure 4.11a) which contributed to the selection of the
E0  0.5 calibrationmethod, instead of using the edgepre-featurewhichhas been reported
as themost accuratemethod for determining themanganese oxidation state [229]. Further,
calibration between sessions is challenging as glitches hinder normalisation of the data
and therefore a single data point was used for calculating the manganese oxidation state
for LSMC/LSAT. The calibration method used allows trends in the oxidation state (and
hence the oxygen stoichiometry) to be accurately portrayed, however does not allow for
calculation of the absolute oxidation state (the calibration method is discussed in greater
detail in Chapter 3.3.2).
For the Co K-edge, data was used from both the July 2015 and January 2017
sessions and Figure 4.12b plots the cobalt oxidation states of the thin films measured
in fluorescence. The values at 0% mismatch, relating to no strain, are for comparison
with the bulk LSMC and are from transmission measurements of LSMC during the July
2015 session which are normalised but unaligned and uncalibrated for better comparison
with the thin films. From these data, it is observed that within the standard deviation of
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(a)Mn K-edge
(b) Co K-edge
Figure 4.11: Normalised XANES data of comparable LSMC thin films deposited on LAO
(CvdB0113, blue), STO (CvdB0114, red) and LSAT (CvdB0115, green) of ∼30 nm
thickness. There is a smooth pre-edge for the Co K-edge, while the manganese scans
show glitches in both the pre-edge and normalisation regions.
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Figure 4.12: Average oxidation state from thin film LSMC calculated from the E0  0.5
value of the XANES edge (Method D as described in 3.3.2). The oxidation states of bulk
LSMC are included at a 0% mismatch for comparison. The error bars indicate the
standard deviation across measurements, including films of different thicknesses. For
the thin film Co K-edge, data from both July 2015 and January 2017 was used with
calibration between sessions based on a linear offset from a sample measured during
both sessions. For the thin filmMn K-edge, data is used from July 2015 only. As only one
LSAT measurement was made during this session, the LSAT manganese oxidation state
has no standard deviation to report.
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the measurements, the cobalt oxidation state is independent of the strain, as the cobalt
oxidation states of all thin films are clustered around the oxidised LSMC phase. As the
manganese edge has glitches in both the pre- and post-edge regions, there were greater
variations between the two sessions upon normalisation. Therefore, for the Mn K-edge,
plotted in Figure 4.12a, data was used from only the July 2015 session. Whilst both
the LSMC/LAO and LSMC/LSAT samples are relatively oxidised, the LSMC/STO has a
significantly lower manganese valence.
In bulk LSMC, there is a random distribution of cobalt and manganese [120] and
initially it was expected that the thin films of LSMC would have a similar distribution.
However, when considering the cobalt andmanganese oxidation states as a function of the
mismatch between the substrates and the oxidised LSMC phase, see Figure 4.12, there is a
clear difference between the two transition metals suggesting that cobalt and manganese
play a different role within the LSMC structure.
From the thin film XRD (see Figure 4.2), the LSMC thin films have wider peaks, linked
to a relaxation of the films, as observed in literature [175]. As a result, the influence of the
substrate on the LSMC structure is greatest at the interface, and diminishes towards
the surface. It is suggested that if there was ordering of the B-site cations, with a
higher concentration of manganese (cobalt) at the thin film/substrate interface (thin film
surface), this could explain the results. The tensile strain of STO and higher manganese
concentration at the interface results in a greater reduction of the manganese valence.
Literature has suggested that ordering can be caused by strain in epitaxial thin
films, either through the ordering of vacancies [161, 178] or cations [56, 114]. Klenov
et al. [178] observed vacancy ordering in epitaxial LSC thin films deposited on LAO
and STO. Their results indicate a super-structure, with cobalt relaxation due to the
removal of oxygen in alternating Co-O planes. Biškup et al. [268] attempt to explain
the magnetic properties of strained LaCoO3 through oxygen vacancy super-structures.
Their experimental measurements and DFT calculations show that LaCoO3 under tensile
strain relaxes through the generation of oxygen vacancies.
Potential ordering, with a higher concentration of cobalt at the surface and without
changing the cobalt electronic configuration, could be due to the greater flexibility of
the Co-O bond. A computational study from Rondinelli and Spaldin [269] of magnetic
properties of strained, stoichiometric LaCoO3, determined that strain is a driving force
for spin-state transitions in this material. However, their study finds that this change
is not due to strain-induced changes of the lattice constants, but on changes in the tilt
of CoO6 octahedra, which were significant for tensile strain in particular. In contrast,
research related to the reduction of epitaxial LaMnO3 films, and resulting changes in
the magnetic behaviour, conclude that changes in perovskite lattice constants are due to
valence changes of cations fromMn3+ toMn4+ [270]. Manganese is known to have a highly
flexible valence [271] which may make it more likely to adopt a different valence rather
than accommodate the change in structure by bond rotation. A previous in situ XANES
study of the Mn L-edge by Mierwaldt et al. [169] investigated perovskite Pr1−xCaxMnO3
thin films for catalysis of water splitting. They observed an intermediateMn(3+x)+ valence
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(a)Manganese
(b) Cobalt
Figure 4.13: Thickness dependence of the transition metal oxidation states.
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state, instead of a mixture of distinct Mn3+ and Mn4+, which oxidised to a surface species
of Mn2+ creating oxygen vacancies in a fully reversible reaction. In LSMC, manganese
could be preferentially located at the interface where it experiences more intense strain,
causing a change in the oxidation state.
To investigate the effects of strain relaxation, the relationship between film thickness
and oxidation states is considered. Figure 4.13 shows an linear correlation between the
cobalt oxidation state and film thickness, up to a critical thickness (∼ 30 to 40 nm) beyond
which there is a plateau in the oxidation state. For the manganese oxidation state, there
is no clear correlation between film thickness and oxidation state. This provides further
evidence that cobalt valencies are more sensitive to strain induced by the substrate, and
as the films relax at greater thicknesses, cobalt more readily adopts a higher oxidation
state than manganese.
Figure 4.14: EDX mapping and line profiles (La: red, Sr: green, Mn: dark blue, Co: cyan,
O: pink and Au: gold) collected and analysed by Dr Na Ni for a LSMC/STO thin film
(CvdB0114) coated in gold. (Credit: Dr. Na Ni)
Potential ordering effects are currently being investigated inmore detail using electron
microscopy. Figure 4.14 shows initial measurements collected using energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) from the cross-section of a LSMC/STO sample, collected and
analysed by Dr. Na Ni. This data indicates a drop in the cobalt signal in a 5 nm region
above the thin film/substrate interface, while the signals for both A-site cations and B-site
Mn do not show the same signal reduction. From this data an approximation for the
oxygen stoichiometry of the LSMC thin film can also be calculated as ∼ 2.7 (δ  0.3) using
the signal of the STO substrate as an internal reference for a stoichiometric perovskite
with δ  0. This indicates a reduced oxygen stoichiometry for this LSMC/STO thin film
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in fitting with the theory that tensile strain promotes reduction of the LSMC lattice. This
rough calculation is also in fitting with the XANES measurements as it suggests that the
LSMC is not fully reduced (related to δ  0.62). Further investigation is required to verify
these results and to determine the extent of ordering in LSMC thin films.
4.5 Surface Characterisation
LEIS was used to determine the surface and near-surface composition of the strained
epitaxial LSMC thin films to investigate potential segregation. LEIS is a surface sensitive
technique and the effects of surface roughness on the peak area have been reported to
be on the order of 10 to 20% between a dispersed powder and a wafer sample [242].
Therefore, a key factor in further analysis of these films is their roughness. AFM was
used to determine the roughness and study the surface topography of the LSMC samples
before LEIS measurements.
4.5.1 Surface Topography
Figure 4.15 contains AFM images of sample surfaces deposited using a target with
85% density, resulting in films with RMS roughness ranging from 8 to 22 nm with
inhomogeneous coverage. The deposition of particles of uneven sizes and pinholes
(indicated with white arrows in Figure 4.15b) suggests that the target was not sufficiently
dense, thereby causing droplets of the target material to be deposited instead of a
stoichiometric transfer of material [200].
In subsequent depositions, a target with a measured density of 93% was used
(synthesis described in Chapter 3.1.1). Representative AFM data is shown for thin films,
of ∼75 nm thick, deposited with the higher density target in Figure 4.16. These images
(a) LSMC/STO (CvdB0004, scan no.
152218), RMS roughness: 21.7 ± 9.6 nm (4
scans)
(b) LSMC/LAO (CvdB0006, scan no.
113613), RMS roughness: 10.6 ± 2.8 nm (9
scans)
Figure 4.15: 5µm2 AFM scan (after cleaning) of LSMC on different single crystal
substrates deposited using 1500 pulses and a target with a density of 85%. RMS
roughness calculated based on 4 scans with a field of view ranging from 1 to 10µm2.
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(a) LSMC/STO (CvdB0013, scan no.
152218), RMS roughness: 15.4 ± 1.1 nm (4
scans)
(b) LSMC/LAO (CvdB0012, scan no.
152623), RMS roughness: 15.1 ± 0.9 nm (3
scans)
Figure 4.16: 5µm2 AFM scan (after cleaning) of LSMC on different single crystal
substrates deposited using 1500 pulses, estimated to be ∼75 nm thick, and a target with a
density of 93%. RMS roughness calculated based on scans with a field of view ranging
from 1 to 10µm2.
show uniformity in particle size and approximately homogeneous distribution of surface
features. From these images, it is suggested that the LSMC films grow as islands which
then overlap to form layers, potentially following a Stranski-Krastanov growth model.
Alternatively, the films grow layer-by-layer following the Frank van der Merwe model,
with surface precipitates forming through segregation of Sr, an extensively reported
degradation mechanism for perovskite thin films (see Chapter 2.3.2). See Chapter 3.1.2
for a description of PLD growth models or the work from Oura et al. [209] and Eason
[200].
While there is some difference between the roughness depending on substrate, in
general the roughness of the samples decreases for those grownwith fewer pulses. Figure
4.17 shows thinner films of∼17 nm,where the roughness has decreased from15.4 ± 1.1 nm
to 2.13 ± 0.53 nm forLSMC/STOand15.1 ± 0.9 nm to 1.38 ± 0.34 nm forLSMC/LAOfilms.
These AFM images show that the surface topography of the films is relatively smooth.
However, step edges could not be observed with the resolution of the AFM, as have been
observed for LSM/STO by Moreno et al. [163] and Cai et al. [155] for LSC/STO and
LSC/LAO.
Films deposited on LAO had a lower RMS roughness (1.38 ± 0.34 nm) than those
deposited on STO (2.13 ± 0.53 nm) and LSAT (2.43 ± 0.16 nm). Additionally, the
topography shows the size of features is related to the substratewith STO>LSAT>LAO. It
is suggested that this is related to the strain, with greater strain promoting a higher surface
roughness. This provides evidence that the layer-by-layer growth mechanism where
strontium segregation is responsible for the surface deposits is more likely, and this could
be confirmed with further RHEED. Similar surface features enriched in strontium have
been observed by Yu et al. [156] who also demonstrated experimentally, and confirmed
computationally, that compressive strain reduced strontium surface segregation for LSCF
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and strontium surface segregation increases monotonically with increasing strain. Lee
et al. [149] have studied the migration of strontium to the surface of perovskites using
AFM and their surface morphology for strontium-doped LSM after annealing at 630 ◦C
is similar to that observed for LSMC/LSAT and LSMC/STO.
(a) LSMC/STO (CvdB0057A, scan no.
122522), RMS roughness:
2.13 ± 0.53 nm (5 scans)
(b) LSMC/LAO (CvdB0053, scan no.
140803), RMS roughness:
1.38 ± 0.34 nm (8 scans)
(c) LSMC/LSAT (CvdB0054, scan no.
145002), RMS roughness:
2.43 ± 0.16 nm (9 scans)
Figure 4.17: 2µm2 AFM scans (as deposited) of LSMC topography of comparable films
of ∼17 nm thickness deposited with 750 pulses and a target density of 93% on different
single crystal substrates. RMS roughness calculated based on scans with a field of view
ranging from 1 to 2µm2.
4.5.2 Surface Composition
Surface characteristics, including composition, can vary widely from that of the bulk
due to unsatisfied bonding [113]. LEIS was used to determine the composition of the
surfaces of the LSMC films and was performed on samples as deposited, after other
non-destructive measurements. The survey spectrum obtained using He+, see Figure
4.18, indicates the presence of oxygen and strontium on the surface, as expected for
a perovskite thin film system grown at elevated temperatures (800 ◦C). This suggests
that the film perovskite structure is A-site terminated and is in agreement with recent
publications [143, 150].
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Figure 4.18: Surface 3 keV 4He+ survey spectrum of LSMC/STO (CvdB0057A) thin film
showing the presence of oxygen and strontium on the surface with in-depth signals from
lanthanum and the B-site transition metals.
Surface segregationwas investigated using depth profiling by alternatingNe+ analysis
and Ar+ sputtering beams to acquire data for the first atomic layers, see Figure 4.19.
By analysing the changes in the area under the curve for each of the elements it is
possible to determine the relative composition of the film. When the signal stabilises
to an approximately constant value, this region can be treated as bulk and, assuming a
stoichiometric deposition, and is taken to be an "internal reference" which is assumed to
have the 1:1:1:1 stoichiometric ratio defined during synthesis of LSMC. By normalising
the composition of each spectra, a depth profile of the surface and near surface regions
can be compiled, as in Figure 4.20.
Determining the ratio of A-site and B-site cations for LSMC films grown on LAO,
LSAT and STO established that both tensile and compressively strained films were
A-site terminated, with strong strontium segregation. This is in agreement with
recently published results on perovskite-related phases for which A-site termination
with alkaline-earth segregation was observed [141, 142]. Alkaline-earth segregation to
the surface has been associated with elastic and electrostatic interactions of the cation
with the surrounding lattice [149, 150]. The LEIS analysis undertaken during this work
showed that despite the wide variation in overall cell volume and oxygen content of the
LSMC thin films, therewas no correspondingly significant variation of Sr-segregation, see
Figure 4.21. This is unexpected as literature suggests strontium segregation is promoted
by tensile strain [150, 153], however it could be due to the normalisation method which
relies on normalisation to an "internal reference". Future measurements would need to
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Figure 4.19: Selected LEIS measurements from LSMC/STO (CvdB0057A) collected
using a 5 keV 20Ne+ analysis ion beam and alternating with 10 s sputtering using a
0.5 keV 40Ar+ ion beam for a total 500 s sputtering time.
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Figure 4.20: Normalised signal from the LSMC/STO (CvdB0057A) depth profile scans.
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Figure 4.21: Ratio of Sr to the overall A-site component for LSMC/STO (CvdB0057A),
LSMC/LSAT (CvdB0054) and LSMC/LAO (CvdB0053) thin films as determined by
depth profiling using LEIS.
be collected for > 500 s cumulative sputter time to determine if this is the case.
While this data suggests there is no relationship between the strontium segregation
and the strain, there appears to be a slight Co-enhanced region for films which does
depend on the strain, see 4.22c. The different cobalt content of the films could be related to
a favoured diffusion due to the tensile strain induced in the lattice, resulting in the highest
fraction of Co/A-site for the film on the STO substrate. While LEIS is a highly surface
sensitive technique and the difference could also be attributed to the change in surface
topography, it was expected that this would also have affected the strontium segregation.
The ratio of Mn (see 4.22b) was observed to be independent of the sample measured.
Therefore, it is proposed this Co-enhancement in the sub-surface region is related to a
potential ordering of the B-site cations which is enhanced by the tensile strain, providing
further evidence of a greater concentration of cobalt at the surface concurrent with a
reduced manganese concentration, see Figure 4.23. Further investigation is required
to determine if the segregation observed is due to a thermodynamic effect, linked to the
strain of the films, or to kinetically driven diffusion, which is known to occur for strontium
at high temperatures.
There is a substantial quantity of literature related to the segregation of strontium
from perovskites [143, 149, 150, 153, 157], and this is discussed further in Chapter 2.3.2.
While there are fewer studies, Co-rich phases have also been observed in thin perovskite
systems. For example, Yu et al. [272] studied thin films of LSCF deposited on NdGaO3
and found both SrO as well as Co-rich phases formed after annealing samples at 800 ◦C
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Figure 4.22: Fractions of B-site cations to the total A-site component, as determined by
LEIS depth profiling of LSMC/STO (CvdB0057A), LSMC/LSAT (CvdB0054) and
LSMC/LAO (CvdB0053) thin films.
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Figure 4.23: Ratio of the B-site cations for LSMC/STO (CvdB0057A), LSMC/LSAT
(CvdB0054) and LSMC/LAO (CvdB0053) thin films as determined by depth profiling
using LEIS.
in a CO2 atmosphere. B-site Co migration has also been reported elsewhere [273, 274]
during in situ measurements under SOFC operating conditions. It was also determined
that elemental cobalt was not present as cobalt cations with 2+, 3+ and 4+ valence require
strongly reducing conditions to reach Co(0) and that the cobalt was not part of the
perovskite lattice due to the absence of other cations (La, Sr and Fe) when a cobalt signal
was measured. In these cases, the Co-rich cations are reported as Co3O4, resulting from
the decomposition of CoCO3. In the context of the LSMC samples, as deposited thin
films were measured. It is suggested that under the deposition conditions of 800 ◦C there
could be a migration of cobalt towards the surface. However, without an atmosphere to
promote the formation of cobalt carbonates, Co-rich surface depositions do not form.
4.6 Electrical Characterisation
In this work, the total electrical conductivity of LSMC was investigated as a function
of temperature using 4-point DC measurements for sheet resistivity of thin and flat
semiconductors. This van der Pauw method eliminates contribution from electrode
contacts and sample geometry, as detailed in Chapter 3.5.1. The films used in this study
were grown during the same deposition and are therefore regarded as identical, except
for the substrate and therefore the strain.
The van der Pauw measurements were made for LSMC thin films deposited on the
insulating LAO and STO substrates, with the sample corners masked by silver paste.
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Tungsten probes contacted silver electrodes on the LSMC surface to determine the plane
resistance. The results, averaged over two heating and one cooling cycle from 50 to 500 ◦C
under ambient conditions, are shown in Figure 4.24a. Measurements under reducing
conditions of 5 to 10mLmin−1 5% H2 / 95% N2, averaged over two cooling and one
heating cycle from 50 to 500 ◦C, are shown in Figure 4.24b.
The conductivity of bulk LSMC has previously been determined by Dr. Ainara
Aguadero in unpublished work between 50 to 1000 ◦C for both the oxidised (pO2 =
2.1 × 10−1 atm) and reduced (pO2 = 3 × 10−27 atm) phases, and this has been included in
the figures for comparison. This data was collected obtained by Dr. Ainara Aguadero
using the 4-point probe method in a rectangular pellet with current passed from the
corners and the voltage drop measured at the centre of the pellet.
Under oxidising conditions, conductivity increases with temperature and there is
a strong similarity between the trends of the thin films and the bulk LSMC. Slight
variations in the absolute values are observed, for example at 500 ◦C the conductivity
of bulk LSMC was 111 S cm−1 while for the thin films the conductivity was 74 S cm−1 for
the LSMC/STO and 80 S cm−1 for the LSMC/LAO. This is comparable to the expected
electronic conductivity for cathode materials (∼ 100 S cm−1) [117]. As the measurements
for the bulk and thin film LSMC were collected using different instruments, it is possible
that this difference was due to temperature calibration.
As even small variations in lattice strain can affect vacancy concentration, strain is
expected to effect the conductivity behaviour [91]. For example, in literature, the effects of
strain have been observed for SrTiO3 thin films above 400 ◦C, with a maximum decrease
of conductivity of 30% at 800 ◦C when the films were compressively strained by 3.3%
[275]. The percentage difference between the ambient temperature conductivity of LSMC
is ∼ 8% between the films grown with tensile and compressive strain. From the XANES
results, see Chapter 4.4, there is only a small change in the oxygen stoichiometry of the
thin films, as only the manganese oxidation state is changing, therefore the difference
between the thin films was not expected to be on the order of the change between the
bulk oxidised and reduced phases.
For measurements under reducing conditions, the conductivity is several orders of
magnitude smaller than under oxidising conditions. This is consistent with a p-type
conductor where the concentration of holes (and electronic charge carriers) decreases
under reducing conditions, causing a corresponding decrease in the conductivity. No
comparison ismadewith the bulkmaterial as themeasurementwith the bulkmaterialwas
impededbypoor contact due to thepellet of LSMCphysically breakingunder the reducing
conditions. There are however fundamental differences between the compressive and
tensile strain. For LSMC/STO the activation energy is negative suggesting metal-like
behaviour as increasing the temperature decreases the conductivity. However, for both
the samples, the trend is not fully described by a linear fit suggesting that the process is
not thermally activated. It is possible that this was due to fluctuations in the temperature
due to the flux of gas across the sample, however the Linkam instrument did not register
any changes in temperature. A further source of measurement error could have been
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Figure 4.24: Arrhenius plots of the total electrical conductivity of bulk LMSC (grey
triangles), LSMC/STO (orange squares, CvdB0142B) and LSMC/LAO (blue circles,
CvdB0143B). The bulk LSMC data is unpublished data collected by Dr. Ainara
Aguadero. The dotted lines are linear fits in the region of 50 to 100 ◦C.
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a leak of oxygen from the atmosphere into the system. To confirm whether the source
of the fluctuations is due to processes occurring within the LSMC thin film layer or is
related to the experimental set-up, further measurements would require the ambient
condition measurements to also use a flow of synthetic air as a reference for maintaining
the temperature.
As with the in situ XANES experiment (see 6.4), a change in the opaqueness of the
thin film samples was observed during this experiment. While in the in situ XANES
measurements the LSMC/STO sample appeared to degrade, during this experiment the
LSMC/LAO samplemay have undergone a degradation as the conductivity at 300 ◦Cwas
not regained after the three measurement cycles under reducing conditions, see Table 4.5.
Therefore, a further study is needed to investigate the degradation of LSMC thin films
under reducing conditions to determine the causes; potentially determining if defects in
the single crystal substrates are degradation nucleation sites which could explain why
there is no consistent correlation between the film degradation and strain.
Table 4.5: Average conductivity of LSMC thin films at 300 ◦C before and after cycling the
films under reducing conditions.
Conditions
Conductivity (S cm−1)
LSMC/STO LSMC/LAO
Average of 3 cycles under oxidising conditions 30 30
Average of 3 measurements under ambient
conditions, after 3 cycles under reducing
conditions
28 20
Percentage difference in conductivity 6% 34%
4.7 Summary
In this chapter, it has been shown that thin films of LSMCwere successfully deposited
on single crystal substrates. Structural characterisation using X-ray diffraction techniques
has shown that strained epitaxial thin films were deposited with −1.5% compressive
strain on LAO, +0.5% tensile strain on LSAT and +1.4% tensile strain on STO.
Using RSM it was shown that there is a relationship between the strain and the
volume of the unit cell. In comparison to the bulk material, LSMC films on STO with
tensile strain have a unit cell volume resembling that of bulk reduced LSMC, while the
unit cell volume of films with compressive strain grown on LAO resemble bulk oxidised
LSMC. This suggests that tensile strain promotes the growth of reduced LSMC as the
substrate imparts larger cell parameters which allow for chemical expansion related to a
loss of oxygen, and a corresponding change in the oxidation state of the transition metals.
From XANESmeasurements of the LSMC thin films at STP, it was observed that there
was little to distinguish the cobalt oxidation states across the sampleswith different strain,
however themanganese valence in the LSMC/STO sampleswasmore reduced. Therefore
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the overall result provides direct evidence for strain influencing the oxygen stoichiometry,
with tensile strain promoting a reduced phase. It is proposed that the apparently oxidised
Co, regardless of strain, is due to an ordering effect within the samples, caused by the
different behaviour of the transition metals and this requires further study.
With LEIS depth profiling it was observed that there is a slight subsurface cobalt
segregation, potentially coupled with a decrease in the manganese concentration. While
the difference was small, tensile strain resulted in marginally greater cobalt segregation.
This could also explain the difference between the surface roughness, as it was observed
that the films on LAO were ∼ 45 to 55% smoother than the films deposited with
tensile strain on LSAT and STO. LEIS measurements also showed significant strontium
segregation, as expected for films deposited at 800 ◦C, based on reports of strontium
segregation in similar perovskites occurring at elevated temperatures. However, there
was no evidence within the measurement range, of strain affecting the segregation as
observed in literature. This requires further investigation to definitively state whether
this observation was due to the measurement conditions and related analysis method, or
a real effect.
It is suggested that LSMC adopts an oxidised phase on LAO substrates, with
compressive strain, as this is themost favourablematch for the latticeparameters, resulting
in films with low roughnesses and cobalt and manganese valencies matching that of bulk
oxidised LSMC. For films with tensile strain, there is perhaps a larger ordering of the
B-site cations within the LSMC thin film layer and a segregation of cobalt to the surface
where the films begin to relax. Therefore, the cobalt oxidation state is similar regardless
of the substrate and the films deposited on STOwith higher tensile strain accommodating
a more reduced manganese valence. Further investigation of potential ordering effects
and the composition are currently under way using TEM and SQUID measurements, in
collaboration with Dr. Na Ni and Dr. Laura Bovo, respectively.
This chapter lays the foundations for the in situ studies presented inChapters 5 through
7, in which epitaxial thin films of LSMC are used to investigate the effects of strain on the
redox properties of this system.
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Chapter 5
Redox Kinetics and Chemical
Expansion Determined by in situ
X-Ray Diffraction
Chemical expansion is the volumetric change in a material due to composition
variations [183]. As discussed in previous chapters, transition metal oxides undergo
chemical expansion, where subtle changes in the cell parameter accompany, for example,
variations in oxygen stoichiometry [137], changes in the effective vacancy size [164],
changes in local spin states [269] or crystalline structure changes [118]. When considering
changes in the oxygen stoichiometry, chemical expansion is usually related to shifts in the
oxidation state of transition metals, resulting in changes in the apparent ionic radii and
the electrostatic interactions of charged defects, including Coulomb repulsion between
interstitials or vacancies [172, 267].
Chemical expansion canhave anegative impact on thedurability of device engineering
as it leads to changes in the volume of the materials, causing mechanical instability
and failure of devices under operating conditions, for instance through cracking and
delamination in SOFCs [183]. Bulk LSMC is known to expand from 57.11 to 58.73Å3 on
reduction from the oxidised (δ  0) to the reduced (up to δ  0 under 5% H2 / 95%
N2) phase, a unit cell enlargement of 2.83% [120]. Where chemical expansion is due to
changes in the concentration and size of oxygen vacancies, this can have profound effects
on the exchange and transport properties of the material. Therefore, understanding and
controlling chemical expansion is crucial for improving the longevity and cyclability as
well as investigating ORR and OER mechanism for oxide catalysts and novel electrode
materials for energy storage devices [124, 254].
5.1 Using in situ XRD to Study Redox Behaviour
This chapter investigates the redox behaviour of LSMC thin films and attempts to
understand how this is influenced through strain. Epitaxial thin films of LSMC deposited
with compressive strain on LAO and tensile strain on STO were used in an in situ XRD
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study of the structural changes due to chemical expansion caused by changing the pO2
of the sample environment. Using lattice strain to influence the properties of oxide thin
films is a well-established method, as discussed in Chapter 2.4.1.
Highly crystalline thin films also allow direct investigation of volumetric changes
caused by oxidation and reduction processes through XRD. Moreno et al. [162, 163]
reported the detection of average cell parameter changes of La2NiO4+δ down to 55 ppm,
corresponding to a cell parameter change of 7 × 10−4Å. This is significantly smaller than
the expansion of cell parameters for LSMCbetween the fully oxidised and reducedphases,
as determined in Chapter 4.2. In epitaxial thin (< 100 nm) films, matching between the
in-plane (a and b) cell parameters of the substrate and thin film inhibits changes in the
thin film layer. Therefore, the in-plane cell parameter of LSMC is not expected to vary
significantly due to changes of the atmosphere, in fact Moreno et al. [162] observed that
even for fully relaxed films there are no substantial variations.
Measurements of the kinetics of thin film oxygen exchange require fast acquisition
times. Measuring cell parameter changes using XRD on the time scales of the oxidation
and reduction processes provides insight into the OER and ORR kinetics at elevated
temperatures. For a fast acquisition time, on theorder ofmagnitudeof the redoxprocesses,
changes in the out-of-plane c parameter were followed. This allowed ameasurement time
of a single 2.5°, static 2theta scan to be limited to 10 to 20 s. Previous work from Zapata
[221] using the same measurement system, determined that the sample chamber volume
has a response time of a few seconds when using a stable gas flow of approximately
400 cm3min−1. Therefore, gas exchange times are negligible and variations measured
in the 2θ position can be directly attributed to oxidation and reduction processes. Gas
exchanges from 20% O2 / 80% N2 (synthetic air, oxidising conditions) to 100% N2
(inert atmosphere and considered to be the reducing atmosphere) and vice versa, were
performed. Measurements were conducted at elevated temperatures (400 to 750 ◦C)
to observe the oxygen exchange kinetics at relevant timescales and potential working
conditions.
5.2 Preliminary Characterisation of Thin Films for in situ XRD
Thin films of LSMC, grown during the same deposition, on LAO (CvdB0085) and
STO (CvdB0086) single crystal substrates from CrysTec GmbH, were used in this in situ
XRD study. Multiple X-ray techniques were used to characterise these samples before and
during the in situ studies. Figure 5.1 shows out-of-plane, thin film data. For both films,
there are six visible peaks: three relating to the (h00) peaks of the substrate and three to
the corresponding thin film (h00) peaks. The lack of peaks at other 2θ values indicates
that the films have grown epitaxially and this was confirmed by RSM.
Figure 5.2 shows comparable RSM under nitrogen at 750 ◦C for the LSMC/LAO and
LSMC/STO films used in the in situ XRD study. The substrate peaks for both LAO and
STO are composed of two parts, summarised in Table 5.1. The separation in 2θ = 0.246°
andω = 0.120° is constant, and there is a ratio of approximately 0.7 between the two peaks.
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Figure 5.1: Out-of-plane XRD pattern (λ = 1.5418Å) of LSMC thin films grown on LAO
(blue) and STO (orange), stars indicate (h00) peaks of the substrate and circles indicate
LSMC thin film peaks.
Therefore, these two components can be related to the wavelengths of the copper source,
Kα1 (λ = 1.540 51Å) and Kα2 (λ = 1.544 33Å). In the LSMC/LAO film, there is evidence
of relaxation due to the spread of the data for the thin film 103 reflection. While it is
observed that the LSMC/STO film is not entirely strained, as a mismatch in Qx remains,
there is no evidence of relaxation. These films were selected for the in situ XRD studies
due to the quality of the substrate (see Chapter 3.1.4 for a discussion of commercially
supplied single crystal substrates).
Table 5.1: Substrate peak positions and intensities from the RSMs measured under
reducing conditions, 100% N2, at 750 ◦C.
Substrate
Peak 1 Peak 2
2θ (°) ω (°) Intensity (a.u.) 2θ (°) ω (°) Intensity (a.u.)
LAO 79.291 57.713 32818 79.537 57.833 15997
STO 76.472 57.035 40804 76.718 57.155 17655
Table 5.2 summarises the measured peak positions, as well as the calculated cell
parameters for both the substrates and the thin films. These RSMs were collected under
reducing conditions and at elevated temperatures, however,the cell parameters were
calculated using literature data from the ICSD for standard temperature and pressure
(STP) [276].
For the LSMC/LAO sample, based on the maximum of the LAO peak, there is an
in-plane mismatch between the thin film and substrate of −0.005%. The relaxed peak
range occupies 2θ = 75.149° to 76.379° andω = 56.093° to 56.933°, resulting in a mismatch
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(a) LSMC/LAO
(b) LSMC/STO
Figure 5.2: RSM of the 103 reflection under reducing conditions, 100% N2, at 750 ◦C.
The red dotted line indicates the approximate region measured during the in situ 2θ
scans, which passes through the maximum of the LSMC peak. The insets include the
RSM data in reciprocal space (Qx, Qy) where the alignment of the thin films to the
substrates is more easily observed.
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Table 5.2: Summary of key values from the RSM of LSMC/LAO and LSMC/STO. The 2θ
andω values correspond to values selected using the Semi-Automatic Peak selector in the
Epitaxy software package from PANalytical to obtain values for the peak maxima. The
cubic cell parameters of the substrate have been calculated using offsets for the theoretical
values at STP. The same offsets have been applied to calculate the in and out-of-plane cell
parameters of the LSMC thin films.
Substrate LSMC Thin Film
2θ (°) ω (°)
Cubic cell
parameter
(Å)
2θ (°) ω (°)
In-plane
cell
parameter
(Å)
Out-of-plane
cell
parameter
(Å)
LSMC/
LAO 79.291 57.698 3.791 75.352 56.558 3.792(2) 3.975(2)
LSMC/
STO 76.472 57.035 3.905 77.309 57.275 3.907(2) 3.866(2)
(between the LSMC layer and the substrate) of−2.092% to +0.435%. Calculating the strain
of LSMC in relation to the bulk oxidised LSMC confirms the film is under compressive
strain of −1.54%. For the LSMC/STO sample there is an in-plane mismatch between the
thin film and substrate of −0.031%. The LSMC thin film deposited on STO is under tensile
strain of +0.50%, compared to the bulk reduced LSMC.
Figure 5.3 provides both the raw data and fitting of an XRR scan of a film grown on
STO (CvdB0086B). The fitting indicates the films from this deposition are approximately
38 nm thick. The critical thickness of LSMC, beyond which the film relaxes, was not fully
investigated, however from the RSMs (Figure 5.2) relaxation of the film can be observed,
particularly for LSMC/LAO, suggesting that the critical thickness has been exceeded and
it is therefore < 38 nm.
Figure 5.3: XRR of as deposited CvdB0086B, an LSMC thin film on STO grown during
the same deposition as the two samples used in the in situ XRD study. The red line is a
fitting for an LSMC thickness of 38 nm.
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5.3 In situ XRD of Epitaxial Strained La0.5Sr0.5Mn0.5Co0.5O3−δ
Thin Films
During the in situ measurements, the films were heated to the desired temperature
and orientated to observe the 103 asymmetric film reflection. Within the scan range
of 2θ = 2.5°, a 103 substrate reflection tail was also observed, and this served as an
internal reference. Figure 5.4 shows raw data and the two-peak pseudo-Voigt fit for
measurements of the LSMC/LAO and LSMC/STO films at 750 ◦C while cycling from
synthetic air (∼ 2.1 × 105 ppm) to a fully nitrogen (∼ 10 ppm) atmosphere. The cycle times
were adjusted depending on the reaction kinetics (see Appendix A.6 for themeasurement
times at each temperature).
(a) LSMC/LAO 2θ fitting (b) LSMC/STO 2θ fitting
(c) LSMC/LAO 2θ colour density map (d) LSMC/STO 2θ colour density map
Figure 5.4: A single, static 2θ scan plotted for raw (red) and fitted (black) data. Colour
intensity map for successive scans at 750 ◦C with sudden shifts in the 2Theta signal due
to changing from synthetic air to an only nitrogen atmosphere.
5.3.1 Substrate Reference Peak
Figure 5.5 shows the cell parameters for the STO and LAO substrates, calculated from
the 2θ position of their 103 reflections measured in each static scan. In previous studies
reportedbyMoreno et al. [162, 163], using the same instrumental set-up, the STOsubstrate
remained fixed under similar changes in the pO2. During these measurements the STO
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substrate, see Figure fig: Calculated out-of-plane cell parameter of the STO substrate, was
found to have a greater cell parameter at higher temperatures (between 550 to 750 ◦C),
as expected due to thermal expansion. However, the STO substrate also had measurable
changes in the 2θ position related to a partial reduction of the substrate under mildly
reducing conditions and subsequent oxidation when switching to synthetic air. From the
data collected, it cannot be confirmed if this is due to a response to the atmosphere or if
there were slight differences in the gas flow, resulting in small temperature changes at the
sample position. Szot et al. [277] investigated single crystal STO between 700 to 1000 ◦C
and found that this insulating material undergoes structural changes under reducing
conditions (ultra-high vacuum, pO2 = 1 × 10−8 Torr) leading tometallic conductivity. This
also accounts for slight variations in the substrate in the nitrogen atmosphere, due to
reduction.
A non-linear increase in the LAO substrate cell parameter was observed, see Figure
5.5a, deviating from the expected changes due to thermal expansion. However, this
non-linearity can be linked to the phase change, as LAO is a single crystal known to have
twinning and a phase transition from rhombohedral to cubic occurring at 430 to 530 ◦C
[266]. As the 2.5° static 2θ measurements follow a specular reflection of the substrate,
for LAO this will include contributions from both twins. At temperatures below 500 ◦C
the substrate was approximately stable, behaving as expected and in a similar fashion to
the STO substrate. However, at 500 ◦C and above, a continuous increase in the substrate
cell parameter was observed under oxidising conditions. The reason why the increase in
the cell parameter only occurred under oxidising conditions, and at temperatures above
the phase transition temperature range, requires further investigation with blank LAO
substrates.
Table 5.3 summarises the thermal expansion coefficients of the substrates, including
data for the theoretical substrate values from the suppliers [278, 279]. The coefficient of
thermal expansion can be calculated using the equation:
αc 
1
c
(
∂c
∂T
)
P
(5.1)
where c is the out-of-plane cell parameter, αc is the thermal expansion coefficient,
∂T and ∂c are small changes in the temperature and out-of-plane cell parameter
respectively, at constant pressure. Therefore, the gradient of a plot of the out-of-plane
cell parameter versus temperature can be used to calculate the coefficient of thermal
expansion. The measured rates differ from literature by 28% and 13% for STO and LAO
respectively. However, from the collected data there is a non-linear relationship between
the temperature and cell parameters, which explains the deviation in the measured and
theoretical data. Additionally, the static scans were aligned to the LSMC thin film peak
and not to the substrate peak which also contributes to the differences, as the optimal
position for the substrate was not followed.
The unadjusted cell parameter data for the substrates presented in Figure 5.5 are
included to show the (in)stability of the substrate under the measurement conditions.
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(a) LSMC/LAO: average cell parameter does not increase according to the thermal expansion
coefficient. This is related to the method of determining the cell parameter, twinning of the
substrate and the phase transition which occurs at 430 to 530 ◦C. The increase of the cell
parameter in the oxidising atmosphere and under isothermal conditions requires further study.
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(b) LSMC/STO: average cell parameter is increasing due to thermal expansion.
Figure 5.5: Out-of-plane cell parameter of the substrates during N2 and synthetic air
cycling at different temperatures (see Appendix A.6 for the measurement times at each
temperature).
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Table 5.3: Thermal expansion coefficients of the LAO and STO substrates, based on
the average out-of-plane cell parameter across both the synthetic air and nitrogen only
atmospheres.
Substrate Theoretical coefficient
of thermal expansion
Measured coefficient
of thermal expansion % Difference
LAO 1.0 × 10−5 1.13 × 10−5 13%
STO 0.9 × 10−5 1.15 × 10−5 28%
During data analysis, the substrate peak position was fixed to an average and the scan
shifted accordingly (for further discussion of theMatlab data extraction script see Chapter
3.2.7, for the Matlab script see Appendix A.5). This accounted for variations of the
substrate, misalignment and minor fluctuations due to temperature stability. Therefore,
any changes observed in the subsequent calculations for the LSMC peak are related to
the thin film response to the atmosphere. However, due to this method, calculating the
absolute cell parameter of LSMC is not possible, and hence results are reported as relative
cell parameters.
5.3.2 LSMC Response to Changing pO2 at Elevated Temperatures
Figure 5.6 shows selected scans after the substrate peak positions have been fixed. As
the atmosphere is switched from synthetic air to an inert nitrogen atmosphere (∼ 10 ppm),
the films undergo reduction and there is a shift in the peaks to lower 2θ angles, indicating
an increase in the cell parameter. Each recorded 2θ line scan was fitted to a two-peak
pseudo-Voigt curve to extract the peak positions. The relative out-of-plane parameter
(corresponding to the c-axis) was calculated using Equation 5.2 (see Chapter 3.2.7 for
further details):
c 
lλ
2Qy

3λ
2 sin θ cos(θ −ω) (5.2)
where θ is the peak angle, ω is the incident angle (constant for each temperature), λ =
1.5418Å (Cu Kα wavelength) and l is the Miller index of the chosen reflection.
Figure 5.7 shows the relative out-of-plane changes with time during in
situ measurements, cycling between oxidising and inert atmospheres at different
temperatures. Fluctuations of the substrate have been removed from this data to show
changes solely due to the LSMC layer. The average cell parameter increases at higher
temperatures due to thermal expansion. It can be observed that the oxidation process,
on switching to a higher pO2, is consistently faster than the reduction process. For
example, for LSMC/LAO at 650 ◦C, it takes approximately 120min to reduce by 95%
of the measured maximum reduction, within a given cycle. On oxidation at the same
temperature, it takes approximately 10min to reach 100% of the original cell parameter.
This has consequences for applications requiring the use of both OER andORR, including
metal-air batteries, as this would result in very different rates of charging and discharging
the battery. The shapes of the curves at low temperature differ from higher temperatures,
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(a) LSMC/LAO (b) LSMC/STO
Figure 5.6: Selected static scans during the in situ XRD measurements when changing
the atmosphere from synthetic air (20% O2 / 80% N2) to 100% N2 at 700 ◦C. The red
dashed lines indicate the LSMC films.
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(b) LSMC/STO
Figure 5.7: Relative out-of-plane cell (c-axis) parameter of LSMC, after removal of
substrate contributions, showing a response to the changes in the atmosphere during
air/N2 cycling at temperatures between 400 to 750 ◦C.
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Figure 5.8: Relative out-of-plane cell parameters of LSMC at 750 ◦C. The data has been
presented on comparable axes showing the cell parameter changes and the related pO2
(blue).
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and this suggests that longer measurement times are required for the system to reach
equilibrium, particularly below 500 ◦C.
When directly comparing the LSMC thin film on the different substrates, as shown for
the data at 750 ◦C in Figure 5.8, a greater change in the magnitude of the cell parameter
was observed for the films deposited on LAO compared to those deposited on STO.
Figure 5.9 summarises the percentage change between the average, relative oxidised and
reduced cell parameters for each temperature. The change is consistently smaller for the
films grown with tensile strain on STO. For LSMC/STO there is a trend of increasing
difference at higher temperatures. For the LSMC on LAO this trend is only evident from
600 ◦C, above the phase transition temperature of the LAO substrate andwhere the system
has had sufficient time to reach equilibrium. As the tensile strain of STO was shown in
Chapter 4 to accommodate a more reduced phase of LSMC than the compressive strain
of LAO, it is suggested that there is greater freedom for the LSMC/LAO to be oxidised
and reduced as it can achieve a more oxidised phase. It is suggested that more strongly
reducing conditions are required to drive the reduction of the LSMC film.
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Figure 5.9: Summary of the percentage change between the relative oxidised and
reduced LSMC out-of-plane cell parameters. The numbers indicate the order in which
the data was recorded.
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5.4 Chemical Oxygen Surface Exchange Kinetics
Understanding oxygen surface exchange is important for optimising materials for
applications in energy storage devices [280]. There are a number of methods to
determine surface exchange coefficients including impedance spectroscopy [281], electric
conductivity relaxation [282], isotopic exchange depth profiling (IEDP) [241] and optical
absorption [283]. Diffusion coefficients can be defined in two fundamentally different
ways, either through tracer diffusion or chemical diffusion [284]. Tracer diffusion occurs
when the system is in equilibrium and refers to the spontaneous mixing of molecules in
the absence of a concentration gradient. In contrast, chemical diffusion is related to a
dynamic process where a concentration gradient results in a net transport of mass and is
a non-equilibrium process in which the system entropy increases.
Previous studies have reported significant enhancement of oxygen exchange due to
strain in thin films, including Kubicek et al. [175] who measured a 4 to 10 times faster
tracer surface exchange coefficient and tracer diffusion coefficient for 20 nm LSC films
with tensile strain compared with compressively strained films. Their measurements
were all below 475 ◦C and they observed lower activation energy than the bulk material,
extrapolated fromdatameasured above 600 ◦C. The difference between bulk and thin film
measurements was attributed to a change within the perovskite between 450 to 550 ◦C.
For successful oxygen surface exchange, three stages of adsorption, dissociation and
incorporation must occur. The reaction mechanism for the oxygen ion reduction and
incorporation into a material can occur via a range of possible pathways [53]. The
overall rate of these combined processes can be measured in terms of a surface exchange
coefficient, kexchangewith units of cm s−1, following an exponential expression, Equation
5.3, derived by Kilner et al. [280]. This equation shows the time dependence of the cell
parameter change is directly related to the oxygen stoichiometry of a material.
kexchange  a0m
− 13 [VO ]
2
3 ν exp
(
−∆Se
R
)
exp
(
−∆He
RT
)
(5.3)
where a0 is the cell parameter of a cubic unit cell,m is the number of oxygen sites per unit
cell, ν is the frequency of one oxygen atom being absorbed, [VO ] is the concentration
of oxygen vacancies, ∆Se and ∆He are the entropy and enthalpy of the surface exchange
process, respectively.
If the cell parameter changes are linearly related to the oxygen stoichiometry, in a first
approximation, the surface oxygen exchange rate is proportional to a change in the film
composition for small changes in the pO2 (less than one order of magnitude) [162] and
follow the simplified relationship:
∂ [VO ]t
∂t

kexchange
d
( [
VO eq
] − [VO t]) (5.4)
where t is time, eq refers to the equilibrium concentration and d is the film thickness.
In this work, the chemical diffusion, kchem, has been investigated. To obtain a
measurement of the cell parameter by XRD, a contactless and potentially simpler method,
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it is necessary to have a large change in the pO2 and the changes in pO2 in this work
were approximately four orders of magnitude. The thin films used were approximately
38 nm thick. As the characteristic oxygen diffusion lengths at moderate temperature are
on the order of microns for oxide conducting materials [162], the diffusion length is much
greater than the thickness of the films and it can be assumed that there is a homogeneous
composition across the film, resulting in the oxygen transport being surface exchange
limited [285]. With this assumption, the concentration fromEquation 5.4 can be simplified
to the exponential: [
VO ]eq − [VO t
][
VO ]eq − [VO t0
]  exp (−kexchanget
d
)
(5.5)
However, Zapata, et al. [221] and Moreno et al. [162] observed that two characteristic
response times give a better fit for the oxidation and reduction of GdBaCo2O5+δ and
LaNiO3+δ, respectively. For LSMC, using a two part exponential gives a better fit for the
reductionprocesswith t1 < t2, however the oxidationfit requires only a single component.
Figure 5.10 shows an example of the fitting in Origin using a Levenberg-Marquart
algorithm to find the damped least-squares fit of the double exponential decay given
by:
y  y0 +A1 exp
(
−x − x0
t1
)
+A2 exp
(
−x − x0
t2
)
(5.6)
where y0 and x0 are offsets, A is amplitude and t is the decay constant. It is possible that
the two-part behaviour is due to slower re-equilibration of the entire sample, including an
equilibration of oxygen at the interface between the film and substrate, after a fast oxygen
surface exchange. This additional equilibration step would depend on the energy barrier
for oxygen transport across the interface of the film and substrate as well as the oxygen
diffusion in the substrate. The following analysis considers the smaller t1 as the value
related to the fast oxygen surface exchange.
If relaxation due to mechanical restructuring times is neglected, then a characteristic
response time, τ can be calculated [221]:
τ 
d
kexchange
(5.7)
Using the same in situ XRD technique as this work, Moreno et al. [163] determined LSC
kchem = 5 ± 3 × 10−6 cm s−1 at 700 ◦C, which they report as being comparable to literature
values calculated using other methods. The chemical surface exchange coefficients
of LSMC are approximately two orders of magnitude lower than this. However,
LSM is known to be a poor ionic conductor with bulk tracer diffusion coefficients of
3.1 × 10−16 cm2 s−1 at 700 ◦C [286], therefore the chemical surface exchange coefficient of
LSMC is expected to be lower than LSC, and it may be necessary for the diffusion length
of LSMC to be taken into consideration as this could be non-negligible [161].
Arrhenius plots can be used to determine the effects of temperature on the rates of
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Figure 5.10: Exponential fitting (red) of the change in the LSMC/LAO cell parameter at
700 ◦C to determine the time response when cycling between synthetic air and nitrogen.
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(b) Reduction, using the t1 characteristic response times from a two-part exponential decay fitting
Figure 5.11: Temperature dependence of the oxygen surface exchange rates for LSMC.
Errors propagated from the fitting of the response time in Origin.
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reactions based on Equation 5.8:
ln(k)  ln(A) − Ea
R
(
1
T
)
(5.8)
where k is the rate constant, A is the pre-exponential factor, Ea is the activation energy,
R is the gas constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin. Figure 5.11 shows Arrhenius
plots for the oxidation and reduction processes of LSMC, constructed from the surface
exchange coefficients determined by Equation 5.7, using the measured film thickness of
38 nm.
A straight line is expected for a single rate-limited and thermally activated process,
where the slope is −Ea/R, from which the activation energy can be calculated. For the
Arrhenius plots of the redox processes of LSMC on STO and LAO there is no clear linear
trend and there appears to be little to distinguish the kinetics of the samples deposited on
LAOand STO, suggesting that the substrate does not play a significant role in determining
the surface exchange kinetics for this material, within this pO2 range. It has previously
been noted in literature that kmeasurements for slow diffusers are relatively scattered, as
in tracer diffusion experiments by De Souza and Kilner [129, 136], and this contributes to
large inaccuracies in the k values (see Appendix A.7 for linear fits of the Arrhenius plots).
Generally the slope of the data results in a low activation energy, which could be due to
the system not having reached equilibrium.
5.5 Reduction of LSMC Thin Films with Hydrogen
Using the measured changes in the cell parameter, a pseudo calibration based on the
volume of the unit cell and the oxygen content of the bulk LSMC material in its oxidised
and reduced phases, the value of δ in LSMCO3−δwas calculated. Figure 5.12 is an estimate
of δ based on in situ XRD results, showing a greater change in the oxygen stoichiometry
at increasing temperatures, and the ability of LSMC/LAO to accommodate a wider range
of oxygen stoichiometries in this pO2 range than LSMC/STO.
Between fully oxidised and fully reduced LSMC bulk material, the oxygen
stoichiometry can vary up to δ = 0.52 under reducing conditions with 5% H2 / 95%
N2. The largest changes measured in this in situ experiment, under an atmosphere of
pure nitrogen, was just δ = 0.04 for LSMC/LAO at 500 ◦C, corresponding to 8% of the
full reduction ability of LSMC. At 750 ◦C, the comparable values for LSMC/LAO and
LSMC/STO were determined to be δ = 0.032 and δ = 0.007 respectively. As was observed
during the XANES measurements of LSMC films in Chapter 4.4, shifts in the Co and Mn
K-edge positions are within ∼ 10 eV for the bulk oxidised and reduced phases. Further,
the additional noise due to lower signal for the LSMC thin films means that changes in
the oxidation state when the films are "reduced" under nitrogen alone are unlikely to be
observed with XANES measurements. Therefore, the XANES data in Chapter 6 uses a
more reducing atmosphere containing hydrogen, which corresponds to four orders of
magnitude lower pO2.
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Reductions of LSMC thin films were performed in a tube furnace to determine
structural changes under the strongly reducing conditions of 5% H2 / 95% N2. After
reducing the films at multiple temperatures, it was determined that they were stable up
to a nominal temperature of 550 ◦C, though a change in the film quality was observed.
Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 include RSM of the thin films before reduction, after 2 hours
at 550 ◦C with H2/N2 and again after 2 hours at 550 ◦C with synthetic air for LSMC/STO
and LSMC/LAO, respectively. From these measurements the percentage change in unit
cell volume suggests a change in the oxygen stoichiometry of up to ∆δ ≈ 0.3, an order of
magnitude greater than the ∆δ for measurements under nitrogen alone and therefore
measurable with XANES. However, measurements of structural changes from these
RSM are not directly comparable to measurements of compositional changes from in
situ XANES at Diamond as in this experiment the films are reduced and oxidised at
elevated temperatures, then cooled back to room temperature before being measured in
ambient conditions.
5.6 Summary
Chemical expansion of LSMC thin films under compressive and tensile strain was
investigated with in situ XRD. In these epitaxial thin films, the in-plane cell parameters
are linked to the substrate and in theory remain fixed. When moving from a reducing
to an oxidising atmosphere, oxygen is incorporated into vacancies. As the film is only
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Figure 5.12: Expected change in oxygen stoichiometry calculated from in situ XRD
measurements as summarised in Figure 5.9.
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(a) As deposited
(b) After 2 hours at 550 ◦C with H2/N2
(c) After 2 hours at 550 ◦C with synthetic air
Figure 5.13: RSMs of the 103 reflection of LSMC/STO (CvdB0142A) after various
treatments in the tube furnace.
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(a) As deposited, 103 reflection
(b) After 2 hours at 550 ◦C with H2/N2, 103 reflection
(c) After 2 hours at 550 ◦C with synthetic, 103
reflection
Figure 5.14: RSMs of LSMC/LAO (CvdB0143A) after various treatments in the tube
furnace.
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free to respond in the c-axis direction, the out-of-plane parameter shrinks on oxidation.
During in situ measurements, rapid and static line scans of 2.5° in 2θ were collected
to determine the LSMC peak and the tail of the substrate peak. The substrate peak was
averaged for each temperature to account for fluctuations in the systemdue to temperature
instability, misalignment and variations of the substrate. It was observed that the film
with compressive strain, grown on LAO, could accommodate a 5 to 7 times greater change
in the out-of-plane cell parameter than the films on STO, with tensile strain, depending
on temperature.
Oxygen surface exchange coefficients were calculated to investigate the kinetics
of oxidation and reduction processes. To do so, it was necessary to make several
assumptions. The equation used to calculate the kexchange is based on small changes
in the pO2, however larger changes were required to measure the change in the cell
parameter with XRD. Therefore, the accuracy of the k values may be affected, but the
qualitative k values still hold. Additionally, a two-part exponential fitting was used for
the reduction process and it is assumed that the oxygen surface exchange is the fastest
process, with the slower process possibly related to an equilibration of the film-substrate
interface. It was observed that reduction was slower than the oxidation process, and
LSMC/LAO had faster surface exchange at nearly every temperature for both oxidation
and reduction, though this was a slight difference. Therefore while the substrate affects
the magnitude of the cell parameter change, in this pO2 range the substrate does not
appear to play a vital role in determining the surface exchange kinetics.
Recent developments from PANalytical in the field of URSM have resulted in a new
3D detector which collects maps in thirty seconds [287, 288]. This method for in situ XRD
is currently under development at the Department of Materials, Imperial College London
with a PANalytical Empyrean, a 3D PIXcel detector and an Anton Paar stage. Future
experiments using URSM could follow both the in and out-of-plane cell parameters,
instead of line scans, to validate the assumption that the in-plane cell parameter is fixed
to the substrate. The new system could also investigate the merging of LAO twins under
the conditions used in this study, and the reduction of STO which could provide the
information needed to calculate the exact cell parameter of the substrates under in situ
conditions, and therefore the precise LSMC cell parameters.
However, the structural changes measured in this chapter are only a part of the
reduction potential of LSMC as the films were partially reduced under an inert nitrogen
atmosphere (∼ 10 ppm). Further studies would require a modified chamber to allow the
use of hydrogen to understand the full range of LSMC redox behaviour. To study changes
in composition due to chemical expansion, in situ XANESmeasurements in 3%H2 / 97%
N2 atmosphere are discussed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6
In situ X-Ray Absorption Near Edge
Structure Investigation of Chemical
Expansion
The electronic structure of oxides is fundamental to their physical and chemical
properties and defect engineering is an excellent method for manipulating these. It
is well established that perovskite oxides can accommodate large deviations from the
ideal ABO3 stoichiometry [110]. As perovskites have electrical, magnetic and catalytic
applications, studying the mechanisms by which oxygen is incorporated and expelled
is essential to understand the properties that arise from the changing stoichiometry.
Therefore, determining the oxidation state of the transition metals during reduction and
oxidation, as well as methods to control this, is critical [234]. In this chapter, the redox
properties of LSMC will be investigated further by determining the chemical changes
taking place in the material during reduction of the epitaxial thin films using in situ
XANES.
6.1 Investigating Chemical Strain with in situ XANES
Changing temperature and varying pO2 can alter the defect structure of perovskites by
changing the concentration of the dominant point defects, oxygen vacancies and electron
holes. The reduction reaction in which oxygen is released from the crystal lattice can be
written, using Kröger-Vink notation, as:
O×O + 2h 

1
2O2(g) + VO (6.1)
Electronic charges are localised on the transitionmetal cations causing a reduction in their
oxidation state following the reaction:
[My+M ]×
 [M(y–1)+M ]′+ h (6.2)
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This leads to the reduction reaction that describes oxygen evolution from a perovskite
during the defect formation process that is responsible for chemical expansion [164]:
O×O + 2M×M

1
2O2(g) + VO + 2M
′
M (6.3)
This reaction explains the twomain effectswhichdetermine themagnitudeof chemical
expansion upon reduction. First, there is a decrease in valence of the metal cation,
corresponding to an increase in ionic radius. Second, the formation of vacancies contracts
the lattice due to the relatively smaller effective radius of the oxygen vacancy compared
to the oxygen anion. However, the positively charged oxygen vacancy causes electrostatic
repulsionwith neighbouring cationswhich increases its effective radius [172]. Depending
on the material, these two effects either compete or compound due to the size of the
effective vacancy radius compared to the oxide ion [172, 267].
Table 6.1 summarises variation of ionic radii for components of LSMC [190].
Lanthanum and strontium share a 12-coordination site and will only be present as 3+
and 2+ respectively. In its bulk form, LSMC has a random distribution of cobalt and
manganese [120], which can adopt a range of oxidation states as well as high or low spin
electronic configurations. The distribution of cobalt and manganese in LSMC thin films
is discussed in Chapter 4.
Investigating perovskites with B-site doping can determine the roles of different
cations in defining the electron distribution, which is fundamental for designingmaterials
with specific properties and for controlling redox properties. In a study of the
transition metal oxidation states of the perovskite Ba0.1Sr0.9Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ using in situ
Table 6.1: Variations in atomic radii of cations in LSMC, data from Shannon [190].
Ion Charge Coordination Spin State Ionic Radius (Å)
La 3+
XII
- 1.36
Sr 2+ - 1.44
Mn
7+
VI
- 0.46
4+ - 0.530
3+
High spin 0.645
Low spin 0.58
2+
High spin 0.830
Low spin 0.67
Co
4+ - 0.53
3+
High spin 0.61
Low spin 0.545
2+
High spin 0.745
Low spin 0.65
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XANES, Mueller et al. [234] observed an unequal distribution of electrons between the
B-site cations on reduction, with non-stoichiometric charge compensation favouring the
reduction of Co. This unequal distribution at low pO2, is due to cobalt havingmore empty
energy states overlapping with the oxygen band which resulted in a larger change in the
oxidation state of Co. While this behaviour is simpler to explain, andmodify, in metals by
strain-induced shifts of thed-band electron energy, in oxides there is greater electronic and
chemical complexity. Furthermodelling and experiments are necessary to understand the
role strain in determining the reactivity and transport properties of oxides by influencing:
oxygen defect formation enthalpy, oxygen migration energy barriers, adsorption energy
and charge transfer barriers that, amongothermechanisms, are part of the redoxprocesses
taking place [177, 182].
This chapter aims to directly probe the changes of the transitionmetal oxidation states
under reducing conditions to determine the role of strain as well as the distribution of
charge between the B-site cations during reduction and expansion of LSMC.
6.2 PreliminaryCharacterisationofThinFilms for in situXANES
Thin films of LSMC, on LAO (CvdB0052B) and STO (CvdB0057B) single crystal
substrates from CrysTec GmbH, were grown during the same session, but in separate
depositions with slightly different energies due to the PLD laser gas of the laser being
refilled (see Appendix A.2 for the deposition conditions). Multiple X-ray techniques were
used to characterise the structure of these samples before, as well as after, the in situ study.
AFM was used to image the surface topology of samples from the same deposition as
those used for the XANES measurements.
6.2.1 Structural Characterisation
Figure 6.1 shows out-of-plane XRD patterns of the LSMC thin films. There are three
peaks visible for each of the substrates, relating to the (h00) reflections. The (100) peak is
visible in both thin film measurements and the (200) is observed for the LSMC/STO thin
film. The LSMC/LAO (200) thin film peak is split into two components due to twinning
in the LAO substrate. For both thin films, the (300) peak was of insufficient intensity
to be measured, due to the thinness of the film (∼ 17.5 nm, measurement discussed in
detail below). The lack of peaks at other 2θ values indicates that the films have grown
epitaxially and this was confirmed by RSM, see Figure 4.4 in Chapter 4.2.
Table 6.2 summarises the measured peak positions, as well as the calculated cell
parameters for both the substrates and the thin films. The shape of the LSMC signal for
the thin film deposited on STO includes oscillations which are similar to those measured
during XRR and indicate a high film quality. There is a −0.03% mismatch between the
substrate and the thin film in-plane cell parameters, and calculating the strain of LSMC
in relation to the pseudo-cubic bulk LSMC confirms the film is under tensile strain of
1.40% and 0.49% with respect to the bulk oxidised and bulk reduced, respectively. The
signal for the film deposited on LAO is weaker than that of the STO film as the same
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Figure 6.1: Out-of-plane XRD of LSMC thin films grown on LAO (blue) and STO
(orange), stars indicate h00 peaks of the substrate and circles indicate LSMC thin film
peaks.
thickness film results in two peaks instead of one due to the alignment of the thin film
to the twins of the LAO substrate. There is a −0.03% and −0.04% mismatch between
the substrate and the thin film in-plane cell parameters for the first and second peak
respectively. Calculating the strain of LSMC in relation to the pseudo-cubic bulk oxidised
LSMC confirms the film is under compressive strain of −1.55% and −1.53% for the first
and second peak respectively. These two films were used during initial phases of the
investigation of the reduction of LSMC under hydrogen in a tube furnace. During the
reduction, the samples were heated to 400 ◦C for 2 h under 5% H2 / 95% N2. The films
were both in an oxidised phase at the start of the in situ XANES.
Figure 6.2 shows the reflectivity data for both LSMC/LAO and LSMC/STO. Due to
instrumental reasons, a slightly lowerdeposition energywasused for theLSMC/LAOthin
film, therefore the LSMC/STO film is expected to be marginally thicker. However, due
to the lack of fringes for the LSMC/LAO sample, which is typical for the LAO substrate
(for more details see Chapter 4.3), the thickness of the LSMC/LAO film is challenging to
model.
The critical thickness of LSMC, beyond which the film relaxes, has not been fully
investigated as this was outside the scope of this study. However, as there is no
observable spread in the RSM of the samples, these films are considered to be below
the critical thickness for a fully strained LSMC film. In combination with the data from
Chapter 5.2, the critical thickness of LSMC is likely between 17.5 to 38 nm. Studies
of the critical thickness of thin films with a composition closely related to LSMC are
not readily available, however investigations relating to strained thin films are reported
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Table 6.2: Summary of key values from the RSMs of LSMC/LAO and LSMC/STO. The
2θ andω values correspond to values selected using the Semi-Automatic Peak selector in
the Epitaxy software package from PANalytical to obtain values for peak maxima. The
cubic cell parameters of the substrate were adjusted using offsets for the theoretical values
at STP. The same offsets are applied to calculate the in and out-of-plane cell parameters
of the LSMC thin films.
Substrate Thin Film
2θ (°) ω (°)
Cubic
cell
parameter
(Å)
2θ (°) ω (°)
In-plane
cell
parameter
(Å)
Out-of-plane
cell
parameter
(Å)
LAO 1 79.941 59.16 3.791 76.593 58.18 3.792(2) 3.946(2)
LAO 2 80.000 59.36 3.791 76.730 58.40 3.793(2) 3.942(2)
STO 77.203 56.76 3.905 78.641 57.18 3.906(2) 3.839(2)
Figure 6.2: Normalised XRR data of LSMC/LAO (blue) and LSMC/STO (orange). From
fitting with the Reflectivity program from the PANalytical software suite the thickness
determined by the LSMC/STO sample is ∼ 17.5 nm.
with thicknesses ranging from 1nm for La1−x(Ca,Sr)xMnO3 on Nb:STO [289] to 20 nm
for La1–xSrxCoO3−δ films on STO and LAO [175] and La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 on STO [149] to
40 nm for LaCoO3 grown on LAO, LSAT and STO [181] to 200 nm for La0.6Sr0.4CoO3−δ on
yttria-stabilised zirconia substrates [57].
6.2.2 Surface Topology Characterisation
AFM of samples grown during the same depositions on substrates from the same
shipment as those used for the in situ XANES study, are shown in Figure 6.3. The RMS
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surface roughness of LSMC/STO is 2.13 ± 0.53 nm (standard deviation from 5 scans). For
LSMC/LAO this is 0.68 ± 0.18 nm (standard deviation from 8 scans). The roughness of
the sample deposited on LAO therefore has approximately half the roughness of the film
on STO. This could be due to a thinner nature of the LSMC/LAO films, as in Chapter 4.5.1
the roughnesswas found to be related to the film thickness. However, it was also observed
that LSMC deposited on LAO generally has a lower roughness than films deposited with
tensile strain on STO.
The AFM images in Figure 6.3 suggest that the two films may grow with different
mechanisms, however the greater roughness of the LSMC/STO surface may hinder
imaging of the smoother features that are apparent for LSMC/LAO. There are more
surface features on the STO film, likely due to greater strontium segregation, as has
been observed for similar thin film systems [149]. Strontium segregation effects have
been previously reported in literature for similar systems, including Cai et al. [155]
of epitaxial films LSC thin films on STO and LAO, where it was found that both films
had strontium enriched surfaces with greater enrichment on the film with tensile strain
deposited on STO. Strontium segregation has been observed on LSMC films using LEIS,
and is discussed in Chapter 4.5.2.
(a) LSMC/LAO: 0.68 ± 0.18 nm
(CvdB0052A)
(b) LSMC/STO: 2.13 ± 0.53 nm
(CvdB0057A)
Figure 6.3: AFM surface topography and RMS roughnesses.
6.3 In situ XANES of Epitaxial La0.5Sr0.5Mn0.5Co0.5O3−δ Thin
Films
In situ XANES measurements of epitaxial LSMC thin films were performed at
Diamond Light Source on beamline B18 with technical assistance from Dr. Giannantonio
Cibin. Before the in situmeasurements, the furnace was evacuated and the sample loaded
into the furnace chamber inside a glovebox. During the measurements, the films were
heated under a reducing atmosphere from room temperature to 500 ◦C. At elevated
temperatures, the atmosphere was switched to synthetic air to re-oxidise the films. The
full experimental procedure is provided in Chapter 3.3.1.
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Figure 6.4: Normalised Co K-edge scans at different temperatures when heating from
room temperature to 500 ◦C under 3% H2 / 97% N2. The red dashed lines indicate the
edge position at the first temperature.
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Figure 6.5: Selected normalised Mn K-edge scans at different temperatures when
heating from room temperature to 500 ◦C under 3% H2 / 97% N2. The red dashed lines
indicate the edge position at the first temperature.
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Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 show normalised scans of Co andMn K-edges while heating
the LSMC thin films from room temperature to 500 ◦C under reducing conditions. Due
to the post-edge region of the lanthanum signal there is a reduction in the quality of the
manganese signal (K-edge of metallic Mn at 6539 eV) particularly for the LSMC/LAO film
which has the contribution of La L1-edge (6266 eV) from both the substrate and thin film.
During heating under reducing conditions, the films are reduced which results in a shift
of edge position to lower energies.
The energy at which the normalised XANES fluorescence signal reached 0.5 was used
to determine the trend of change in the transition metal edge energy due to reduction
and oxidation of the samples (see Method D, Chapter 3.3.2). As there were no reference
measurements for the in situ thin film fluorescence measurements, all oxidation states are
reported as relative. It is likely that the relative oxidation states are an overestimation,
compared to the absolute oxidation states, as manganese is not expected to exceed and
oxidation state of 4+ in the stoichiometric LSMC perovskite [169, 190]. A discussion on
the choice of calibration method, as well as the final calibration curves for the Mn and Co
K-edges, can be found in Chapter 3.3.2.
6.3.1 Co K-edge
Across the measurement period, films were exposed to an increase in temperature as
well as changes in pO2. Figure 6.6a shows the relative changes in the cobalt oxidation
state for the LSMC/LAO thin film corresponding to changes in temperature and pO2.
Table 6.3 summarises the key values from these measurements.
At room temperature, LSMC/LAOfilmhad an initially stable, relative cobalt oxidation
state of 3.14 ± 0.03. After a threshold temperature was reached, the thin film began to
reduce and a decrease in the cobalt oxidation state was observed. For the heating cycle
from room temperature to 500 ◦C, the reduced phase corresponded to a relative cobalt
oxidation state of 2.50 ± 0.09. There was a further reduction to 2.48 ± 0.02 when the
percentage of hydrogen was increased from 3 to 5%. Therefore, a change in the cobalt
oxidation state of 0.66 ± 0.05 was measured between the oxidised and reduced LSMC
phases. At 500 ◦C, synthetic air was introduced to increase the pO2 and the thin film
re-oxidised, resulting in a cobalt oxidation state of 3.05 ± 0.04. This oxidation state was
slightly lower than the original value measured, possibly due to degradation of the film.
During the in situ XRD (see Chapter 5)it was observed that full oxidation of LSMC
thin films takes place in under 10min at 650 ◦C in a N2 atmosphere. Switching the gas
from the H2/N2 mixture to synthetic air required entering the experimental hutch, and
the length of a single scan was ∼ 7min, therefore it was not possible to record any data
points during the oxidation process.
In the second cycle, the film was heated from room temperature to 600 ◦C and similar
behaviour was observed: an initial plateau of the oxidised state up to ∼ 250 ◦C after which
the film began to reduce and, at 600 ◦C, reached an oxidation state of 2.58 ± 0.10. This
is in agreement with the cobalt oxidation state at 500 ◦C of the reduced phase from the
first cycle within the uncertainty. For both cycles of the LSMC/LAO, an increase in the
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Figure 6.6: Relative oxidation state (black) calculated from the Co K-edge showing the
temperature profile (red) and changes in pO2 (blue). The time axis has been condensed
to only include measurement time and neglect time for e.g. changing the atmosphere.
The black dividing line at ∼ 19 500 s is a separation to denote a date change, as the cycle
to 500 ◦C was collected on a different day to the cycle at 600 ◦C.
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Table 6.3: Summary of cobalt oxidation states from the in situ measurements of
LSMC/LAO and LSMC/STO. The uncertainties are the standard deviation.
Co
Oxidation
State
LSMC/LAO LSMC/STO
Cycle to 500 ◦C Cycle to 600 ◦C Cycle to 500 ◦C Cycle to 600 ◦C
Oxidised 3.14 ± 0.03 3.05 ± 0.04 3.14 ± 0.05 2.91 ± 0.04
3% H2 2.50 ± 0.09 2.87 ± 0.02 2.33 ± 0.05 2.47 ± 0.06
5% H2 2.48 ± 0.02 2.58 ± 0.10 - -
∆ 0.66 ± 0.05 0.47 ± 0.14 0.81 ± 0.10 0.44 ± 0.10
Threshold
temperature
(◦C)
∼ 200 ∼ 250 ∼ 120 -
XANES signal during the isothermal phase was observed at the maximum temperature
of the respective cycles. When the percentage of hydrogen was increased, the upward
trend reversed and the cobalt began to reduce again. Likely the dynamic temperature
region drives the reduction of the LSMC/LAO, and under the isothermal region, the fully
reduced phase is unfavourable and the LSMC beings to re-oxidise.
There are two potential sources of oxygen to allow the re-oxidation process under the
reducing atmosphere: either the chamber or the substrate. It is possible that there was a
small leak in the furnace which allowed a low flow of oxygen to enter the sample chamber
or evacuation of the porous lining of the furnace was not complete and small pockets of
oxygen remained. As LSMC is known to oxidise very rapidly, a sharper change in the
oxidation state would be expected in the scenario of a chamber leak. As the beamline
facility was in the process of being optimised for work under different atmospheres,
recording the chamber pO2 did not take place during the measurement. Hayward et
al. [266] have shown that LAO undergoes a phase transition from rhombohedral to
cubic between 430 to 530 ◦C and potentially this restructuring could facilitate oxygen
interdiffusion to the LSMC layer, providing oxygen for reoxidation. Stender et al. [290]
have previously investigated the diffusion of oxygen from single crystal substrates into
thin films deposited by PLD, demonstrating that this process can occurwith fast diffusion.
Throughmodelling, it was proposed that the diffusionwas driven by a gradient in oxygen
vacancies. For the LSMC thin films under reducing conditions it is therefore possible that
the formation of oxygen vacancies causes the diffusion of oxygen from the substrate to the
thin film, which is promoted further for the LSMC/LAO thin film by the unfavourable
formation of a reduced phase.
Figure 6.6b shows relative changes in the cobalt oxidation state of LSMC/STO,
corresponding to changes in temperature and pO2. Key values from this data are
summarised in Table 6.3. The sample was heated from room temperature to 500 ◦C
under reducing conditions of 3% H2. The sample was then immediately heated further
from 500 to 600 ◦C. Once at 600 ◦C, synthetic airwas introduced, before cooling the sample
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to room temperature. Therefore the measurement of the LSMC/STO sample took place
as a single cycle with two temperature steps, in contrast to the LSMC/LAO sample where
heating to 500 ◦C and heating to 600 ◦Cwere distinct measurements on different dayswith
the sample being re-oxidised between the two measurements.
On heating the LSMC/STO sample from 500 ◦C to 600 ◦C, there was an unexpected
increase in the cobalt oxidation state from 2.33 ± 0.05 to 2.47 ± 0.06. When oxygen was
introduced at 600 ◦C, the oxidation state did not return to the original oxidised valency
of 3.14 ± 0.05 and instead appeared to be slowly reoxidising, with an average over the
time measured of 2.91 ± 0.04. This is an indication that the LSMC/STO sample started to
degrade at a nominal temperature of ∼ 550 ◦C.
The influence of the substrate on the cobalt oxidation state can be observed from
the directly comparable data collected under reducing conditions up to 500 ◦C, shown
in Figure 6.7. Both samples show an initial plateau region corresponding to a constant
fraction of vacancies [266]. In bulk LSMC, the threshold temperature for reduction under
5%H2 / 95%N2 is ∼ 450 ◦C [120], however the reduction starts at lower temperatures for
both thin films. The lowest threshold temperaturewas for LSMC/STO, consistentwith the
hypothesis that tensile strain imposed by the STO substrate favours the reduction of LSMC
due to the larger cell parameter. A greater overall reduction of the LSMC/STO sample is
also observed with a reduction of the cobalt oxidation state of 0.81 ± 0.10, compared to
0.66 ± 0.05 for the LSMC/LAO under the same conditions. Under isothermal conditions
the cobalt oxidation state for the LSMC/STO film is stable at a more reduced phase than
LSMC/LAO which shows a drift towards higher cobalt valence. This is in agreement
with tensile strain promoting the reduced LSMC phase.
6.3.2 Mn K-edge
Figure 6.9 show the relative changes in the manganese oxidation state for the
LSMC/LAO and LSMC/STO thin films, corresponding to changes in temperature
and pO2. Table 6.4 summarises the manganese valence of the oxidised and reduced
measurements and Figure 6.8 shows a comparison of the manganese oxidation state up
to 500 ◦C. The larger fluctuations for the LSMC/LAO sample are due to the contribution
of the La L1-edge post-edge component from both the thin film and the substrate.
Table 6.4: Summary of manganese oxidation states from the in situ measurements of
LSMC/LAO and LSMC/STO. The uncertainty values given are the standard deviation.
Mn
Oxidation
State
LSMC/LAO LSMC/STO
Cycle to 500 ◦C Cycle to 600 ◦C Cycle to 500 ◦C Cycle to 600 ◦C
Oxidised 4.18 ± 0.04 3.96 ± 0.12 4.08 ± 0.02 3.95 ± 0.04
3% H2 3.36 ± 0.12 3.76 ± 0.04 2.96 ± 0.03 3.37 ± 0.02
5% H2 3.22 ± 0.15 3.45 ± 0.11 2.81 ± 0.03 -
∆ 0.95 ± 0.19 0.51 ± 0.23 1.27 ± 0.05 -
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Figure 6.7: Cobalt oxidation state for LSMC/LAO (blue) and LSMC/STO (orange) thin
film samples when heating from room temperature to 500 ◦C in 3% H2 / 97% N2.
Figure 6.8: Manganese oxidation state for LSMC/LAO (blue) and LSMC/STO (orange)
thin film samples when heating from room temperature to 500 ◦C in 3% H2 / 97% N2.
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For both samples, the manganese oxidation state reduces as the temperature is
increased, as expected for heating under reducing conditions. An increase in the
percentage of hydrogen, under isothermal conditions, resulted in further reduction of
the manganese oxidation state. The threshold energy for reduction of the Mn K-edge was
less obvious compared to the Co K-edge. In a parallel to the cobalt oxidation results, the
LSMC/STOsamplewas observed to reach amore reducedvalencewhichwas stable under
isothermal conditions, while the reduced manganese oxidation state for the LSMC/LAO
sample showed an increase under isothermal conditions at 500 ◦C. In this work, the
absolute value of the manganese oxidation state cannot be determined (as discussed in
Chapter 3.3.2), though the trend suggests a change in the valence of 0.95 ± 0.19 and 1.27
± 0.05 for LSMC/LAO and LSMC/STO respectively. This provides further evidence for
the compressively strained LSMC/LAO system to tend towards a more oxidised phase
compared to the tensile strain of the LSMC/STO system, which favours the reduced
LSMC phase.
6.4 Thin Film Degradation
During reduction of LSMC in a tube furnace, it was shown that the LSMC films were
relatively stable for 2 hours at 500 ◦C under 5% H2 (see Chapter 5.5). However, the thin
films used in the in situXANES showed signs of degradation after heating underH2 in the
range of 500 to 600 ◦C. Degradationwas indicated by inconsistent oxidation states after the
initial reduction to 500 ◦C, and visual observations of the thin films which noted a change
in the film transparency. During in situ XANES, both LSMC/LAO and LSMC/STO were
in a hydrogen-containing atmosphere for the ramp to 500 ◦C for approximately 5 hours.
The ramp for heating from room temperature to 500 ◦C was approximately 1 hour and 40
minutes and the dwell at 500 ◦C was 1 hour 20 minutes for the LSMC/LAO and 2 hours
for the LSMC/STO. The LSMC/STOwas immediately heated under reducing conditions
to 600 ◦C for a dwell time of approximately 40 minutes. The LSMC/LAO film was cooled
under oxidising conditions before being heated (ramp time: ∼ 2 hours) under reducing
conditions from room temperature to 600 ◦C (dwell time: ∼ 1 hour). A post-mortem XRD
analysis was performed on the thin films after the in situmeasurements at Diamond Light
Source, see Figure 6.10.
For the LSMC/STO sample in Figure 6.10b, the substrate appears to be relatively
unchanged. However, there is a significant decrease in the signal of the thin film,
changing from ∼ 0.04% to ∼ 0.01% of the STO signal intensity, and is related to a
degradation of the thin film. Perovskites containing strontium are known to degrade and
form strontium enriched phases, see Chapter 2.3.2. Lee et al. [149] have demonstrated,
both experimentally with thin films and computationally using DFT methods, that both
elastic andelectrostatic effects are important inA-site cation segregation in acceptor-doped
(La,A2+)MnO3. Strontium may segregate to the surface, through electrostatic attraction
to positively-charged oxygen vacancies, when it is an acceptor dopant in the oxide lattice
which has a relatively negative charge. Additionally, the large size of the strontium cation
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Figure 6.9: Relative oxidation state (black) calculated from the Mn K-edge showing the
temperature profile (red) and changes in pO2 (blue). The time axis has been condensed
to only include measurement time and neglect time for e.g. changing the atmosphere.
The black dividing line at ∼ 19 500 s is a separation to denote a date change as the cycle
to 500 ◦C was collected on a different day to the cycle at 600 ◦C.
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(a) LSMC/LAO (CvdB0052B) (b) LSMC/STO (CvdB0057B)
Figure 6.10: High resolution θ − 2θ before and after in situmeasurements at Diamond
Light Source.
(Table 6.1) is a key driving force, even when strontium is not acting as an acceptor dopant
[99]. It is likely that the degradation observed is due to the formation of insulating
strontium enriched phases on the surface of the sample.
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Figure 6.11: Relative cobalt oxidation states of LSMC/LAO when heating to 500 ◦C
(solid lines, black: oxidation state, blue: temperature) and 600 ◦C (dashed lines, red:
oxidation state, blue: temperature) under reducing conditions.
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For the LAO sample, Figure 6.10a shows a broadening of the substrate peak,
however the thin film peaks retain their intensity. As the LAO substrate undergoes a
phase transition and the sample was cycled through room temperature and elevated
temperatures, it is possible that the merging and reforming of the twins has affected the
microstructure of the substrate, generating this atypical feature in the XRD scan. While
literature suggests strontium segregation is less for compressive strain, induced by LAO,
the lack ofmovement of the LSMC thin filmpeak does not show clear signs of degradation
which were thought to explain the smaller reduction of both the cobalt and manganese
edges during the second heating cycle. Figure 6.11 shows an overlay of the relative cobalt
oxidation state, determined from the first and second heating cycles of the LSMC/LAO
sample. Between an oxidation state of 2.7 – 3.1, the rate of reduction is very similar, only
offset by a temperature factor of ∼ 50 ◦C. After this point, the cobalt oxidation state in the
second cycle begins to increase at a temperature of ∼ 450 ◦C which could potentially be
related to the phase transition of the LAO.
6.5 Oxygen Stoichiometry
Using the oxidation states of manganese and cobalt calculated during the in situ
measurement from room temperature to 500 ◦C under reducing conditions, and using the
fixed oxidation states of Sr2+ and La3+, the relative oxygen stoichiometry of LSMC was
calculated and is plotted in Figure 6.12. A caveat is that in addition to the uncertainty in
the oxidation states of manganese and cobalt, there is also added uncertainty in both the
time and temperature as the edges of cobalt and manganese were measured alternatively,
resulting in a complete scan of both edges taking approximately 15min. At a heating rate
of 5 °min−1, this results in a ∼ 75 ◦C window across the measurements of the two edges.
This uncertainty only contribute further to the fact that the oxidation states can only be
reported here as a trend, as the same method has been consistently used throughout.
Figure 6.12 shows that the overall oxygen content of LSMC is reduced approximately
equivalently by both samples until at least 350 ◦C. Mayeshiba and Morgan [177]
computationally demonstrated that epitaxial tensile strain reduces the barrier ofmigration
in various perovskite systems. When the migration barrier is the only factor considered,
this translates to tensile strain promoting ionic conductivity. Therefore, it was expected
that therewouldbe faster reductionof theLSMC/STOsample. Inpractise, itwas observed
that the rate of change of the oxygen stoichiometry of LSMC thin films is relatively
independent of the strain and therefore additional factors the computational model does
not account for, such as local distortions, are also important in determining the rate of
reduction.
The stabilisation of oxygen defects by tensile strain was expected as it has been
previously reported by Petrie et al. [174]whowere able to tailor the vacancies of SrCoO3−δ
between δ ' 0.1 – 0.25 for epitaxial thin films of 15 nm thickness. The largest change in the
oxygen content for the LSMC/LAO sample is δ ' 0.42, however this stoichiometry is not
retained and there is a steady increase to a more oxidised phase. Over the course of the
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Figure 6.12: Relative oxygen stoichiometry for LSMC/LAO (blue) and LSMC/STO
(orange), under 3% H2 / 97% N2 from room temperature to 500 ◦C (temperature profile
in black).
isothermal measurement, the oxygen stoichiometry of LSMC/LAO increased back to δ '
0.30. Overall, in agreement with theory, the oxygen content of the LSMC/STO thin film
under tensile strain shows a greater, and more stable, change in the oxygen stoichiometry
of δ ' 0.48.
6.6 Summary
In situXANESwas used to study the effects of strain on the reduction characteristics of
epitaxial LSMC thin films. Due to measurement constraints, the absolute oxidation states
of cobalt and manganese could not be determined, though relative trends are reliably
reported. As the LSMC/STO film degraded after heating above 500 ◦C, the data for the
reduction of LSMC is only compared up to this temperature. The observed reduction
profiles showed similar characteristics for LSMC films deposited on LAO and STO.
The change in the oxygen stoichiometry of the LSMC/STO film was measured to be
δ ' 0.48, compared to a maximum δ ≤ 0.42 for the LSMC/LAO film. This is in agreement
with the theory that tensile strain, induced by the STO substrate and stabilising a larger
unit cell volume, promotes the reduced phase of LSMC. Additionally, under isothermal
conditions, the reduced state remained steady for the LSMC/STO film, but oxidation of
the LSMC/LAO film took place, providing evidence that LSMC/LAO is more stable with
higher oxygen stoichiometry.
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Chapter 7
Electrochemical Response of
La0.5Sr0.5Mn0.5Co0.5O3−δ Thin Films
This chapter considers the electrical control of thin films by applying a bias to change
the effective pO2of the sample, allowing for the investigation of the resistive switching
capabilities of LSMC at room temperature. As discussed in Chapter 2, the relationship
that makes this possible is given by the Nernst equation (Equation 2.15 in Chapter 2.4.3)
[119], where the application of bias, can be used to impose an effective pO2.
Previous studies of thin films of perovskites include switching studies of epitaxial
SrCoOx thin films by Lu et al. [118, 119] and show a practical method for tuning the
properties of a functional oxide which switches from a perovskite to brownmillerite
phase when bias is applied. For oxides demonstrating resistive switching behaviour,
understanding the switching mechanism is vital for optimising materials to develop
reliable, reproducible and scalable memristive devices [72, 74].
As the movement of oxygen plays a key role in the resistive switching of oxides [74,
81, 85, 119], oxygen isotopes are used to label and track migration through oxygen isotope
exchange and measurement with SIMS (see Chapter 3.4.4 ) [291]. In this chapter, the
resistive switching behaviour of LSMC is identified under ambient conditions and initial
findings are presented for LSMC based on amethod developed for work investigating the
switching of SiOx with Dr. Richard Chater [255, 292] and Professor Anthony Kenyon’s
group at University College London [256–258].
7.1 Preliminary Characterisation of Thin Films for Electrical
Measurements
To investigate resistive switching of LSMC, thin films were deposited on single crystal
STO (100) doped with 0.5weight% Nb (Nb:STO). In this study, the Nb:STO substrates
were generally found to be of higher quality than the other single crystal substrates (LAO,
STO and LSAT) used in this work. These higher quality substrates therefore highlight the
variability of sample production using PLD across a 1 cm2 area. For example, a set of four
samples which were grown in the same deposition had the expected out-of-plane XRD,
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showing only (h00) reflections of the single crystal with the corresponding peaks for the
LSMC thin film, indicating that the LSMC has formed an epitaxial thin film, see Figure
7.1. In determining the LSMC thin film thickness with XRR, it was found that the films
had a range of thicknesses from 17.5 to 19.0 nm despite being deposited under the same
conditions, see Figure 7.2.
Figure 7.1: Out-of-plane XRD of four LSMC/Nb:STO thin films grown during the same
deposition, showing a nearly identical pattern.
Figure 7.2: X-ray reflectivity data of a set of four LSMC/Nb:STO thin films grown
during the same deposition with a fitting in black (CvdB0152C) for a thin film thickness
of 17.5 nm.
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Figure 7.3: Combination of positive and negative FIB-SIMS depth profiling from a
LSMC/Nb:STO sample (CvdB0099C2) exchanged at 500 ◦C showing an isotopic
enrichment of 18O of ∼ 32% for the LSMC thin film.
Exchange with 18Owas used to isotopically label the thin films, following the process
detailed in Chapter 3.4.4. The exchange temperature was either 400 ◦C or 500 ◦C, as
heating the films to 600 ◦C resulted in a lack of switching behaviour which is likely
linked to the formation of an insulating strontium-containing phase on the surface of the
films. Strontium segregation is a known degradationmechanism of perovskite thin films,
particularly at elevated temperatures, and has been extensively observed and discussed
in literature, see Chapter 2.3.2.
FIB-SIMS depth profiles were used to confirm an enrichment of 18O from its natural
abundance of ∼ 0.2% to an isotopic fraction of ∼ 10 to 35%, see Figure 7.3. The strontium
trace is used to track the substrate and lanthanum is used to indicate the time required
to sputter through the LSMC thin film, and both match well with the surface profile
observed by LEIS (see Figure 4.20 in Chapter 4.5.2). For the film in Figure 7.3, exchanged
at 503 ◦C for 4841 s, an isotopic enrichment of 18O of ∼ 32% was measured in the bulk of
the thin film. The surface of the thin film showed a substantially higher concentration of
18O for the first ∼ 8 nm corresponding to approximately a quarter of the thin film.
To investigate the potential of LSMC for resistive switching applications, the films
were mounted on a glass slide to insulate the measurement system. Connection was
made to the bottom contact with silver paste. The top contact was made by placing a
tungsten (∼ 1 to 10µm) tip on the surface of the LSMC, as illustrated in Figure 3.52 in
Chapter 3.5.2.
Nb:STO provides a conducting substrate which has been used in the study of resistive
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Figure 7.4: Control I-V response curves of a bare Nb:STO substrate.
switching behaviour of STO, amongst other materials [72, 127, 293]. In their investigation
of the resistive switching behaviour of both STO andNb:STOwith silver electrodes, Chen
et al. [127] inferred that the resistive switching occurs at the interface of the metal and the
perovskite as the resistive switching effect relies on the presence of a Schottky junction.
Jiang et al. [294] explain the success of using STO as an alternative to TiO2 as STO does not
easily form an oxygen deficient phase. Therefore the behaviour of STO can be more easily
modelled as the resistive switching is based on oxygen vacancy drift and diffusion control
alone. As a reference measurement, a blank Nb:STO substrate was measured using the
same set-up, see Figure 7.4. The behaviour observed is different to the results obtained
for the W/LSMC/Nb:STO system. Therefore while STO has also been investigated in
thin film form as a resistive switching material [90], LSMC is shown to be the active layer
in this study.
7.2 Switching Behaviour under Ambient Conditions
To gain a general understanding of the electrical behaviour of LSMC thin films, and to
investigate their potential for switching, current compliant voltage sweepswere conducted
under ambient conditions. An example of one of the cleanest and most symmetrical
switches is shown below in Figure 7.6. The W/LSMC/Nb:STO device was set from a
HRS to a LRS with the application of positive voltage, using a current compliance. Reset
occurred with the opposite polarity and without current compliance.
The observed behaviour is indicative of bipolar switching, as expected of a perovskite
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[72]. However, there was no observable forming step which is usually observed for most
resistive switching mechanisms, see Chapter 1.2.2. While the best regions of the LSMC
films were able to switch multiple times and setting (resetting) was reliably observed
when positive (negative) bias was applied, the resulting magnitude of the switches, as
well as the switching voltages, were inconsistent, see Figure 7.5. This is likely related to
the configuration of the top contact which was placed by hand and therefore likely varied
in both contact area and pressure. As even a single setting step resulted in the formation
of a visible rupture (see Figure 7.7), the pressure between the top contact and the thin
filmwas crucial formaintaining contact throughout themeasurement and inconsistencies
in the pressure likely resulted in fewer cycles being measured for some devices. These
ruptures have also been observed by Mehonic et al. [257] for unipolar switching SiOx
devices, and has been related to the formation of bubbles due to the release of oxygen
[257, 295, 296].
These initial tests established that LSMC demonstrates bipolar resistive switching
behaviour with a switching voltage that is typically < 10V and experiences a change in
resistance of one to five orders of magnitude. This switching voltage is similar to the
forming voltage of TiN/SiOx/TiN devices in Anthony Kenyon’s group [258], measured
using the same set-up, but larger than observations in literature which have measured
switching voltages of ∼ 1 to 2V for SiOx and SrTiO3 devices [127, 297, 298]. However,
if a top contact were deposited on the surface to increase the contact size and provide
consistent contact, the required switching voltage may decrease.
7.3 In situ Resistive Switching Measurements
During the switching attempts, under ambient conditions, surface features were
consistently observed following the application of bias. Literature has suggested that
these surface features are linkedwith the emission of oxygen [257, 295, 296]. Therefore the
formation of surface ruptures, or bubbles, was investigated through in situmeasurements
using the RGA within the FIB-SIMS chamber.
Attempts were made to improve the consistency of the measurements by depositing a
platinumelectrodewithin theFIB-SIMSchamber. However, these trial Pt/LSMC/Nb:STO
devices suffered meltdown, and cracks could be observed emanating from the switching
site, see Figure 7.8, due to a more forceful reaction compared to ambient conditions.
Literature suggests that high vacuum (∼ 2 × 10−6mbar) conditions, such as those used for
FIB-SIMS, facilitate the release of oxygen and result in the formation of non-recoverable
switches due to the migration of oxygen ions [299]. The FIB-SIMS environment was
selected for the in situ measurements in an attempt to record the emission of oxygen,
which requires a vacuum to prevent particle collisions. Voltages and current compliance
were subsequently adjusted to achieve less destructive switching conditions and prevent
catastrophic breakdown, but no further top contacts were deposited within the FIB-SIMS
chamber.
Setting ofW/LSMC/Nb:STOdeviceswas determined in situ bymeasuring a change in
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Figure 7.5: Examples of switching of W/LSMC/Nb:STO device measured in ambient
conditions, presented on the same magnitude axes for comparison.
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Figure 7.6: Single set and reset I-V curve showing clear resistive switching behaviour of
a W/LSMC/Nb:STO (CvdB0099A) device. On the setting step, when applying positive
bias, the current is limited through current compliance. Part of the group of set and
resetting cycles shown in Figure 7.5a.
(a) Pristine LSMC surface contacted by a
tungsten probe before applying bias
(b) LSMC surface contacted by a tungsten
probe after applying bias, showing the
formation of a rupture
Figure 7.7: Video stills of the LSMC surface during the setting process.
the resistance of the sample. The resistancemeasurements were relatively consistent with
themagnitude of the switches under ambient conditions (two tofive orders ofmagnitude),
see Figure 7.9. When this setting step occurred, the results weremore consistent, however
it was not clear why one point would switch and another would not. It can be suggested
that the consistency of the switches which did occur, was related to the contact between
the tip and the LSMC thin film being more uniform, as in the FIB-SIMS chamber a slight
image contrast change was an indication of successful contact between the tip and the
surface. No successful resetting steps were performed under these conditions, potentially
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(a) Pt electrode contacted by a W probe before
applying bias
(b) Switched area after applying bias
Figure 7.8: Images of a platinum top electrode deposited on the LSMC surface, before
and after switching.
due to a lack of the oxygen needed for successful resetting in the vacuum conditions.
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Figure 7.9: Examples of setting of W/LSMC/Nb:STO device measured inside the
FIB-SIMS chamber.
During switching in the FIB-SIMS chamber, efforts were made to observe the release
of oxygen using the RGA, see Figure 7.10. As some peaks in the O2 signal were observed
after switches from HRS to LRS, it is possible that these are measurements of oxygen
released from LSMC thin films due to the application of bias. However, there is not
yet enough evidence to definitively ascribe these RGA signals to the LSMC devices as
emissions from the film cannot be distinguished from outgassing which results in peaks
of similar magnitude, see Figure 3.48 in Chapter 3.4.4. Evidence in favour of the oxygen
originating from the LSMC thin films is that the observed peaks were usually multiple
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data points while the outgassing peaks were related to single data points.
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Figure 7.10: RGA detection intensity of 32O2 as bias is applied, related to the switch
shown in Figure 7.9a.
7.4 Investigating Switching with Isotopic Labelling
Isotopic labelling of the oxygen in the LSMC thin films was also used as a method
for investigating the surface features and resistive switching mechanism. Films which
had been exchanged, to increase the isotopic fraction of 18O, were switched both under
ambient conditions and under vacuum within the FIB-SIMS chamber. Figure 7.11 shows
the isotopic fraction of oxygen calculated from two secondary ion maps of 16O and 18O
for a film switched under ambient conditions. Figure 7.12 shows the same information
for a film switching within the FIB-SIMS chamber, with the tungsten needle in view. Both
films show an enrichment of 16O as well as a depletion of 18O at the switching site. As
SIMS depth profiling (see Figure 7.3) shows that the films have been uniformly exchanged
to increase the 18O isotope fraction, the source of the 16O enrichment could potentially
come from two sources: either the background pressure of the FIB-SIMS chamber or from
the substrate.
From literature, reports of other perovskite systems suggest that the switching follows
an interface mechanism, see Chapter 1.2.2 [85, 90]. For LSMC, this mechanism would
correspond to a reduction of LSMC at one electrode, and an oxidation at the other. As the
oxygen fraction at the interface shows, there is a depletion of 18O and enrichment of 16O.
This suggests the films are being reduced and therefore losing 18O with subsequent
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(a) 16O secondary ion map (b) 18O secondary ion map
(c) Image of the surface of the switch device (d) Isotopic fraction of 18O after switching,
calculated using the TraceX software from
Cooper [300]
Figure 7.11: Images of an 18O isotopic fraction enrichment W/LSMC/Nb:STO device
switched under ambient conditions.
oxidation during which 16O is absorbed by the material. As the electric current is
supplying additional electronic charge, the reactions can be summarised as:
O×O

1
2O2(g) + VO + 2e
′ (7.1)
e′+M×M
M′M (7.2)
O×O + 2M×M

1
2O2(g) + VO + 2M
′
M (7.3)
where M is a transition metal. As this reduction and oxidation reactions are the same
as those governing chemical expansion, the rupturing that is observed on setting the
W/LSMC/Nb:STOdevice could be, at least in part, due to a change in the crystal structure
as this locally attempts to expand on reduction. However, an estimate of the current
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(a) 16O secondary ion map (b) 18O secondary ion map
(c) Image of the surface of the switch device (d) Isotopic fraction of 18O after switching,
calculated using the TraceX software from
Cooper [300]
Figure 7.12: Images of a 32% 18O isotopic fraction enrichment W/LSMC/Nb:STO
device switched within the FIB-SIMS vacuum chamber.
density through the switched area in Figure 7.11 is ∼ 3.5A cm−2 which could destroy
the crystal lattice. This highlights the importance of using a larger contact area which is
expected to reduce the current density and result in more repeatable switching.
If further evidence were found to support the interface switching mechanism and
experiments were conducted to prove the substrate is the source of 16O, then the
reduction processwould likely be occurring at theW/LSMC interface and oxidation at the
LSMC/Nb:STO interface. If the 16Owere shown to be coming from the local environment,
then the reverse could be the case with oxidation occurring at the surface of the LSMC
and reduction occurring at the thin film/substrate interface. The formation of greater
ruptures during switching in the FIB-SIMS chamber versus ambient conditions is likely
a result of the lower pressure of the FIB-SIMS chamber creating a larger concentration
gradient which promotes the reaction.
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Figure 7.13: Successive 18Omaps of the switched spot created during the measurements
in Figure 7.5c with an initial and final map of 16O.
Figure 7.13 shows a “post-mortem” of the switching area from the measurements
for Figure 7.5c. These images show an enrichment of 16O and a depletion of 18O at the
surface of the switching site. There is a greater enrichment of 16O closer to the interface
between the LSMC and the Nb:STO, along with a half crescent of 18O enrichment along
the circumference of the ruptured switching region. This was a first attempt at mapping
as a function of depth to understand changes to the isotopic fraction throughout the
switched area. As the depth of this switched region was not measured, the results remain
qualitative. Further experiments are needed to continue this work and to combine the in
situ RGA experiment with isotopic labelling to determine if the detected oxygen signals
are solely related to 18O, as well as to investigate whether resistive switching is occurring
at the W/LSMC or LSMC/Nb:STO interface.
7.5 Future Switching Measurements
Currently, a more detailed and traditional investigation into the resistive switching
properties of the LSMC/Nb:STO thin films is being undertaken in collaboration with the
group of Dr. Diego Rubí at the Comisión Nacional de Energía Atómica in Buenos Aires,
Argentina. During initial phases, platinum electrodes have been deposited as the top
contact to create Pt/LSMC/Nb:STO devices. Whilst the substrate and active layer are
the same, the interface between the top contact and the active layer are instrumental in
determining the device behaviour. Due to the high work function of platinum, the top
contact is now an ohmic interface. Therefore the study is focused on the behaviour of the
LSMC/Nb:STO interface.
In contrast, for the W/LSMC/Nb:STO devices, both of the interfaces are expected
to play a role due to the lower work function of tungsten, see Table 7.1. Recent work
from Jacobs et al. [301] has investigated the work functions of perovskites through DFT
calculations. This work has determined that a (001) surface termination of AO results
in a work function of 1.60 to 3.57 eV, while BO2 termination has a wider range of work
functions from 2.99 to 6.87 eV. The paper acknowledges experimental work by others,
see Table 7.2, which shows that the measurement technique and sample compositions
(thin film, polycrystalline, etc) can greatly influence the work function. While in Chapter
4.5.2 it was determined that the as-deposited LSMC films were A-site terminated, the
comparison of literature and DFT calculations suggests that the work function of related
perovskites leans more towards the calculated BO2 work function.
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Figure 7.14: Graph of the applied bias (black) which shows the application of increasing
bias of alternate polarity, and the response of the resistance (blue) which is constant at a
HRS until a forming voltage of −7V is applied and the device switches to a LRS. Credit:
Dr. Diego Rubí
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Figure 7.15: First cycle after forming with reset (set) taking place after application of
positive (negative) bias. The inset image shows rupturing of the surface during this
resetting process. Credit: Dr. Diego Rubí
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Table 7.1: Work functions of electrode metals.
Metal Work Function (eV)
(polycrystalline) Silver 4.26
Tungsten 4.50
Platinum 6.35
Table 7.2: Extract of the table of work functions of perovskite materials determined by
DFT calculations by Jacobs et al. [301]
Material AOWork
Function (eV)
BO2 Work
Function (eV)
Experimental
Work Function
Range (eV)
LaMnO3 1.76 5.21 4.5 – 5.1
LaCoO3 2.42 5.73 5.0
SrCoO3 3.42 6.51 -
La0.9375Sr0.0625MnO3 2.11 5.28 -
La0.875Sr0.125MnO3 2.23 5.49 -
La0.75Sr0.25MnO3 1.87 6.02 5.7
La0.625Sr0.375MnO3 2.39 5.85 4.7 – 4.9
When using a platinum top contact, the LSMC devices require a forming step before
switching between HRS and LRS. This forming step occurs at −7V which is the same
magnitude as the switching bias measured for the W/LSMC/Nb:STO, see Figure 7.14.
Figure 7.15 shows the first re-setting cycle after the formation step, where the reset takes
place with positive stimulus and the set with negative. During this process, rupturing of
the surface was observed. Further work is being conducted to understand the switching
mechanism, investigate the role of the top electrode work function, to link the observed
surface ruptures to reduction of the active layer perovskite and todetermine the endurance
and reliability of these devices.
7.6 Summary
An initial investigation into the resistive switching properties of LSMC has been
conducted. This work has focused on the behaviour observed with the application of bias
and associated changes in resistance, ultimately the key parameter for resistive switching.
The majority of the testing was performed using a W/LSMC/Nb:STO device structure,
with future measurements being conducted on Pt/LSMC/Nb:STO devices with a larger
top contact. Using current-voltage sweeps, this work has demonstrated that thin film
LSMC/Nb:STO has promising bipolar resistive switching characteristics.
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During switching, ruptures appeared on the surface of the LSMC thin films. In
literature these surface features are often speculatively linked to the emission of oxygen.
For the LSMC thin films these ruptures are a likely combination of both the release
of oxygen as well as the corresponding chemical expansion in a localised area. In
collaboration with Prof. Kenyon’s group at UCL, who are studying similar surface
features on SiOx [257], an attempt was made to study the emission from these ruptures
by switching the thin films in situ within FIB-SIMS and recording changes in the oxygen
signal by RGA. Potential signals from a release of oxygen were observed, however these
could not be unambiguously assigned to switching events. To further investigate both
the mechanism, and gain a greater understanding of the ruptures, the thin films were
isotopically labelled with 18O. Switching the enriched samples showed a depletion of
18O at the site of switching, as well as an enrichment of 16O. Therefore it is suggested
that LSMC switching occurs through concurrent reduction at one LSMC interface and
oxidation at the other.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions & Further Work
MIECs are an important class of materials for developing both future energy and
information storage devices. However, to successfully advance materials for these
applications, it is essential to optimise their properties. As discussed in Chapter 2,
changing the oxygen stoichiometry is an effective means of altering critical properties,
including amaterial’s affinity for promotingORR andOER, two key reactionswhich often
limit the efficiency of storage devices. Additionally, oxygen stoichiometry influences the
structure of a material through chemical expansion, which requires control to prevent
incompatible physical properties that can cause device degradation.
In pursuit of optimisation, the primary purpose of this study was to explore the
potential of tuning the defect structure of the perovskite LSMC. To achieve that goal,
three methods for influencing the concentration of oxygen vacancies were considered.
First, mechanical strain was used, where the mismatch between single crystal substrates
and LSMC resulted in changes to the LSMC unit cell volume. Second, the stoichiometry
was influenced through chemical means by changing the pO2 at elevated temperatures.
Finally, electrical bias was used to vary the effective pO2, and to investigate the resistive
switching behaviour of LSMC.
8.1 Mechanical Control
Thin film LSMC was considered as a promising model system for investigating the
control of defect structure and its effect on redox properties. LSMC was chosen due to
the wide range of nonstoichiometry it can accommodate, and reports of phase dependent
selectivity and activity for catalysis of hydrocarbons, linked to the oxygen content of the
phases. The structure of LSMC can be influenced through the choice of substrates, and
thin films facilitated the investigation of catalytically active surface regions, with bulk
effects neglected.
Successful stabilisation of epitaxial thin films of LSMC under tensile and compressive
strain was achieved. Structural measurements using XRD showed a general trend of
increasing LSMC cell volumeswith the thin film-substratemismatch. In previous studies,
this change involumedue to strainhasbeen linked to a change in theoxygen stoichiometry.
In this work, XANES measurements of the transition metal oxidation states contradicted
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this as a step change was observed instead of a linear relationship. It was concluded
that the LSMC thin films were deposited with oxygen stoichiometries corresponding to
either that of the oxidised or the reduced bulk material. For every strain measured, the
cobalt oxidation state remained oxidised, and it was the manganese metal centre where
reduction was observed for the films under the largest tensile strain. This provides direct
evidence to corroborate the theory that strain can beused to tunedefect structure, however
it also highlights that the relationship is more complex than a linear correlation.
When considering the thickness dependence of the oxidation states, the manganese
valence was independent of thickness. The cobalt valence increased with thickness for
the thinnest films, reaching a plateau at higher thicknesses. While further data is needed
to draw conclusions regarding a critical thickness, beyond which the thin films relax, the
XANES results suggest ordering of the B-site cations. LEIS measurements showed that
all samples were A-site terminated with strontium segregation, and analysis of the near
surface indicated a sub-surface increase in the cobalt signal with a concurrent decrease in
the manganese signal. It is suggested that this ordering is due to the flexibility of CoO6
octahedra rotating to accommodate different structures without a valence change, while
the manganese oxidation state formally reduces on increased tensile strain. This work is
currently under further investigation, with measurements of the magnetic susceptibility
of the material providing further insight into the electronic structure. Further work using
electronmicroscopy has also been initiated to investigate this. Futurework could focus on
ordering effects by using XANES with longer measurement times and post-edges, of the
Mn K-edge in particular, to provide usable EXAFS data for modelling the local structure
of both the transition metal centres.
8.2 Chemical Control
In Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, the behaviour of LSMC films under compressive and
tensile strain was investigated as a function of the pO2 and temperature. From the in
situ XRD measurements in Chapter 5, structural changes in the oxygen stoichiometry
of LSMC were measured when switching between a fully nitrogen and a synthetic air
atmosphere. A greater change in the cell parameterwasmeasured in the LSMC/LAOfilm
with compressive strain, however the largest change measured was estimated to be only
8% of the full reduction reported for bulk LSMC.When hydrogenwas introduced into the
atmosphere in the experiments reported in Chapter 6, both films reduced further, with the
LSMC/STO remaining stable under isothermal conditions at 500 ◦C and the LSMC/LAO
film being less reduced overall and tending towards a higher oxygen stoichiometry under
isothermal conditions. Further work is required to understand the limitations of LSMC
thin films by investigating their degradation under reducing conditions with hydrogen
at temperatures ∼ 500 ◦C.
Figure 8.1 depicts the trends inLSMCoxygen stoichiometry calculated acrossChapters
4 to 6. The initial values are those from the ex situmeasurements of the as-deposited thin
films in Chapter 4. The structural changes measured in Chapter 5 were converted to a
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Figure 8.1: Oxidation states of LSMC calculated from results in Chapters 4 to 6.
change of δ, as discussed in Chapter 5.5, and these were subtracted from the initial values.
The values of δ determined from the in situ XANES in Chapter 6 were also subtracted, to
obtain the final two points.
Figure 8.1 shows the general trends that have been observed for the LSMC/LAO and
LSMC/STO thin films. At all stages the LSMC/STO film is more reduced. The slightly
greater changes observed for the LSMC/LAO thin films under an inert atmosphere are
placed in perspective, and overall the LSMC/STO films show a greater range of change
in the oxygen stoichiometry. This figure clearly illustrates that it is possible to tune the
defect structure of LSMC using strain and that this behaviour is maintained across a wide
range of pO2.
8.3 Electrical Control
Initial studies driving LSMC oxidation and reduction through the application of bias
were conducted. The results from W/LSMC/Nb:STO showed that LSMC can be used in
a successful resistive switching device. Surface features, following the application of bias
and isotopic labelling of oxygen, indicated the important role of oxygen in the switching
mechanism. However, inconsistencies with the top contact connection, and the presence
of two active interfaces hindered the identification of the switching mechanism.
From initial work with collaborators, it has been demonstrated that the switching
behaviour with a platinum contact is more stable than tungsten. Platinum, a high
work function metal, facilitates a simpler system for investigating the resistive switching
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mechanism as the platinum/thin film interface is ohmic and the switching behaviour is
localised at the thin film/substrate interface. Additionally, testing electrodes of different
sizes will provide insight into the mechanism, indicating whether it proceeds through an
interfacemechanismor is related to a filamentary path. Further, the switchingmechanism
could be probedusing anunexchanged sample in different environments including an 18O
enriched atmosphere and an inert atmosphere, to further understand the role of oxygen.
This work has been explorative research which has contributed to the development of
a new method for investigating the role of oxygen in resistive switching devices, and has
demonstrated the potential of LSMC for future memristive applications.
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A.2 Thin Film Summary
Table A.1: Summary of LSMC thin films deposited on various single crystal substrates
throughout the duration of this work.
Sample
Number
Batch Target Substrate
Number
of
Pulses
Rep
Rate
(Hz)
Nominal
Energy
(mJ)
Dep.
Temp.
(◦C)
pO2
(mTorr)
Heating
Rate
(deg/min)
Cooling
Rate
(deg/min)
Cooling
pO2
(mTorr)
Toggle
CvdB0001 1 1 STO 6000 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0002 1 1 MgO 6000 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0003 1 1 LAO 6000 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0004 1 1 STO 1500 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0005 1 1 MgO 1500 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0006 1 1 LAO 1500 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0011 2 2 MgO 1500 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0012 2 2 LAO 1500 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0013 2 2 STO 1500 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0014 2 2 MgO 6000 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0015 2 2 LAO 6000 5 448 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0016 2 2 STO 6000 5 448 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0017 2 2 MgO 6000 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0021 3 2 MgO 750 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0022 3 2 MgO 1500 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0023 3 2 MgO 6000 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0026 4 2 Si 250 5 448 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0027 4 2 Si 500 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0028 4 2 Si 750 5 448 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0029 4 2 MgO 500 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0030 5 2 MgO 500 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0031 5 2 STO 500 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0032 5 2 LAO 500 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0037 6 2 STO 500 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0040 7 2 STO 1500 5 448 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0041 7 2 STO 750 5 444 700 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0042 7 2 STO 750 5 440 600 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0043 7 2 STO 750 5 - 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0052A 8 2 LAO 750 5 356 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0052B 8 2 LAO 750 5 356 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0052C 8 2 LAO 750 5 356 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0052D 8 2 LAO 750 5 356 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0053 8 2 LAO 750 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0054 8 2 LSAT 750 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
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Sample
Number Batch Target Substrate
Number
of
Pulses
Rep
Rate
(Hz)
Nominal
Energy
(mJ)
Dep.
Temp.
(◦C)
pO2
(mTorr)
Heating
Rate
(deg/min)
Cooling
Rate
(deg/min)
Cooling
pO2
(mTorr)
Toggle
CvdB0057A 8 2 STO 750 5 448 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0057B 8 2 STO 750 5 448 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0057C 8 2 STO 750 5 448 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0057D 8 2 STO 750 5 448 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0069A 9 2 MgO 750 5 448 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0069B 9 2 MgO 750 5 448 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0069C 9 2 MgO 750 5 448 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0069D 9 2 MgO 750 5 448 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0070 9 2 LAO 750 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0071 9 2 STO 750 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0072 9 2 MgO 750 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0073 9 2 LSAT 750 5 444 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0083A 10 2 LAO 1500 5 384 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0083B 10 2 LAO 1500 5 384 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0084A 10 2 STO 1500 5 384 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0084B 10 2 STO 1500 5 384 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0085A 10 2 LAO 750 5 374 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0085B 10 2 LAO 750 5 374 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0086A 10 2 STO 750 5 374 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0086B 10 2 STO 750 5 374 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0087 10 2 STO 750 5 - 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0088 10 2 LSAT 750 5 - 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0091 10 2 Si 750 5 308 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0095 11 2 MgO 750 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0096 11 2 LSAT 750 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0099A 11 2 Nb:STO 750 5 364 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0099B 11 2 Nb:STO 750 5 364 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0099C 11 2 Nb:STO 750 5 364 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0102 12 2 STO 300 1 105 800 30 15 15 120 Y
CvdB0108 13 2 LAO 0 0 0 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0109 13 2 STO 0 0 0 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0110 13 2 LSAT 0 0 0 800 30 30 10 600 N
CvdB0113 13 2 LAO 750 5 376 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0114 13 2 STO 750 5 376 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0115 13 2 LSAT 750 5 376 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0118 13 2 LAO 1500 5 376 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0119 13 2 STO 1500 5 376 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0120 13 2 LSAT 1500 5 376 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0123A 14 2 LAO 750 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0123B 14 2 LAO 750 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0124A 14 2 STO 750 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0124B 14 2 STO 750 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0125A 14 2 LAO 750 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0125B 14 2 LAO 750 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0126A 14 2 STO 750 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0126B 14 2 STO 750 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0127 14 2 LSAT 750 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0128 14 2 LAO 1500 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0129 14 2 STO 1500 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0130 14 2 LSAT 1500 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
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Sample
Number Batch Target Substrate
Number
of
Pulses
Rep
Rate
(Hz)
Nominal
Energy
(mJ)
Dep.
Temp.
(◦C)
pO2
(mTorr)
Heating
Rate
(deg/min)
Cooling
Rate
(deg/min)
Cooling
pO2
(mTorr)
Toggle
CvdB0131 14 2 LAO 6000 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0132 14 2 STO 6000 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0133A 14 2 Nb:STO 6000 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0133B 14 2 Nb:STO 6000 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0133B1 14 2 Nb:STO 6000 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0133B2 14 2 Nb:STO 6000 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0134A 14 2 Nb:STO 750 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0134B 14 2 Nb:STO 750 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0134C 14 2 Nb:STO 750 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0134D 14 2 Nb:STO 750 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0134D1 14 2 Nb:STO 750 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0134D2 14 2 Nb:STO 750 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0135A 14 2 Si 750 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0135B 14 2 Si 750 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0135C 14 2 Si 750 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0135C1 14 2 Si 750 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0135C2 14 2 Si 750 5 380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0136 15 2 STO 750 5 248 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0137 15 2 STO 500 5 248 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0138 16 2 STO 750 5 252-260 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0139 16 2 STO 550 5 248-260 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0140A 16 2 STO 550 5 228-268 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0140B 16 2 STO 550 5 228-268 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0141A 16 2 LAO 550 5 228-268 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0141B 16 2 LAO 550 5 228-268 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0142A 16 2 STO 550 5 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0142B 16 2 STO 550 5 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0143A 16 2 LAO 550 5 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0143B 16 2 LAO 550 5 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0144 16 2 STO 1000 5 248-252 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0145 16 2 LAO 1000 5 248-252 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0146 16 2 STO 400 5 376-388 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0147 16 2 LAO 400 5 376-388 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0148A 16 2 STO 450 5 376-388 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0148B 16 2 STO 450 5 376-388 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0149A 16 2 LAO 450 5 376-388 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0149B 16 2 LAO 450 5 376-388 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0150A 16 2 STO 450 5 372-380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0150B 16 2 STO 450 5 372-380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0151A 16 2 LAO 450 5 372-380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0151B 16 2 LAO 450 5 372-380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0152A 16 2 Nb:STO 450 5 372 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0152B 16 2 Nb:STO 450 5 372 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0152C 16 2 Nb:STO 450 5 372 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0152D 16 2 Nb:STO 450 5 372 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0153A 17 2 STO 450 5 368-380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0153B 17 2 STO 450 5 368-380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0154A 17 2 LAO 450 5 368-380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0154B 17 2 LAO 450 5 368-380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0155A 17 2 STO 1250 5 368-372 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0155B 17 2 STO 1250 5 368-372 800 30 30 10 600 Y
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Number Batch Target Substrate
Number
of
Pulses
Rep
Rate
(Hz)
Nominal
Energy
(mJ)
Dep.
Temp.
(◦C)
pO2
(mTorr)
Heating
Rate
(deg/min)
Cooling
Rate
(deg/min)
Cooling
pO2
(mTorr)
Toggle
CvdB0156A 17 2 LAO 1250 5 368-372 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0156B 17 2 LAO 1250 5 368-372 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0157A 17 2 Nb:STO 450 5 368-376 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0157B 17 2 Nb:STO 450 5 368-376 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0157C 17 2 Nb:STO 450 5 368-376 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0157D 17 2 Nb:STO 450 5 368-376 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0158 17 2 STO 450 5 368-376 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0159 17 2 LAO 450 5 368-376 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0160 17 2 LSAT 450 5 368-376 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0161 17 2 Nb:STO 450 5 368-376 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0162 17 2 STO 1250 5 368-380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0163 17 2 LAO 1250 5 368-380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0164 17 2 LSAT 1250 5 368-380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0165 17 2 Nb:STO 1250 5 368-380 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0166A 17 2 STO 450 5 364-376 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0166B 17 2 STO 450 5 364-376 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0167A 17 2 LAO 450 5 364-376 800 30 30 10 600 Y
CvdB0167B 17 2 LAO 450 5 364-376 800 30 30 10 600 Y
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A.3 Empyrean User Guide
The Empyrean User Guide can be downloaded from: https://goo.gl/qJg9mG
A.4 RSM of Rejected Substrates
Figure A.1 shows RSM of LAO and STO substrates whichweremeasured as delivered.
These are examples of substrates which were rejected and returned to the supplier.
(a) STO (b) STO
(c) LAO (d) LAO
Figure A.1: Examples of URSM from rejected substrates, as delivered by commercial
companies.
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A.5 In situ XRDMatlab Script
%% This script has been developed to analyse multiple XRDML scans generated
% during in situ static theta/2theta measurements of thin films
% Use Matlab version R2014b to run this script
% This script makes use of several functions available under simplified
% license and requires ghostscript.
% This script was initially written by Dr Jose Santiso's group at ICN2,
% Bellaterra, Barcelona. This particular version was compiled, edited and
% annotated by Celeste van den Bosch at Imperial College London, 2017.
%% Summary of User Inputs
% There are several necessary user inputs to make the script work to fit
% both the single crystal substrate and the thin film peaks simultaneously.
% Line 33: (Z) set the number of files to fit (be careful with file names!)
% Line 37: (SaveFig) indicate if files are to be saved
% Line 41: (directory) change the directory folder to select the correct
% file(s) for analysis
% Lines 129-30: (name_a*) indicate what material is being studied
% Lines 134-5: (a0) initial fitting parameters for peaks
% Lines 141-2: (Linda) set parameters to be fit
% Lines 146-7: (hkl) Miller indices of peaks being fit
% Line 151: (Lindb) set background parameters to be fit
% Line 152: (b0) provide initial fitting parameters for background
% Lines 252-3: (QxOffset/QyOffset) can include data from reciprocal space
% maps
%% Create a clear workspace
clc %clear all inputs/outputs from the command window
clear all %remove items from matlab workspace and reset all assumptions
close all %close all figure windows
tic %time the script runtime; START
%% User inputs to be edited
%this section contains the first of the user inputs, further inputs are
% required in the fitting section
%set number of files to be read
%HINT: start with one file of a small number of scans and then progress to
% fit all the scans together at once (could be one file or multiple files)
% an Excel spreadsheet has been developed to check the fitting is working as
% expected
z=7;
%switch for saving figures (1=save, 0=skip save)
%NOTE: to save figures Ghostscript must be installed, available from
% http://ghostscript.com/download/gsdnld.html
SaveFig=0;
%set location of the file with the data to be fit
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%NOTE: when there are multiple files of the same name, the script will
% starts at file _1 regardless of which file is chosen
directory = ('C:\Users\cav09\Desktop\20150706 - CvdB0086A\CvdB0086A_600C');
% user sets location of xrdml files to be analysed
file = uigetfile('*.xrdml','Exchage files',directory);
%uigetfile is a user interface command that will display a modal
%dialogue box to list files in the current folder and allow the user to
%select a file or enter a file name, *.xrdml has been set as a filter
filetoread = ['',directory,'\',file];
%compiles the location and the particular (starting) file selected by the
%user
%% Read & import the data from the XRDML file(s)
%uses the XRDMLread function (version 1.3.1, 3.2.2011,
%http://www.xray.cz/xrdmlread/) the modification has added in the ability
%to save the date time stamp of the xrd scans
for i=1:z
e(i) = XRDMLread_mod2([filetoread(1:end-7),num2str(i),'.xrdml']);
end
%initialise variables
d.startTime=[e(1,1).startTime];
d.scannb=[e(1,1).scannb];
d.Theta2=[e(1,1).Theta2];
d.data=[e(1,1).data];
d.Omega=[e(1,1).Omega];
%for multiple files the section of the script below will import all the data
%and append it to initial values
if (z>1)
for j=2:z
d.startTime=[d(1,1).startTime;e(1,j).startTime];
d.scannb=[d(1,1).scannb;e(1,j).scannb];
d.Theta2=[d(1,1).Theta2;e(1,j).Theta2];
d.data=[d(1,1).data;e(1,j).data];
d.Omega=[d(1,1).Omega;e(1,j).Omega];
end
end
%assign variable for labels & wavelength values
d.xlabel=[e(1,1).xlabel]; %'2Theta'
d.xunit=[e(1,1).xunit]; %'deg'
d.kType=[e(1,1).kType]; %'K-Alpha 1', there are different types which can be
%set in the XRDMLread script
d.kAlpha1=[e(1,1).kAlpha1]; %1.540598
d.kAlpha2=[e(1,1).kAlpha2]; %1.544426
d.Lambda=[e(1,1).Lambda]; %1.540598, the same as kAlpha1 and based on the
%kType as determined by switch in XRDMLread
r=(1:length(d.Theta2(:,1)))'; %scan numbers (same as d.scannb)
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%% Plots Part 1: Full 2Theta Range
NumberofScans = (1:length(d.Theta2(:,1)));
%plot figure 2020 - a colour map of the intensities for all the scans
figure(2020)
imagesc(d.Theta2(1,:),NumberofScans,d.data) %displays figure with scaled
%colours
xlabel( [d.xlabel ' (' d.xunit ')'] )
ylabel('Scan number')
zlabel('Intensity (counts)')
%plot figure 1 - shows fit vs actual data for all the scans
%Note: if only plotting up to the end of this section you will get the raw
%data only, the fitting points are added in a later section of the script
figure(1)
hold on %show multiple scans in the same plot (to allow plotting of the
%fitted points on the same figure)
col = hsv(length(NumberofScans)); %sets colour scale
for k=1:length(NumberofScans)
%d.Theta2 = x-axis, scan range
%size(d.data) = y-axis, number of scans
%d.data = z-axis, actual data collected by xrd instrument giving
%intensity
plot3( d.Theta2(k,:) , repmat(NumberofScans(k),1,size(d.data,2)) , ...
(round(d.data(k,:))), '-' , 'Color' , col(k,:) )
end
title( file , 'Interpreter','none','Interpreter','none','FontName',
'Helvetica')
xlabel( [d.xlabel ' (' d.xunit ')'] )
ylabel('Scan number')
zlabel('Intensity (counts)')
view(45,20) %figure rotated to view all three axes
%% Set Fitting Parameters
%I only used the fitting for two peaks, but in theory this can be used to
%extend it to more by adding more fitting parameters in this section. If
%additional peaks are used, check that the calculations are still correct
%as they are currently based on (1) thin film and (2) substrate.
% set global wavelength data for the pseudoVoigt function
global WAVELENGTHS
switch d.kType
case {'K-Alpha 1'}
WAVELENGTHS = [1.0 0.0];
case {'K-Alpha'}
WAVELENGTHS = [ 1.0 (d.kAlpha1-d.Lambda)/d.Lambda ;
d.kAlphaRatio (d.kAlpha2-d.Lambda)/d.Lambda ];
otherwise
warning('usedWavelength type not supported (using K-Alpha 1)')
WAVELENGTHS = [1.0 0.0];
end
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%add diffraction lines
name_a1 = 'LSMC'; %set name of the thin film
name_a2 = 'STO'; %set name of the substrate
%use DataViewer to determine the start values for the Integral and Position
%give a good estimate for the second two (usually 0.05 and 0.5 work ok as an
%initial estimate)
a0(1,:) =[1051.7819 77.5367 0.0476 0.3468]; %thin film; [Integral(Area)
%Position Width(HWHM) Lorentz/Gauss]
a0(2,:) =[987.5997 77.1421 0.0348 0.5278]; %substrate
%a0(3,:) =[Integral(Area) Position Width(HWHM) Lorentz/Gauss];
%set refined lines parameters
%if the initial guess is good (e.g. based on previous scans of a similar
%sample) can open multiple parameters from the beginning it is usually
%necessary to limit the number of parameters being fit and slowly refine
%until all can be fit together
Linda(1,:) = [1 1 1 1]; %1 indicates the a0 parameter can be changed/fitted,
%0 that it is fixed
Linda(2,:) = [1 1 1 1];
%Linda(3,:) = [1 1 1 1];
%set the hkl values of the peaks (necessary for calculation of the cell
%parameters)
results(1).hkl = [-1 0 3];
results(2).hkl = [-1 0 3];
%results(3).hkl = [h k l];
%add linear background, use a simple fitting in Origin to find the values
%to be entered here
Lindb(1,:) = [0 0]; %switch to allow fitting of the background
b0 = [-35.63 2807.59]; %[slope intercept]
%% Fit all scans
%Note: pre-allocation does not save time despite what Matlab tells you!
%can adapt the fitting for two ranges using the addition of
%",d.Theta2(k,252:end)" in both the x and the y lines.
%e.g. y = round([d.data(k,1:220),d.data(k,252:end)]);
for k=1:length(NumberofScans) %k is from 1 to the length of the data
%(number of scans)
x = d.Theta2(k,:); %x values are the angle 2Theta
% x2 = d.Theta2(k,:); repeat of line above
y = round(d.data(k,:)); %quitado(removed) *d.time
% w = 1./y;
w = y; %weighting, from the pseudoVoight fitting script
%using the pseudoVoigt fitting functions
[a,b,da,db,chi2,Rwp,S,C,n] = pseudoVoigtFit(x,y,w,a0,b0,[],Linda,Lindb);
yc = sum(pseudoVoigt(a,x),1) + polyval(b,x);
%yc2 = sum(pseudoVoigt(a,x2),1) + polyval(b,x2); %repeat of line above
Sfactor(k)=S; %collect the Sfactor for each scan (measure of the
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%goodness of fit)
Chi(k)=chi2; %collect the Chi2 for each scan
Rwpfactor(k)=Rwp; %collect the Rwp factor for each scan
iternumber(k)=n;
for m=1:length(results)
part_m=pseudoVoigt(a(m,1:end),x);
results(m).T2(k,1) = a(m,2);
Anchura(m).T2(k,1)= a(m,3); %Width (HWHM)
Area(m).T2(k,1)= a(m,1);
MaxInt(k,1)=max(yc);
MaxInt3(k,m)=max(part_m);
results(m).dT2(k,1) = da(m,2);
end
%cut=size(x2)-size(x); %unnecessary because x = x2
%plot3( x2 , repmat(d.scannb(k),1,size(d.data,2)) , yc2 , 'k' )
%plot3( squeeze(x), repmat(d.scannb(k),1,size(d.data,2)-cut(2)) ,
%squeeze(yc) , 'ko' ) %plot fit with open circles
%squeeze: remove singleton dimensions
%repmat: repeat copies of array
plot3(squeeze(x), repmat(NumberofScans(k),1,size(d.data,2)) , squeeze(yc)
, 'ko' )
%a0(1,2)=a(1,2)
%if n<1
%a0=a;
%end
end
%% Calculate & Plot substrate Cell parameter (before adjustment, as a check)
% In all measurements there are small shifts when changing between gases due
% to changes in pressure and therefore temperature
% These changes are accounted for in calculating the thin film cell
% parameter however it is important to consider changes in
% the substrate parameter before adjustments are made
%determine initial value
th_init_raw = results(2).T2*pi/360; %convert 2Theta values in degrees to
%Theta in radians
Momg_raw=(th_init_raw-d.Omega(2)*pi/180); %calculate initial value of
%(theta - omega) in radians
Qxinic_raw = sin(th_init_raw).* sin(Momg_raw); %calculate initial Qx value,
%Qx = sin(theta) * sin (theta - omega)
%calc lattice planes distances and their deviations using the assumption
%that the in plane lattice parameter is fixed
th_raw = results(2).T2*pi/360; %convert 2theta in degrees to theta in
%radians for the whole data set
Momg_raw=asin(Qxinic_raw./sin(th_raw)); %reverse calculate Momg
results(2).d_raw = d.Lambda./2./sin(th_raw); %calculate d from Bragg's law
%(n=1), d = (n*lambda)/(2*sin th)
results(2).ddd_raw = (sin(th_raw).* sin(Momg_raw)); %Qx
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results(2).dddd_raw = (sin(th_raw).*cos(Momg_raw)); %Qy
results(2).parin_raw = (d.Lambda.*results(2).hkl(1))./
(2*results(2).ddd_raw); %parameter in plane
results(2).parout_raw = (d.Lambda.*results(2).hkl(3))./
(2*results(2).dddd_raw); %parameter out of plane
%out of plane cell parameter plot
figure(202)
plot(NumberofScans, results(2).parout_raw , '-k*' ),
title('Unadjusted Substrate Out of Plane Cell Parameter'),
xlabel('Scan Number'), ylabel('c Cell Parameter')
%in plane cell parameter plot
%figure(302)
%plot(results(2).parin_raw , '-k*' ),
%title('Unadjusted Substrate In Plane Cell Parameter'),
%xlabel('Scan Number'), ylabel('a Cell Parameter')
%% Calculations of Corrected Qx, Qy and Cell Parameters
% This script works on the premise that the thin film cell parameters are
% fixed to the substrate in-plane.
%adjust the peak position to account for small fluctuations in the substrate
%cell parameter
averageSubstrateTheta = mean(results(2).T2); %average substrate position
substrateThetaDifference = results(2).T2 - averageSubstrateTheta;
%difference between average and measured substrate position
resultsRAW(1).T2 = results(1).T2; %create a copy of the data
resultsRAW(2).T2 = results(2).T2;
results(1).T2 = results(1).T2 - substrateThetaDifference; %shift thin film
%peaks so the substrate position is fixed
results(2).T2 = results(2).T2 - substrateThetaDifference; %shift substrate
%peaks to average so the cell parameter is fixed
%view the differences in the substrate position (in theory these should be
%random, important to check if this is a fit or experimental error or a
%real effect)
figure;
plot(NumberofScans, substrateThetaDifference), ...
title('Substrate Divergence from Average' , 'Interpreter','none',
'Interpreter','none','FontName','Helvetica'), ...
xlabel('Scan Number'), ylabel('Difference of Substrate Peak Max with
Average')
%determine initial values
th_init = results(2).T2*pi/360; %convert 2Theta values in degrees to Theta
%in radians
Momg=(th_init-d.Omega(2)*pi/180); %calculate initial value of
%(theta - omega) in radians
Qxinic = sin(th_init).* sin(Momg); %calculate initial Qx value,
%Qx = sin(theta) * sin (theta - omega)
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%User defines offsets for Qx and Qy using RSM
QxOffset=0.0;
QyOffset=0.0;
%calc lattice planes distances and their deviations
for m=1:length(results)
th = results(m).T2*pi/360; %convert 2theta in degrees to theta in
%radians for the whole data set
Momg=asin(Qxinic./sin(th)); %reverse calculate Momg - assume Qx is fixed
%to that of the initial substrate value
results(m).d = d.Lambda./2./sin(th); %calculate d from Bragg's law
%(n=1), d = (n*lambda)/(2*sin th)
results(m).dd = cos(th)/d.Lambda.*results(m).d.^2.* ...
results(m).dT2*pi/180; %conversion of da(m,2) a value from
%the matrix of esds of refined
%pseudo-Voigt function parameters
%(doesn't appear elsewhere in this
%script)
results(m).ddd = (sin(th).* sin(Momg))-QxOffset; %Qx
results(m).dddd = (sin(th).*cos(Momg))-QyOffset; %Qy
results(m).parin = (d.Lambda.*results(m).hkl(1))./(2*results(m).ddd);
%parameter in plane
results(m).parout = (d.Lambda.*results(m).hkl(3))./(2*results(m).dddd);
%parameter out of plane
end
%calculate cell volumes - not a meaningful calculation unless there has
%been a good adjustment from RSM
for m=1:length(results)
results(m).volume = results(m).parout.*(results(m).parin.^2);
%calculate volume = c * a^2
end
%% Saving Output Parameters & Plots Part 2: Individual peaks
for p=1:length(results) %loops for the number of peaks being fit
figure(20+p) %figure number does not matter as nothing is plotted,
%this just gathers data for plotting the figures
%date and time transformations
for m=1:length(results(p).parout) %loops for the number of scans
hora=d.startTime {m,1}; %start time of the scan
fhora=[hora(1:10) ' ' hora(12:19)]; %picks out one time
%e.g. 2015-07-10 00:09:17
fecha=datevec(datestr(datenum(fhora,'yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM:SS', -1)));
%converts date to matrix of individual values
%e.g. [2015,7,10,0,9,17]
Sfecha=datenum(fecha); %converts date and time to serial date number
%e.g. 7.361550064467592e+05
fechaV(m,1)=Sfecha; %compiles datenumber values
y = results(p).parout(m); %out of plane cell parameter
y2 = results(p).parin(m); %in plane cell parameter
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qx=results(p).ddd(m); %Qx
qy=results(p).dddd(m); %Qy
end
%out of plane cell parameter plot
figure(20+p)
plot(results(p).parout , '-k*' ),
title('Out of Plane Cell Parameter'),
xlabel('Scan Number'), ylabel('c Cell Parameter')
%in plane cell parameter plot
%figure(30+p)
%plot(results(p).parin , 'k*' ), hold on,
%title('a Cell parameter vs. Time')
%volume plot
%figure(40+p)
%plot(results(p).volume , 'ko' ), hold on,
%title('Volume vs. Time')
%width (HWHM) plot
figure(50+p)
plot(Anchura(p).T2(1:end,1),'s','DisplayName','Anchura.T2(1:92,1)',
'YDataSource','Anchura.T2')
title('Width')
xlabel('Scan Number'), ylabel('HWHM')
%area plot
figure(60+p)
plot(Area(p).T2(1:end,1),'--rs','LineWidth',2,'MarkerEdgeColor','k',
'MarkerFaceColor','g','MarkerSize',10, 'DisplayName','Area',
'YDataSource','Anchura.T2')
title('Area')
xlabel('Scan Number'), ylabel('Area')
%max intensity plot
figure(70+p)
plot(MaxInt3(1:end,p),'--rs','LineWidth',2,'MarkerEdgeColor','k',
'MarkerFaceColor','b','MarkerSize',10, 'DisplayName','Area',
'YDataSource','Anchura.T2')
title('Intensity')
xlabel('Scan Number'), ylabel('Intensity')
%make a new folder, get a warning message in the command window if the
%directory already exists
ScanFolder=['',directory,'\',file(1:end-8),'_Scans'];
mkdir(ScanFolder);
%save individual scan data
for m=1:length(results(p).parout) %loops for the number of scans
DfechaV=fechaV; %csee fechaV, line 196
DSfecha=datenum(DfechaV(1,1)); %start time
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Int=d.data(m,:)'; %intensities
Angle=d.Theta2(m,:)'; %2Theta value
Both=[Angle,Int];
num=num2str(m); %single value stating the number of scans
save_file=['',directory,'\',file(1:end-8),'_Scans','\',num,'_',
file(1:end-8),'_Scan',num,'.txt'];
save(save_file,'DSfecha','Both','-ASCII', '-double');
end
%transpose data from columns to rows
chi_new = transpose(Chi);
S_new = transpose(Sfactor);
Rwp_new = transpose(Rwpfactor);
%save data from fit
output=[fechaV results(p).parout results(p).parin results(p).volume
results(p).d Area(p).T2 Anchura(p).T2 MaxInt3(1:end,p) chi_new
S_new Rwp_new results(p).parout_raw]; %output file column headers
peak_order=num2str(p);
save_file=['',directory,'\',file(1:end-8),'_Output',peak_order,'.txt'];
fid = fopen(save_file, 'w');
fprintf(fid, 'DateTime OutCellParameter InCellParameter Volume d-spacing
Area HWHM MaxIntensity Chi2 S Rwp RawOutCellParameter \n');
fclose(fid);
save(save_file,'output','-ASCII', '-double', '-append'); %add data
%underneath headers
end
%% Save Figures
%script to save figures from
%http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/23629-export-fig
%Set number of figures
FigNum = 7;
if SaveFig == 1
FigFolder=['',directory,'\',file(1:end-8),'_Figures'];
mkdir(FigFolder)
save_fig=[FigFolder,'\',file(1:end-8),'_Figure'];
set(figure(1), 'Color', 'white'); % white bckgr
export_fig(figure(1), ... % figure handle
[save_fig,'_Fit'],... % name of output file without extension
'-painters', ... % renderer
'-jpg', ... % file format
'-r300' ); % resolution in dpi
set(figure(2020), 'Color', 'white'); % white bckgr
export_fig(figure(2020), ... % figure handle
[save_fig,'_ContourMap'],... % name of output file without extension
'-painters', ... % renderer
'-jpg', ... % file format
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'-r300' ); % resolution in dpi
for l=2:FigNum
for p=1:length(results)
set(figure(10*l+p), 'Color', 'white'); % white bckgr
export_fig(figure(10*l+p), ... % figure handle
[save_fig,'_',num2str(10*l+p)],... % name of output file
%without extension
'-painters', ... % renderer
'-jpg', ... % file format
'-r300' ); % resolution in dpi
end
end
end
%% Display useful data in Command Window
%goodness of fit parameters
NumberofScans = length(NumberofScans)
chi_m = mean(Chi)
S_m = mean(Sfactor)
Rwp_m = mean(Rwpfactor)
%fitting parameters (initial and final)
disp(name_a1)
a0(1,:)
a(1,:)
disp(name_a2)
a0(2,:)
a(2,:)
toc %end timing section
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A.6 In situ XRDMeasurement Conditions
Figure A.2 and Figure A.3 summarise the measurement times for the in situ XRD of
LSMC/LAO (CvdB0085A) and LSMC/STO (CvdB0086A).
(a) 400 ◦C
(b) 450 ◦C
(c) 500 ◦C
(d) 550 ◦C
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(e) 600 ◦C
(f) 650 ◦C
(g) 700 ◦C
(h) 750 ◦C
Figure A.2: Summary of measurement conditions for LSMC/LAO during the in situ XRD
experiment.
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(a) 550 ◦C
(b) 600 ◦C
(c) 650 ◦C
(d) 700 ◦C
(e) 750 ◦C
Figure A.3: Summary of measurement conditions for LSMC/STO during the in situ
XRD experiment.
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A.7 Arrhenius Plot Fitting
(a) LSMC/LAO, Oxidation, Cycle 1 (b) LSMC/LAO, Oxidation, Cycle 2
(c) LSMC/LAO, Reduction, Cycle 1 (d) LSMC/LAO, Reduction, Cycle 2
(e) LSMC/STO, Oxidation, Cycle 1 (f) LSMC/STO, Oxidation, Cycle 2
(g) LSMC/STO, Reduction, Cycle 1 (h) LSMC/STO, Reduction, Cycle 2
Figure A.4: Linear fits of Arrhenius plots to determine activation energy.
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A.8 Diamond Light Source Measurement Summary
Access time granted and brief descriptions of measurements conducted at Diamond
Light Source are summarised in Table A.2.
Table A.2: Summary of access to Diamond Light Source
Date Access No. Access Notes Measurement Details
25/07/2015 SP11149
Block Allocation
Group for
materials in energy
applications with
Dr. Alan Chadwick
ex situ: LSMC thin films on a
range of substrates, references
27/04/2016 SP13530-1 Standard access
ex situ: bulk LSMC powder and
references in situ: unsuccessful
due to leaking of the furnace
17/09/2016
SP13530-2
Additional time
and testing of
improvements to
the beamline
in situ: LSMC/STO
(CvdB0057B) and LSMC/LAO
(CvdB0052B) thin films, heating
to 600 ◦C in H2 / N2
05/01/2017 ex situ: bulk LSMC powder and
references
07/02/2017 SP16839 Rapid access ex situ: LSMC/LSAT thin films
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A.9 Further XANES processing in Athena
Raw XAS data collected on beamline B18 at Diamond Light Source is composed of
two parts: a measurement of the sample and a measurement of a relevant reference
foil. Figure A.5 shows an example of a set of raw data for the standard MnO. Note that
“reference” will continue to refer to the metal foil measurement taken at the same time as
the transmissionmeasurement while “standard” refers to the simple metal oxide samples
with known oxidation states which were prepared to construct calibration curves.
Each static measurement is repeated 3 – 8 times. If all scans of a sample and the
reference are without glitches, the data can bemerged to create a single file containing the
merged scans of the sample and the merged scans of the reference. For instance, in Figure
A.6, three scans and the merged data of these scans have been plotted. The merging of
data increases the signal-to-noise ratio of themeasurements. For powder samples diluted
in boron nitride, the signal is strong. However, for more challenging samples, including
thin films, the merging of multiple scans can visibly improve the data.
If multiple measurements of the sample contain glitches these will be random and
therefore merging the scans is not a straightforward process for the small number of runs
collected. In this case, it becomes necessary to review each scan individually to determine
the nature of the difference. If the glitches occur towards either extreme of the measured
data these can be treated by truncating the data, or deglitching the data in Athena. For
details on this process the reader is directed to Bruce Ravel’s user guide and the XAS
community [302].
After successful merging, the reference data can be used to calibrate the sample data.
Data calibration is used to put data on an absolute energy scale. A point in the data is
selected as the edge energy and an energy shift is applied so that the selected point has a
specified value. For both manganese and cobalt, the reference is the respective metal foil
with tabulated edge energy values of 6359 eV and 7709 eV, respectively. This process is a
further feature ofAthena,which suggests an alignmentpoint andwill calibrate thepoint to
a given value, resulting in an energy shift. For the example data ofMnOmeasured during
the session at Diamond in September 2016, this shift is −10.020 eV. The user interface in
Athena for this process is shown in Figure A.7a. To improve the consistency of data across
different measurement sessions, it is also possible to align reference measurements from
different scans as illustrated in Figure A.7b. In this work, the selection of a data point was
usually taken as the default value from Athena. Where this procedure was not followed,
it was due to poor data quality which required manual selection. In future, an alternative
analysis could consider the impact of the selected point on the final calibration curves.
For the purpose of this work, I am satisfied the data has been consistently treated and this
should be the first and foremost consideration during any XAS data analysis.
Successful normalisation is key to XANES data analysis. The aim when normalising
data is to have the pre-edge lie along a flat line where the XANES signal is equal to zero
and the post-edge region to has a mean through the EXAFS region of 1 with a tail lying
flat along the XANES signal, as seen in Figure A.8.
When considering what to measure during XANES it is important to note that the
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Figure A.5: Set of data for a single scan (267673) of the standard MnO showing the
measurements of the diluted MnO (blue) and the reference Mn foil (red).
Figure A.6: Three scans of the standard MnO (267673-267675) and the related
references, as well as the merged data using all three individual scans. By visual
inspection the features are the same for all scans and there are no observable glitches.
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(a) Calibrating reference scans to the literature value of E0.
(b) Aligning reference scans from different measurements.
Figure A.7: Athena user interface for calibrating and aligning reference scans.
longer the pre- and post-edges are, the better the normalisation will be and as a result, the
better accuracy on an absolute energy scale. Therefore, for direct comparison of samples
it is suggested that data of the same length is collected and a consistent normalisation
procedure used. The difference in the results between measurement of the same material
for two different measurement windows is illustrated in Figure A.9.
Depending on the noise in the data, it was occasionally necessary to smooth the
data. For this work the method of smoothing used was 20 repetitions of IFEFFIT 3-point
smoothing algorithm [228]. Athena also offers a Gaussian filter and a boxcar averaging
algorithm. The 3-point smoothing option was chosen as this resulted in the smallest
shift of the edge position. When it was necessary to smooth a single peak in a set of
measurements, all sets of data were smoothed to retain consistent data processing. An
example of the difference is shown in Figure A.10. Note, for this data it would not have
been considered necessary to smooth as the data quality was already high, however it
was smoothed for use in constructing a calibration curve as the pre-edge feature could
not be distinguished for all measurements of the powder samples.
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Figure A.8: Example of normalised XANES data where the pre-edge region has zero
intensity and the post-edge tail is equal to one.
Figure A.9: Comparison of different measurement windows for MnO, measured during
the 2016-04 (red, 845 eV post-edge region) and 2016-09 (blue, 655 eV post-edge region)
sessions. Both sets of displayed data are a merge of three scans. The two scans show
differences in the EXAFS region which can be related to the different scan lengths.
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Figure A.10: Example of three-point smoothing, showing the first derivative of three
merged scans of MnO which are as recorded (blue) and smoothed by 20 iterations in
Athena (red).
A.10 In situ XANES Python Script
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from __future__ import division #, print_function
import os
import numpy as np
from os import listdir
from os.path import isfile, join
def write_params(filename, output_file):
sample = filename[15:filename.index("_", 15)]
output_file.write(filename + ",") # Entire file name
output_file.write(filename[:7] + ",") # Session
output_file.write(filename[8:14] + ",") # Scan No.
output_file.write(sample + ",") # Sample
output_file.write(filename[25:27] + ",") # Element edge
output_file.write(filename[28:filename.index("_", 28)] + ",") # Temp
output_file.write(filename[filename.index("_", 28)+1:filename.index
("_", 32)] + ",") # Atmosphere
def getnearpos(list_in,value):
array = np.array(list_in)
idx = (np.abs(array-value)).argmin()
return idx
def detect_peaks(x, mph=None, mpd=1, threshold=0, edge='rising',
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kpsh=False, valley=False, show=False, ax=None):
"""Detect peaks in data based on their amplitude and other features.
Parameters
----------
x : 1D array_like
data.
mph : {None, number}, optional (default = None)
detect peaks that are greater than minimum peak height.
mpd : positive integer, optional (default = 1)
detect peaks that are at least separated by minimum peak distance
(in number of data).
threshold : positive number, optional (default = 0)
detect peaks (valleys) that are greater (smaller) than `threshold`
in relation to their immediate neighbors.
edge : {None, 'rising', 'falling', 'both'}, optional (default =
'rising') for a flat peak, keep only the rising edge ('rising'),
only the falling edge ('falling'), both edges ('both'), or don't
detect a flat peak (None).
kpsh : bool, optional (default = False)
keep peaks with same height even if they are closer than `mpd`.
valley : bool, optional (default = False)
if True (1), detect valleys (local minima) instead of peaks.
show : bool, optional (default = False)
if True (1), plot data in matplotlib figure.
ax : a matplotlib.axes.Axes instance, optional (default = None).
Returns
-------
ind : 1D array_like
indeces of the peaks in `x`.
Notes
-----
The detection of valleys instead of peaks is performed internally by
simply negating the data: `ind_valleys = detect_peaks(-x)`
The function can handle NaN's
See this IPython Notebook [1]_.
References
----------
.. [1] http://nbviewer.ipython.org/github/demotu/BMC/blob/master/
notebooks/DetectPeaks.ipynb
Examples
--------
>>> from detect_peaks import detect_peaks
>>> x = np.random.randn(100)
>>> x[60:81] = np.nan
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>>> # detect all peaks and plot data
>>> ind = detect_peaks(x, show=True)
>>> print(ind)
>>> x = np.sin(2*np.pi*5*np.linspace(0, 1, 200)) + np.random.randn
(200)/5
>>> # set minimum peak height = 0 and minimum peak distance = 20
>>> detect_peaks(x, mph=0, mpd=20, show=True)
>>> x = [0, 1, 0, 2, 0, 3, 0, 2, 0, 1, 0]
>>> # set minimum peak distance = 2
>>> detect_peaks(x, mpd=2, show=True)
>>> x = np.sin(2*np.pi*5*np.linspace(0, 1, 200)) + np.random.randn
(200)/5
>>> # detection of valleys instead of peaks
>>> detect_peaks(x, mph=0, mpd=20, valley=True, show=True)
>>> x = [0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0]
>>> # detect both edges
>>> detect_peaks(x, edge='both', show=True)
>>> x = [-2, 1, -2, 2, 1, 1, 3, 0]
>>> # set threshold = 2
>>> detect_peaks(x, threshold = 2, show=True)
"""
x = np.atleast_1d(x).astype('float64')
if x.size < 3:
return np.array([], dtype=int)
if valley:
x = -x
# find indices of all peaks
dx = x[1:] - x[:-1]
# handle NaN's
indnan = np.where(np.isnan(x))[0]
if indnan.size:
x[indnan] = np.inf
dx[np.where(np.isnan(dx))[0]] = np.inf
ine, ire, ife = np.array([[], [], []], dtype=int)
if not edge:
ine = np.where((np.hstack((dx, 0)) < 0) &
(np.hstack((0, dx)) > 0))[0]
else:
if edge.lower() in ['rising', 'both']:
ire = np.where((np.hstack((dx, 0)) ≤ 0) &
(np.hstack((0, dx)) > 0))[0]
if edge.lower() in ['falling', 'both']:
ife = np.where((np.hstack((dx, 0)) < 0) &
(np.hstack((0, dx)) ≥ 0))[0]
ind = np.unique(np.hstack((ine, ire, ife)))
# handle NaN's
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if ind.size and indnan.size:
# NaN's and values close to NaN's cannot be peaks
ind = ind[np.in1d(ind, np.unique(np.hstack
((indnan, indnan-1, indnan+1))), invert=True)]
# first and last values of x cannot be peaks
if ind.size and ind[0] == 0:
ind = ind[1:]
if ind.size and ind[-1] == x.size-1:
ind = ind[:-1]
# remove peaks < minimum peak height
if ind.size and mph is not None:
ind = ind[x[ind] ≥ mph]
# remove peaks - neighbors < threshold
if ind.size and threshold > 0:
dx = np.min(np.vstack([x[ind]-x[ind-1], x[ind]-x[ind+1]]), axis=0)
ind = np.delete(ind, np.where(dx < threshold)[0])
# detect small peaks closer than minimum peak distance
if ind.size and mpd > 1:
ind = ind[np.argsort(x[ind])][::-1] # sort ind by peak height
idel = np.zeros(ind.size, dtype=bool)
for i in range(ind.size):
if not idel[i]:
# keep peaks with the same height if kpsh is True
idel = idel | (ind ≥ ind[i] - mpd) & (ind ≤ ind[i] + mpd)
\ & (x[ind[i]] > x[ind] if kpsh else True)
idel[i] = 0 # Keep current peak
# remove the small peaks and sort back the indices by their
# occurrence
ind = np.sort(ind[¬idel])
if show:
if indnan.size:
x[indnan] = np.nan
if valley:
x = -x
#_plot(x, mph, mpd, threshold, edge, valley, ax, ind)
return ind
# Set the folder where the files are stored. It is necessary to use double
# \ for the file to be read properly.
cwd_folder = os.getcwd()
data_folder = cwd_folder + "\Data"
# Create output file to store the data generated from this code. Use the
# function join from os.path library (line 10)
output = open(cwd_folder + "\output.txt", "w+")
# Headers for the columns in the output file
headers = "File name, Session Date, Scan No, Sample, Edge, Temperature,
Gas, rbkg,bkg_kweight,edge_step,pre_edge_range,pre_edge_line,
normalisation_range,post_edge_polynomial,spline_range_energy,
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spline_range_k,kweight,E0 0.5,E0 Norm Energy Max,
E0 Edge First Inflection,E0 Pre-Edge Inflection"
output.write(headers + "\n")
# Create empty variables for the fields of data to be extracted
header_titles = ["# Athena.rbkg:", "# Athena.bkg_kweight:",
"# Athena.edge_step:", "# Athena.pre_edge_range:",
"# Athena.pre_edge_line:", "# Athena.normalization_range:",
"# Athena.post_edge_polynomial:", "# Athena.spline_range_energy:",
"# Athena.spline_range_k:", "# Athena.kweight:"]
energy = []
flat = []
nder = []
# Create a list of the files within the selected folder (uses the functions
# imported from os and os.path libraries in lines 9 and 10)
onlyfiles = [f for f in listdir(data_folder) if
isfile(join(data_folder, f))]
for f in onlyfiles:
write_params(f, output)
f_in = open(data_folder + "\\" + f)
for line in f_in.readlines():
for title in header_titles:
if title in line:
output.write(line[33:-1] + ",")
if "#" not in line:
energy.append(float(line[2:12]))
flat.append(float(line[18:33]))
nder.append(float(line[86:101]))
flat_5 = getnearpos(flat, 0.5)
output.write(str(np.interp(0.5, flat[flat_5 - 10: flat_5 + 10],
energy[flat_5 - 10: flat_5 + 10])) + ",")
maxPointNorm = flat.index(max(flat))
maxEnergyNorm = energy[maxPointNorm]
output.write(str(maxEnergyNorm) + ",")
maxPoint = nder.index(max(nder))
maxEnergy = energy[maxPoint]
output.write(str(maxEnergy) + ",")
preEdge = detect_peaks(nder, mph=0.060)
output.write(str(energy[preEdge[0]]) + "\n")
energy = []
flat = []
nder = []
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f_in.close()
output.close()
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